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City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:

SUBJECT: APPEAL OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION APPROVAL OF ENTITLEMENTS
TO ALLOW THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE RESORT AND MARINA DEVELOPMENT
CONSISTING OF A 126-ROOM ALL-SUITE HOTEL, 440-SEAT RESTAURANT
AND 40-BERTH MARINA TO BE CONSTRUCTED ON 6.82± ACRES.
LOCATION/COUNCIL DISTRICT:

4350 Riverside Boulevard (Council District 4)

RECOMMEADATION: Planning staff recommends that the City Council deny the appeai by
approving the attad:ied Notice of Decision & Findings of Fact (which includes amended conditions
to: reduce the building height, reduce the restaurant seating, and require the elimination of the 40
marina berths, see Exhibit 11), and adopting the attached EIR Resolution (Attachment 2). This action
upholds the City Planning Commission's decision to approve/certify the following entitlements:
1.

Environmental Impact Report (EIR) (SCH 97042085), Findings of Fact and Statement of
Overriding Considerations; and Mitigation Monitoring Plan;

2.

Tentative Map to merge four existing parcels including the abandonment of a portion of
Captain's Table Road into two parcels totaling 6.82+ acres;

3.

Special Permits to allow (1) a 126-room hotel and 128 parking spaces on 4.27± acres in
the F Zone; (2) a floating dock/marina on the Sacramento River in the F Zone; (3) 150
of the proposed 278 parking spaces for a hotel/marina to be located off-site on 2.47±
acres; (4) a parking lot in the R-3 zone; and (5) 0.08± acres in the R-3 zone for outdoor
recreation for a hotel/marina; and

4.

Variance to exceed the allowable sign area for a resort and marina in the R-3 zone.

CONTACT PERSON:

Dawn T. Holm, Associate Planner, 264-5851
Barbara L. Wendt, Senior Planner, 264-5935

FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF:

August 5, 1999 (evening session)
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SUMMARY: The proposed project would establish a 126-room all-suite hotel (each room will
have a minimum of two rooms, not including the bathroom) and a 40-berth marina on the
existing site. The hotel will include small conference rooms and a restaurant with a maximum
seating capacity of up to 440 seats (within . the bar, restaurant, outdoor deck and banquet areas).
The proposed plan reflects three buildings that will be three and four stories in height (one-4
story building located in the center of two-3 story buildings). The subject property involves four
parcels, one of which is owned by the City of Sacramento. The City owns the property on the
landward side of the levee where 150 of the proposed 278 parking spaces are proposed to be
located. The City and the applicant have discussed the use of this property for parking and if
this project is approved, the applicant will be required to obtain a lease from the City for its use.
Staff believes that the proposed project is a unique development that takes advantage of the
City's waterfront. The development will provide public access to the river via walking trails, bike
trails and public parking (all parking will be open to the public). Every effort has been made to
reach project consensus. However, some residents are not in agreement with the proposed
project due primarily to concerns about traffic, parking, and the size of the development despite
the project redesigns that have been submitted by the developer. The proposed project was
approved unanimously by the City Planning Commission. The Little Pocket Neighborhood
Association appealed the Planning Commission's approval of the project (Attachment 3). Staff
has prepared responses to the issues raised in the appeal (Attachment 4). •
On July 26, 1999, Councilmember Yee facilitated a meeting between the developer and the
appellants. A compromise was not reached at this meeting, but the developer has agreed to
reduce the size of the project (see Exhibit 11). The Notice of Decision has been amended to
reflect the project changes.
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VOTE OF PLANNING COMMISSION: On May 27, 1999, by a vote of seven ayes, the Planning
Commission approved the necessary entitlements to allow the development of a 126-room allsuite hotel with a 12,000± square foot restaurant with 440 seats interior to the hotel facility and
a 40 berth marina with a total of 278 parking spaces on 6.82± partially developed acres zoned
Flood (F) and Multiple Family (R-3) at 4350 Riverside Boulevard. In response to the public
testimony the Planning Commission added conditions requiring:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A minimum of 25% of the berths to be maintained for transient boat traffic;
The marina facility to remain uncovered so as not to obstruct the view of the river;
Pedestrian crosswalk signage to be installed at Riverside and Casilada; and
Signage at the entrance to the resort and marina indicating "Public Parking for
River and Bike Trail Access."

BACKGROUND: The subject site was originally developed with the Captain's Table Restaurant
and Marina. The original facility included a 40 berth marina (including tie up slots there was a
total capacity for approximately 66 boats) and a river front restaurant (with approximately 150
seats). The restaurant burned down and sank in 1968. On July 26, 1979 and on November 24,
1982, the Planning Commission approved entitlements to allow: a 6,000 square foot restaurant;
a 144 berth expansion to the existing 40 berth marina; a 5,000 square foot retail/commercial
building; and 136 parking spaces on the subject site (P9327 and P9512). The above uses were
never established and the entitlements expired.
In addition to the original marina and restaurant use, the site was also developed with a single
family residence, two small cottage units and a four unit apartment complex. These structures
were destroyed by fire in 1998 and have since been removed. The property is currently vacant
with the exception of a barge and the remnants of the marina that are still remaining in the
Sacramento River adjacent to the project site.
Project History: The applicant first met with City staff in early 1995 about his proposal to
develop the subject site with a hotel and marina. Because river development has typically been
controversial, staff suggested that the applicant present the proposed project at a community
meeting with area residents and representatives from the interested neighborhood/business
associations. The applicant agreed and two community meetings were held in 1995 before an
application for the development was ever submitted. An additional community was held after
the development application was submitted. Based on comments received from the community
and staff, the project has gone through two major redesigns.
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On February 25, 1999, a review and comment report was presented to the Planning
Commission. At this meeting five persons spoke in opposition to the project and three persons
spoke in favor of the project. The purpose of the meeting was to provide the Commission and
community members with background information on the project. No action was taken.
Applicant Proposal to Revise the Project: On July 26, 1999, Councilmember Yee facilitated a
meeting between the developer and the appellants. A compromise was not reached at this
meeting, but the developer has agreed to modify the project in order to reduce the height of the
four story building to three stories, reduce the restaurant seating from 440 seats to 351 seats,
and to eliminate the 40 berth marina and replace it with a floating dock/marina facility that will
allow transient boat traffic only (see Exhibit 11). As proposed the changes will reduce the overall
parking demand by 50 parking spaces, which will allow for a surplus of 98 parking spaces to
accommodate overflow and public parking for river/parkway access. The Notice of Decision has
been amended to reflect the project changes.
Project Issues: City staff and the applicant have met regularly during the three-year planning
process to identify impacts, consider project changes that could reduce impacts and address
neighborhood concerns, and to develop project conditions. Several letters, a petition in support
of the project and a petition in opposition to the project have been received since the application
was submitted. All neighborhood association and resident letters received are included as
Attachments 6 and 7. In addition to the letters and petitions, staff has received many calls
expressing support and opposition to the project.
The following provides a brief explanation of the major issues associated with the project and
what has or will be done to mitigate these issues:

I

1.

Commercial Development of the Site: Some area residents are concerned about the
type of commercial development proposed. As described above, the subject site was
previously developed with a restaurant and marina. Based on the existing
development and the limited amount of vacant land along Riverside Boulevard, staff
does not feel that commercial use of this site will result in increased commercialization
of the area.

2.

Development of the Subject Site: Some area residents would prefer that no
development occur on the project site. The majority of the property in question is
privately owned. Unless the City is willing to purchase the privately owned property,
some type of development will occur on this site.

3.

Traffic/Site Access: Some area residents are concerned that there will be a
substantial increase in the area traffic as a result of this project. A traffic study was
conducted. Mitigation measures identified in the study will be included in the project
to address traffic operations. In addition, off-site directional signs will be located along
Sutterville, Riverside and Seamas in appropriate locations to assist motorists in
locating the hotel/marina facility.
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4. Parking: Some area residents are concerned about the adequacy of the parking to be
provided for this project. Parking is not permitted along Riverside Boulevard adjacent
to the subject site (or within close proximity to the proposed project). As approved by
the City Planning Commission the development would have provided 48 more parking
spaces than required by the Zoning Ordinance. The applicant's agreement submitted
on July 27, 1999 to decrease the restaurant seating and eliminate the rental berths in
the marina has further reduced the project's overall parking requirement. The
following table reflects the required parking and the proposed parking for the project:

CAPTAIN'S TABLE MARINA PARKING SUMMARY
Land Use

Required Parking

Proposed Parking

126 Room Hotel

63 spaces

- 1 space per 2
guest rooms

84 spaces (1 space per 1% rooms)

351 Seat Restaurant

117 spaces - 1 space per 3
seats

140 spaces (1 space per 21/2 seats)

Floating Dock/Marina
for transient usage

0 spaces

20 spaces

(the floating dock/marina
will accommodate
approximately 20 boats)

Public Access to the
River/Surplus Parking

0 spaces

34 spaces

(public access parking
will not be restricted)

Total Parking

- - 1 space per 2
berths
- no requirement

180 spaces Required

278 spaces Proposed

As reflected above, the project will be providing 98 parking spaces more than is
required by the Zoning Ordinance. Of the 98 parking spaces 80 of the spaces are
located in the flood zone (underneath the hotel structures). These 80 parking spaces
may be inundated with water during the rainy season when the Sacramento River is
nearing flood stages. In the event of the parking lot being flooded, adequate parking
will still be provided on the landward parcels.
5. Lease of the City Owned Parcel: Concerns over the lease and the lease process were
raised at the Planning Commission hearing. As the Planning Commission's review
authority was related to the land use entitlements and not the lease, the discussion on
the lease at the hearing was limited. The conditions approved by the Planning
Commission included a condition requiring the applicant to obtain City Council
approval on the lease. Without the City owned parcel the applicant will be required to
revise the project in order to provide all of the parking and maneuvering on the
privately owned parcels.
The project approval incorporates site plan changes and conditions to address access, bike trail
improvements, building design, signage and operational standards. The applicant has agreed
to all of the conditions included in the attached Notice of Decision and Findings of Fact
(Attachment 1).
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FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS: None
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: The Planning Division prepared an EIR for this
project. The Draft EIR was released for a 45-day public review period from November 3, 1998
through December 18, 1998. The project was noticed to a mailing list of approximately fifteen
agencies, five community groups and 600 interested persons.
•

The DEIR analyses concluded that the project would result in significant impacts
to transportation and circulation, air quality, noise, soils and geology,
drainage/flooding/water quality, biological resources, hazardous materials,
cultural resources, public services and utilities, and recreation and river-related
impacts.
The Final EIR contains responses to all comments received during the DEIR
comment period and any corrections/revisions to the Draft EIR.
Additional mitigation measures and project refinements included in the FEIR
reduce all project-specific impacts to a less than significant level.
Mitigation measures will reduce, but not eliminate project contributions to
Significant Unavoidable cumulative impacts to traffic, air quality, noise, biological
resources, and river traffic/marina development.

•

The physical impacts of the proposed lease of City property to the applicant for
the project are included in the EIR analysis.

The revised project as identified in Exhibit 11, has been reviewed by staff. The Final EIR,
including additional information and analysis on the revised project, complies with CEQA and
no significant revision to the EIR are required. Changes in the project regarding reduced
building height, reduced restaurant seating capacity, and the elimination of the 40 berths in the
marina do not change the conclusions of the Final EIR. CEQA provides that recirculation of an
EIR shall be required .only when changes to a proposed project are substantial. Substantial
changes in a project are those which involve new significant environmental effects or a
substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects. The revised
project will not result in any new significant environmental impacts, or substantially more severe
environmental impacts, as compared to those already identified in the Final EIR. Therefore,
recirculation of the EIR is not required (CEQA, §15088.5).
The environmental effects of the project revisions have been addressed in the attached
Additional Information and Analysis to the EIR (Attachment 11). As proposed, the project
revisions will not result in any additional significant impacts or modifications to the existing
mitigation measures.
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POLICY CONSIDERATIONS: The proposed project is consistent with the General Plan and
Sacramento River Parkway Plan (SRPP) land use designations. The development of this site
with the proposed hotel, restaurant and marina facility will rehabilitate a sight that has been a
blight on the surrounding community, provide jobs, and will provide public access to the
Sacramento River. In addition, the site has been identified as a Riverside Rest Area in the
SRPP. The proposed project will incorporate amenities (picnic table, water fountain, a public
restroom, parking, etc.) that will promote active recreation along the Sacramento River and
improve bike trail access to Old Sacramento and downtown.
ESBD EFFORTS: None
Respectfu ly submitted,

ts

GAR STONEHOUSE,
PLANNING DIRECTOR
RECOMMENDATION APPROVED:
FOR CITY COUNCIL INFORMATION
ROBERT P. THOMAS
CITY MANAGER
J CK CRIST, DEPUTY CI Y MANAGER
NEIGHBORHOODS, PLANNING, AND
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
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ATTACHMENT 1
APPEAL OF THE LITTLE POCKET NEIGHBORHOOD
ASSOCIATION vs. CITY OF SACRAMENTO PLANNING
COMMISSION'S APPROVAL OF ENTITLEMENTS TO
ALLOW THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE RESORT AND MARINA
DEVELOPMENT CONSISTING OF A 126-ROOM
ALL-SUITE HOTEL, 440-SEAT RESTAURANT AND
40-BERTH MARINA ON 6.82± ACRES LOCATED AT
4350 RIVERSIDE BOULEVARD, SACRAMENTO, CA.
(P96-013)
(APN: 016-0010-023, 025, 036 AND 039)

NOTICE OF DECISION
AND
FINDINGS OF FACT

At the regular meeting of
, the City Council heard and considered
evidence in the above entitled matter. Based on verbal and documentary evidence at said
hearing, the City Council denied the appeal and took the following actions:

A.

Adopted the attached Resolution (Attachment 2) Certifying the Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) (SCH97042085);

B.

Adopted the attached Resolution (Attachment 2) approving the Findings of Fact and
Statement of Overriding Considerations (Exhibit 2a);

C.

Adopted the attached Resolution (Attachment 2) approving the Mitigation
Monitoring Plan (MMP) (Exhibit 2b);

D.

Approved the Tentative Map to merge four existing parcels including the
abandonment of a portion of Captain's Table Road into two parcels totaling 6.82+
acres;

E.

Approved the Special Permit to allow a 126-room hotel and 128 parking spaces in
the Flood (F) Zone;

F.

Approved the Special Permit to allow a floating dock/marina on the Sacramento
River in the Flood (F) Zone (modified 7/27/99, based on a letter of agreement from the
applicant to eliminate the 40 permanent berths - see Exhibit 11);

G.

Approved the Special Permit to allow 150 of the proposed 278 parking spaces for
a proposed hotel/marina to be located off-site on an adjacent parcel;

H.

Approved the Special Permit to allow a 150 space parking lot in the Multiple Family
(R-3) zone;

I.

Approved the Special Permit to allow 0.08± vacant acres in the Multiple Family (R-3)
zone to be utilized for outdoor recreation (putting green, walking trails and
landscaping) for a proposed hotel/marina; and
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J. Approved the Variance to allow a detached monument sign to be located off-site at
the northwest corner of Riverside Boulevard and Captain's Table Road for a proposed
hotel, restaurant and marina development in the Multiple Family (R-3) zone.
The above actions were made based upon the following findings of fact and subject to the
following conditions:

FINDINGS OF FACT
A. Environmental Impact Report (EIR) (SCH #97042085): The City Council certifies and
approves the Environmental Impact Report based upon findings of fact contained in the
accompanying Resolution (Attachment 2).
B. Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations: The City Planning
Commission adopted the attached Resolution (Attachment 2) approving the Findings of
Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations for the proposed project (Exhibit la).
C.

Mitigation Monitoring Plan: The Mitigation Monitoring (Attachment 2) for the proposed
project is hereby approved based upon findings contained in the accompanying •
Resolution (Exhibit 1b).

D.

Tentative Map to merge four parcels into two parcels: The Tentative Map to merge four
existing parcels including the abandonment of a portion of Captain's Table Road into .
two parcels totaling 6.82± acres is approved subject to the following findings of fact and
conditions of approval:
D1.

None of the conditions described in Government Code Section 66474,
subsection (a) through (g), inclusive, exist with respect to the proposed
subdivision;

D2.
•

The proposed subdivision, together with the provisions for its design and
improvement, is consistent with the City General Plan, and Chapter 40 of the
City Code;

D3.

The design of the proposed subdivision provides, to the extent feasible, for the
future passive or natural heating and cooling opportunities; and

D4.

The discharge of waste from the proposed subdivision into the existing
community sewer system will not result in a violation of the applicable waste
discharge requirements prescribed by the California Regional Quality Control
Board, Central Valley Region in that existing treatment plants have a design
capacity adequate to service the proposed subdivision.

E. Special Permit to allow a 126-room all suite hotel and 128 parking spaces: The Special
Permit to allow a hotel and parking in the Flood (F) zone is approved subject to the
following findings of fact and conditions of approval:
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El. ! The project is based on sound principles of land use in that:
a.
b.
c.

E2.

Granting the Special Permit will not be detrimental to the public health, safety
and welfare and will not result in the creation of a nuisance in that:
a.
b.
c.

d.

E3.

The proposal complies with the criteria for "Special Developments in the
Flood Zones" in regard to design, location and nature of use;
The Zoning Ordinance allows hotel/marina developments in the Flood
(F) zone with the approval of a Special Permit; and
The proposed use will be located on a site that was previously
developed with a restaurant and a marina.

The proposed structures will be above the 100 year flood plain;
The Special Permit is conditioned to provide on-site fire hydrants and
fire fighting equipment as required by the City Fire Department;
A paved bike trail connection from the existing levee trail to Riverside
Boulevard will be provided and signage will be installed along the top of
the levee identifying the location/classification of the bike trail; and
The reduction in seating within the proposed restaurant and the
elimination of the permanent rental berths in the marina will result in 98
parking spaces more than is required by the City of Sacramento Zoning
Ordinance being provided for the development.

The hotel, restaurant and marina development is consistent with the General
Plan and the Sacramento River Parkway Plan in that:
a.

b.

c.

The proposed use will allow for the development of a site that has been
abandoned for many years, which has resulted in loitering and criminal
activities occurring on the site;
The Sacramento River Parkway Plan designates the site as Urban
Waterfront Recreation which allows for the development of the site with
uses that will promote recreational activities along this stretch of the
Sacramento River; and
The proposed bike trail and parkway improvements will establish the site
at a Riverside Rest Area as identified in the Sacramento River Parkway
Plan.

F. Special Permit to allow a floating dock/marina: The Special Permit to allow a floating
dock/marina in the Flood (F) zone is approved subject to the following findings of fact
and conditions of approval:
Fl.

The project is based on sound principles of land use in that:
a.
b.

The Zoning Ordinance allows marinas in the Flood (F) zones subject to
the approval of a Special Permit;
The site was previously developed with a 40-berth marina;
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c.
d.
e.

F2.

Granting the Special Permit will not be detrimental to the public health, safety
and welfare and will not result in the creation of a nuisance in that:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

F3.

The proposed marina facility provides boat docking for transient boat
traffic, no permanent rental berths will be provided;
The elimination of the permanent rental berths in the marina will reduce
the on-site parking demand for the development; and
The project will provide 98 more parking spaces than is required by the
City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance.

The elimination of the permanent rental berths in the marina will reduce
the on-site parking demand for the development;
The project will provide 98 more parking spaces than is required by the
City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance.
The Special Permit has been conditioned to prohibit permanent marina
berths;
The Special Permit has been conditioned to prohibit fuel sales which will
reduce fuel spills into the river; and
The Special Permit is conditioned to provide on-site fire hydrants, fire
fighting equipment and access to the docks, as required by the City Fire
Department.

The marina development is consistent with the General Plan and the
Sacramento River Parkway Plan in that:
a.

b.

The proposed use will allow for the redevelopment of a marina use that
has been abandoned for many years, which has resulted in loitering and
criminal activities occurring on the site; and
The Sacramento River Parkway Plan designates the site as Urban
Waterfront Recreation which allows for the development of the site with
uses that will promote recreational activities along this stretch of the
Sacramento River.

G. Special Permit to allow 150 parking spaces to be located off-site: The Special Permit
to allow 150 of the proposed parking spaces for a hotel/marina to be located off-site on
an adjacent parcel is approved subject to the following findings of fact and conditions
of approval:
G1.

The project is based on sound principles of land use in that:
a.
b.

c.

The Zoning Ordinance allows parking facilities on residentially zoned
properties subject to the approval of a Special Permit;
The proposed parking is located on City property and will provide public
parking for bike trail and parkway users in addition to providing parking
for the hotel, restaurant and marina development;
The proposed parking area will provide a portion of the required parking
for the hotel, restaurant and marina development; and
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d.

G2.

The Special Permit has been conditioned to require parking areas to be
open and available for public use from sunrise to sunset.

Granting the Special Permit will not be detrimental to the public hath, safety
and welfare and will not result in the creation of a nuisance in that:
a.
b.
c.

Lighting will be provided in the parking lot;
A detailed landscape and irrigation plan will be reviewed by the City
prior to issuance of building permits; and
The proposed project will provide 98 more parking spaces more than is
required by the City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance.

G3. The Special Permit is consistent with the General Plan and the Sacramento
River Parkway Plan in that the proposed parking lot will provide public parking
for persons wanting access to the bike trail system and the Sacramento River.
H. Special Permit to allow a parking lot in the R-3 zone: The Special Permit to allow a
parking lot in the Multiple Family (R-3) zone is approved subject to the following
findings of fact and conditions of approval:
H1.

The project is based on sound principles of land use in that:
a.
b.

c.
d.

H2.

The Zoning Ordinance allows parking facilities on residentially zoned
properties subject to the approval of a Special Permit;
The proposed parking is located on City property and will provide public
parking for bike trail and parkway users in addition to providing parking
for the hotel, restaurant and marina development;
The proposed parking area will provide a portion of the required parking
for the hotel, restaurant and marina development; and
The Special Permit has been conditioned to require parking areas to be
open and available for public use from sunrise to sunset.

Granting the Special Permit will not be detrimental to the public health, safety
and welfare and will not result in the creation of a nuisance in that:
a.
b.
c.

Lighting will be provided in the parking lot;
A detailed landscape and irrigation plan will be reviewed by the City
prior to issuance of building permits; and
The proposed project will provide 98 more parking spaces more than is
required by the City of Sacramento Zoning Ordinance.

H3. The Special Permit is consistent with the General Plan and the Sacramento
River Parkway Plan in that the proposed parking lot will provide public parking
for persons wanting to gain access to the bike trail system and the Sacramento
River.
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I. Variance to exceed the allowable sign area: The Variance to exceed the allowable sign
area for a hotel, restaurant, and marina development in the Multiple Family (R-3) zone
is approved subject to the following findings of fact and conditions of approval:
11.

Granting the Variance does not constitute a special privilege extended to an
individual property owner in that Variances would be granted to other property
owners facing similar circumstances.

12.

Granting the Variance does not constitute a use Variance in that signage is
allowed in the Multiple Family (R-3) zone.

13.

Granting the Variance, as conditioned, will not be injurious to the public welfare,
nor to property in the vicinity of the site in that the project will not result in
excessive signage.

CONDITIONS
D. The Tentative Map (Exhibit la) is hereby approved subject to the following conditions.
The applicant shall satisfy each of the following conditions prior to filing the Final Map
unless a different time for compliance is specifically stated in this condition:
Dl.

Provide standard subdivision improvements pursuant to Section 40.12.1211 of
the City Code;

D2.

Submit a soils test prepared by a registered engineer to be used in street
design;

D3.

Provide a seepage study prepared by a registered engineer. The study shall
identify and recommend solutions for groundwater related problems which may
occur within the public right-of-way. Construct appropriate facilities to alleviate
those problems;

D4.

Design street sections to provide for stabilized subgrades and pavement
sections under high groundwater conditions;

D5.

Pay off existing assessments, or file the necessary segregation requests and
fees to segregate existing assessments;

D6.

Comply with requirements included in the Mitigation Monitoring Plan
(Attachment 2, Exhibit lb) developed by and kept on file in the Planning
Division Office;

D7.

If unusual amounts of bone, stone, or artifacts are uncovered, work within 50
meters of the area will cease immediately and a qualified archaeologist shall
be consulted to develop, if necessary, further mitigation measures to reduce
any archaeological impact to a less than significant effect before construction
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resumes. A note shall be placed on the final improvement plans referencing
this condition;
D8.

Dedicate a standard 12.5-foot public utility easement for underground public
utility facilities and appurtenances adjacent to all public ways;

D9.

Show all existing easements;

D10.

Remove and reconstruct existing deteriorated curb, gutter and sidewalk per
City standards;

D11.

Dedicate and construct Captain's Table Road to a standard 44 foot wide street;

D12.

Dedicate and construct a cul-de-sac at the westerly end of Captain's Table
Road approximately 240 feet westerly of Riverside Boulevard. The cul-de-sac
radius to the right of way shall be 40 feet; the radius to the curb flowline shall
be 34'-10". Vertical curb shall be used. The cul-de-sac shall be signed "No
Parking";

D13.

Construct handicapped ramps per City standards at the intersection of
Captain's Table Road and Riverside Boulevard;

D14.

Remove all existing structures on the site;

D15.

Obtain and comply with abandonment clearance letters for the abandonment
of Captain's Table Road shown on the Tentative Map. Letters shall be provided
to the Public Works Department. Captain's Table Road shall be abandoned
from the terminus of the new cul-de-sac northerly to and along the Sacramento
River levee. A public utility easement over the entire width shall be retained.
Access easements, of a minimum 20 foot width, for public agency
maintenance, operations, and emergency needs shall be retained. A 14 foot
wide easement for a public bike route shall be retained;

D16.

Access to and along the Sacramento River shall be provided in conformance
with the provisions in the State Subdivision Map Act, Article 3.5, Public Access
to Public Resources;

D17.

A sanitary sewer study described in section 9.9 of the City Design and
Procedures Manual is required. This study and shed map shall be approved
by the Department of Utilities;

D18 Sanitary sewer flows from this site may be required to enter the conveyance
system south of the intersection of Captains Table Road and Riverside
Boulevard. If this location becomes the point of discharge, the replacement of
the first section of 6 inch main with 8 inch main will be required, as well as an
extension to get the main to the site;
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D19. A drainage study and shed map as described in section 11.7 of the City Design
and Procedures Manual is required. The drainage system required shall either
be connected to the Sump 41 street drainage system by means of storm
drainage extension and/or outfall directly to the river. This study and shed map
shall be approved by the Department of Utilities. No net increase in flows will
be allowed to flow into the Caltrans drainage system which discharges into
Sump 2. The 10-year and 100-year HGL's shall be shown on the improvement
plans. Building pad elevations shall be a minimum of 1 foot above the 100-year
HGL and approved by the Department of Utilities;
D20. Prior to or concurrent with the submittal of improvement plans, the applicant
must provide the Department of Utilities with the average day water system
demands, the fire flow demands, and the proposed points of connection to the
water distribution system for the proposed development. The Department of
Utilities can then provide the "boundary conditions" for the design of the water
distribution system. The water distribution system shall be designed, per
Section 13.4 of the Design and Procedures Manual, to satisfy the more critical
of the two following conditions:
a.

At maximum day peak hour demand, the operating or "residual"
pressure at all water service connections shall be at least 30 pounds per
square inch; and

b.

At average maximum day demand plus fire flow, the operating or
"residual" pressure in the area of the fire shall not be less than 20
pounds per square inch.

The method and calculations for the design of the water distribution system
shall be reviewed and approved by the Department of Utilities prior to
improvement plan approval.
Provide two points of connection to the public water distribution system for this
subdivision. The property owner/developer shall be responsible for any
required major off-site water main extensions as determined by the Department
of Utilities, Engineering Services Division;
D21. Properly abandon under permit, from the City and County Environmental Health
Division, any well or septic system located on the property;
D22. Post construction, stormwater quality control measures shall be incorporated
into the development to minimize the increase of urban runoff caused by
development of the area. Since the project is not served by a regional water
quality control facility and is greater than 1 acre, both source controls and onsite treatment control measures are required. On-site treatment control
measures may affect site design and site configuration and therefore, should
be considered during the early planning stages. Improvement plans must
include on-site treatment control measures. Refer to the draft "Manual of
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Standards for Design of New Development On-Site Stormwater Quality Control
Measures", dated January 23, 1995, for appropriate source control measures
and recommended on-site control measures;
D23. A grading plan showing existing and proposed elevations is required. Adjacent
off-site topography shall also be shown to the extent necessary to determine
impacts to existing surface drainage paths. No grading shall occur until the
grading plan has been reviewed and approved by the Department of Utilities;
D24. Dedicate Lot B the common area as a public utility easement for underground
facilities and appurtenances except for those areas where structures or pool
are located; and
D25. A City/applicant lease agreement relating to the City owned parcel (Assessor's
Parcel Number 016-0010-039-0000) shall be fully executed.
ADVISORY NOTES: The following advisory notes are informational in nature and are
not a requirement of this Tentative Map:
D26. A Corps of Engineers 404 permit will be required for the buildings and possibly
the discharge of storm drainage flows into the Sacramento River;
D27. The applicant has requested that the City of Sacramento extend its jurisdiction,
relative to Sacramento River Maintenance, downstream to include the project
site. The Department of Utilities is willing to assume responsibility for that
stretch of levee if the following conditions are met:
a.

Approval by the City Council;

b.

The developer shall enter into an agreement with the City assigning
ongoing maintenance responsibility for the docks, piles, debris cleaning,
etc. to the developer;

c.

The developer shall pay for any studies, consultants, etc. that might be
necessary to have the State approve the development and transfer the
responsibility for maintenance of the levee to the City; and

d.

The developer shall fund, construct, and comply with all requirements
of the Reclamation Board permit.

These conditions are a summary of a letter from the City Department of Utilities
to the applicant dated December 22, 1998;
D28. A State Reclamation Board Permit will be required for all buildings and
infrastructure constructed in and around the levee;
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E.

D29.

There is a 6 inch water distribution main adjacent to the southeast corner of this
project. There is also an 8 inch water distribution main in Captains Table Road;

D30.

Only one domestic water service will be allowed per parcel: Any new domestic
water services shall be metered. Multiple fire services are allowed per parcel
and may be required; and

D31.

All water connections shall comply with the City of Sacramento's Cross
Connection Control Policy.

The Special Permit to allow a 126-room all suite hotel and 128 parking spaces is
hereby approved subject to the following conditions:
Department of Utilities - The applicant shall satisfy each of the following conditions to
the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works prior to issuance of an occupancy
permit unless a different time for compliance is specifically stated:
El. A sanitary sewer study described in section 9.9 of the City Design and
Procedures Manual is required. This study and shed map shall be approved
by the Department of Utilities;
E2.

Sanitary sewer flows from this site may be required to enter the conveyance
system south of the intersection of Captains Table Road and Riverside
Boulevard. If this location becomes the point of discharge, the replacement of
the first section of 6 inch main with 8 inch main will be required, as well as an
extension to get the main to the site;

E3.

A drainage study and shed map as described in section 11.7 of the City Design
and Procedures Manual is required. The on-site drainage system required
shall either be connected to the Sump 41 street drainage system by means of
storm drainage extension and/or outfall directly to the river. This study and
shed map shall be approved by the Department of Utilities. No net increase in
flows will be allowed to flow into the Caltrans drainage system which discharges
into Sump 2. The 10-year and 100-year HGL's shall be shown on the
improvement plans. All on-site systems shall be designed to the standard for
private storm drainage systems (per Section 11.12 of the Design and
Procedures Manual). Building pad elevations shall be a minimum of 1 foot
above the 100-year HGL and approved by the Department of Utilities;

E4.

Prior to or concurrent with the submittal of improvement plans, the applicant
must provide the Department of Utilities with the average day water system
demands, the fire flow demands, and the proposed points of connection to the
water distribution system for the proposed development. The Department of
Utilities can then provide the "boundary conditions" for the design of the water
distribution system. The water distribution system shall be designed, per
Section 13.4 of the Design and Procedures Manual, to satisfy the more critical
of the two following conditions:
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a.

At maximum day peak hour demand, the operating or "residual"
pressure at all water service connections shall be at least 30 pounds per
square inch; or

b.

At average maximum day demand plus fire flow, the operating or
"residual" pressure in the area of the fire shall not be less than 20
pounds per square inch.

The method and calculations for the design of the water distribution system
shall be reviewed and approved by the Department of Utilities prior to
improvement plan approval.
Provide two points of connection to the public water distribution system for this
subdivision. The property owner/developer shall be responsible for any
required major off-site water main extensions as determined by the Department
of Utilities, Engineering Services Division;
E5.

The applicant must comply with the City of Sacramento's Grading, Erosion and
Sediment Control Ordinance. This ordinance will require the applicant to
prepare erosion and sediment control plans for both during and after
construction of the proposed project, prepare preliminary and final grading
plans, and prepare plans to control urban runoff pollution from the project site
during construction;

E6.

Post construction, stormwater quality control measures shall be incorporated
into the development to minimize the increase of urban runoff caused by
development of the area. Since the project is not served by a regional water
quality control facility and is greater than 1 acre, both source controls and onsite treatment control measures are required. On-site treatment control
measures may affect site design and site configuration and therefore, should
be considered during the early planning stages. Improvement plans must
include on-site treatment control measures. Refer to the draft "Manual of
Standards for Design of New Development On-Site Stormwater Quality Control
Measures", dated January 23, 1995, for appropriate source control measures
and recommended on-site control measures;

E7.

A grading plan showing existing and proposed elevations is required. Adjacent
off-site topography shall also be shown to the extent necessary to determine
impacts to existing surface drainage paths. No grading shall occur until the
grading plan has been reviewed and approved by the Department of Utilities;

E8.

A State Reclamation Board Permit will be required for all buildings and
infrastructure constructed in and around the levee; and

E9.

A Corps of Engineers 404 permit will be required for the buildings and possibly
the discharge of storm drainage flows into the Sacramento River.
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Department of Utilities Advisory Notes for the Special Permit:
El 0. The applicant has requested that the City of Sacramento extend its jurisdiction,
relative to Sacramento River Maintenance, downstream to include the project
site. The Department of Utilities is willing to assume responsibility for that
stretch of levee if the following conditions are met:
a.

Approval by the City Council;

b.

The developer shall enter into an agreement with the City assigning
ongoing maintenance responsibility for the docks, piles, debris cleaning,
etc. to the developer;

c.

The developer shall pay for any studies, consultants, etc. that might be
necessary to have the State approve the development and transfer the
responsibility for maintenance of the levee to the City; and

d.

The developer shall fund, construct, and comply with all requirements
of the Reclamation Board permit;

Eli. There is a 6 inch water distribution main adjacent to the southeast corner of this
project. There is also an 8 inch water distribution main in Captains Table Road;
El 2. Only one domestic water service will be allowed per parcel. Any new domestic
water services shall be metered. Multiple fire services are allowed per parcel
and may be required; and
E13.

All water connections shall comply with the City of Sacramento's Cross
Connection Control Policy.

Fire Department - The applicant shall satisfy each of the following conditions to the
satisfaction of the Fire Department prior to issuance of a building permit unless a
different time for compliance is specifically stated:
E14.

The hydrant system to the site will be a looped system and will connect on the
south at the Old Captain's Table Road access and either at the north end of the
property where an eight inch main is located or to a main on Riverside
Boulevard under the freeway;

El 5. A lateral standpipe system will be installed at the developer's expense to meet
the need for fire access to the west or river side of the property. This will be a
four inch line with a double fire department connection (FDC) located within fifty
feet of a hydrant;
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El 6. Fire flow may be a problem and should be established by contacting the utilities
department. With this information a sprinkler system can be designed and may
include a fire pump system;
E17.

Knox Box/Locks are required on all gates for fire/emergency access (including
the gate for the emergency access off of Riverside Boulevard and within the
marina area);

E18.

Fire sprinkler protection shall be provided for each landing/balcony provided on
the west side of the proposed buildings; and

E19.

Provide a hammerhead/turnaround at the northern end of the north parking lot
to the satisfaction of the Fire Department.

Planning Division - The applicant shall satisfy each of the following conditions to the
satisfaction of the Planning Division prior to issuance of a building permit unless a
different time for compliance is specifically stated:

Bike Trail Improvements/Public Access
E20.

The Class I bike trail reflected on Exhibit lb providing access from the levee to
Riverside Boulevard shall be reviewed and approved with the grading permit.
The actual construction of the trail shall be completed prior to issuance of a
building permit to construct buildings on the site (this will insure adequate bike
trail access to Riverside Boulevard during construction);

E21.

A restroom accessible from the bike trail/levee road area shall be constructed
adjacent to the pool area for use by the general public. This facility shall be
available to the public on a daily basis and shall be locked from dusk to dawn;

E22.

Bicycle security racks shall be provided at the front entrance to the
hotel/restaurant facility and near the public restroom adjacent to the pool area;
and

E23.

The developer shall provide the following bike trail rest stop amenities at the
northern end of the project site prior to issuance of an occupancy permit:
a.

A drinking fountain;

b.

A picnic table;

c.

A minimum of one trash; and

d.

Adequate lighting.
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Building Design
E24. The proposed 4-story hotel building to be located in the center of the project
shall be reduced to a 3-story building. To accomplish this the three hotel
buildings may be increased in width by approximately 16 feet each. The total
linear building frontage adjacent to the Sacramento River shall not exceed 60%
of the parcel (modified 7/27/99, based on a letter of agreement from the
applicant to reduce the building massing - see Exhibit V). The revised building
elevations shall include the following features/accents:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Wood trim on windows;
Horizontal Lap Siding on all elevations;
The corridor along the east side of the three buildings shall be fully
enclosed and include decorative trim and windows;
Standing seam metal roof;
Eaves and Overhangs;
Operable Balconies located on the west side for all suites.

No building permits for the construction of the hotel buildings 'shall be issued
until revised elevations reflecting the above changes have been submitted to
and approved by the Planning Director. If the Planning Director and the
Applicant can not reach agreement on the final elevations, the elevations shall
be brought to Planning Commission for review and approval.
E25. The design of the trash and recycling enclosure(s) shall include the following
features/accents:
a.
b.
c.
d.

walk-in access by employees of the development without having to open
the main enclosure gates shall be provided;
a trellis feature shall be provided over the top of the enclosure(s);
the exterior shall be painted to match the main wall color of the
hotel/restaurant buildings; and
landscaping, including a combination of shrubs and/or climbing
evergreen vines shall be planted around the exterior of the enclosure(s).

Note: In addition to the features listed above, the trash enclosure shall meet all
of the requirements as listed in Section 34 of the Zoning Ordinance; and
E26. All equipment shall be screened wherever possible (very small roof venting
may be painted to match the roof), including but not limited to, roof mounted
equipment, electrical equipment, gas meter, satellite dish antennas, irrigation
valves, pool equipment and other mechanical equipment when visible from the
site or adjoining public view. Detailed elevations of the proposed screening
shall be submitted to the Planning Director for review and approval prior to
issuance of any building permits.
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Fencing/Walls
E27.

A minimum of an 6 foot high decorative masonry wall shall be constructed
along the southern property line, from the levee to the eastern boundary of the
privately owned property in order to separate the proposed outdoor recreation
area from the existing apartment complex. Wall elevations shall be submitted
to the Planning Director for review and approval prior to issuance of a building
permit to construct buildings on the site.
The wall shall be constructed prior to the issuance of a temporary occupancy
permit for the hotel/restaurant/marina development; and

E28.

The proposed fence to be located on the northern end of the off-site parking
adjacent to the bike trail/emergency road shall be constructed of tubular steel
or metal (the use of tubular metal is subject to the approval of the Planning
Division, Design Review Section) with brick/rock columns at consistent
intervals.
Fence elevations shall be submitted to the Planning Director for review and
approval prior at the time of submittal for a building permit to grade the site.
The actual construction of the fence adjacent to the bike trail/emergency road
shall be completed prior to issuance of a building permit to construct buildings
on the site (this will provide for the necessary separation between the
construction activities on-site and the bike trail).

Landscaping/Lighting
E29.

A minimum 30 foot landscape setback shall be provided along Riverside
Boulevard and along the north side of Captain's Table Road. Large shade
trees (a minimum of four - 36 inch box trees) similar to the existing trees along
Riverside Boulevard shall be planted within this area;

E30.

All paved areas shall meet or exceed the 50 percent shading requirement;

E31.

At the time of building permit the developer/property owner shall apply for and
use a best effort to obtain an Encroachment Permit from CalTrans to allow for
landscaping inside the CalTrans right-of-way directly adjacent to the subject
site. If CalTrans will not approve the permit the landscaping is not required;

E32.

The developer/property owner shall enter into an agreement with CalTrans for
the maintenance of the landscaping inside the CalTrans right-of-way. A
condition of the agreement shall be that if the owner fails to maintain the
landscaping to an acceptable standard the encroachment permit will be
revoked. The developer/property owner will then have to reduce the
landscaping to a level acceptable to CalTrans and return maintenance of the
area to Caltrans; and
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E33.

All on-site lighting shall be shielded so as not to reflect or glare on any
residentially zoned property. The developer shall include detailed information
on the light shields on the building plans for review by the Building Division prior
to issuance of building permits.

Operational Standards
E34.

The approval of the Special Permit is subject to City Council approval of a land
lease for the City owned parcel. If the lease is denied, the applicant will be
required to revise the proposed project in order to comply with parking and
maneuvering requirements, which would require additional discretionary
approvals;

E35.

The maximum seating permitted within the restaurant (including the bar area
and outdoor seating) and the banquet facilities shall be 351 seats (modified
7/27/99, based on a letter of agreement from the applicant to reduce the
restaurant seating - see Exhibit 11);

E36.

On-site security shall be provided on a 24-hour a day basis. Security shall be
responsible for patrolling the parking lots, the waterfront, the bike trail, and
adjacent areas including sidewalks and streets to prohibit loitering, excessive
noise from individuals, vandalism, and other disruptive or illegal acts;

E37.

The hotel shall be operated as an "all-suite" hotel (all suites shall have a
minimum of two separate rooms not including bathroom facilities);

E38.

Launching and fueling facilities are prohibited from being developed on this site;

E39.

The pool and spa area proposed to be developed along the southern property
line shall be closed from 10:00 p.m. until 8:00 a.m.;

E40.

Deliveries of supplies for the hotel operation shall occur between the hours of
9 a.m. and 4 p.m. (excluding mail and parcel deliveries);

E41.

The entrance to the proposed hotel, restaurant and marina development off of
Captain's Table Road shall remain open to the public without restriction;

E42.

No parking shall be permitted on the top of the levee with the exception of the
designated drop off/loading area as shown on Exhibit 1 b;

E43.

At any time the parking lot underneath the hotel buildings is flooded by more
than two inches of water, the driveway to the parking lot (only to the 80 spaces
under the building) shall be barricaded, and marina activity shall be prohibited
(Modified 7/27/99, based on a letter of agreement from the applicant to reduce
restaurant seating by 89 seats - see Exhibit 11); and
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E44. A minimum of one trash receptacle shall be provided for every three hundred
feet of linear frontage along the river side of the development in order to
discourage littering.

Signage
E45. One detached monument sign shall be permitted as shown on Exhibit lb (pole
signage is prohibited). The final plans for the monument sign shall be
submitted to the Planning Director for review and approval prior to issuance of
a sign permit. The monument sign shall:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

not exceed 6 feet in overall height;
be a maximum of 48 square feet in area;
be indirectly illuminated (direct illumination is prohibited);
consist of individual letters and/or logos (no "can" signs);
be located a minimum of ten feet from all property lines and driveways;
and
include rock columns on the outside of the sign as shown on the
attached plans (Exhibit 1h);

E46. Two attached signs shall be permitted for the development as shown on Exhibit
li. The final plans for the attached signs shall be submitted to the Planning
Director for review and approval prior to issuance of a sign permit. The
attached signs shall:
a.
b.
c.

consist of individual letters and/or logos;
not exceed 48 square feet per sign (96 square feet total); and
be internally illuminated;

E47. The developer shall work with the Parks Division on identifying the appropriate
locations and types of signage to be located along the bike trail through the
project site. The signage required to be provided by the developer shall
include:
a.
b.
c.

A kiosk providing information on the City's bike trail system;
Signage identifying the bike trail route and class; and
Signage indicating public facilities (restrooms, pay phones, etc.);

E48. The developer shall obtain all necessary building permits, including sign
permits prior to commencing with any construction on the subject site;
E49. The developer shall install signs along the top of the levee indicating "No
Parking/Fire Lane" to the satisfaction of the Fire Department;
E50. The developer shall sign the parking area to be located underneath the hotel
structures indicating "Parking Area Subject To Flooding."
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E51.

All curbs along the top of the levee with the exception of the designated
loading/drop off areas as shown on Exhibit lb shall be painted red and marked
"Fire Lane";

E52.

All directional signage as shown on Exhibit 1 j shall be in place prior to issuance
of an occupancy permit; and
Note: Off-site directional signage may require encroachment permits from the
City of Sacramento and/or The State of California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans). The developer should plan adequate time for obtaining the
necessary encroachment permits.

E53.

Signage shall be located at the entrance to the resort and marina indicating
"Public Parking for River and Bike Trail Access". The applicant shall work with
the Planning Division, Parks Division and the Department of Public Works to
determine the appropriate sign copy, the numbers and locations for these signs
(Added by the CPC); and

E54.

The applicant shall coordinate with the Department of Public Works a study to
determine the appropriateness for installing signs at the pedestrian crossing at
Riverside Boulevard and Casilada Way. If deemed appropriate, the applicant
shall pay for the installation of two school crossing signs (Added by the CPC).

Site Plan
E55.

Enhanced pedestrian walkways shall be provided from the parking lot to the
main entrance of the hotel development. The walkways shall be constructed
of brick, tile, stamped concrete or other similar materials that will clearly define
the pedestrian walkway; and

E56.

A recycling plan needs to be submitted to the City of Sacramento at the time
of submittal for a building permit.

Police Department - The applicant shall satisfy each of the following conditions to the
satisfaction of the Sacramento City Police Department prior to issuance of an
occupancy permit unless a different time for compliance is specifically stated:
E57.

Lighting levels shall be as follows: 1.5 foot-candles of minimum maintained
illumination per square foot of parking space between the hours of dusk and
one hour after sunrise. A minimum of .25 foot-candles of illumination shall be
provided at the surface of any walkway, alcove, or passageway related to the
building project during the same hours;

E58.

All landscaping shall be maintained as at a minimum plant and/or shrub height
of 30 inches and trees maintained at a minimum distance of 6 feet from lowest
branch to the ground; and
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E59.

Decorative planting shall be maintained as not to obstruct or diminish lighting
level throughout project.

Public Works Department - The applicant shall satisfy each of the following conditions
to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works prior to issuance of an occupancy
permit unless a different time for compliance is specifically stated:
E60.

An access road along the top of the levee shall be dedicated and constructed
from approximately the southerly end of the existing levee bike trail southerly
through the length of the Special Permit's project (approximately 780 feet in
length). The road shall be 30 feet in width from approximately the southerly end
of the existing levee bike trail to a point adjacent to the Interstate 5 Freeway
(approximately 380 feet in length).Southerly of this point the road shall be a
minimum of 26 feet in width (approximately 400 feet in length). The pavement
structural section shall be designed to support heavy duty maintenance
vehicles;

E61.

Dedication and construction as necessary for a bicycle route shall be provided
for as follows:
a.

A Class III bicycle route - dedication only, from a point where the existing
levee bike trail joins the proposed levee access road at the northerly end
of the project, thence southerly along the levee access road
approximately 380 feet to a point adjacent to the Interstate 5 Freeway;

b.

A Class I bicycle route - dedication and construction, from the above
point adjacent to the Interstate 5 Freeway southerly and parallel to the
freeway to Riverside Boulevard. This portion of the bicycle route shall be
constructed to a minimum of 12 feet of width of asphaltic concrete
pavement with 2 foot wide shoulders on each side. The shoulders shall
be either a decomposed granite over an aggregate rock base or turf
block;

c.

A Class I bicycle route - dedication and construction, from the above
point at the Interstate Route 5 Freeway and Riverside Boulevard
southerly parallel to Riverside Boulevard to Captain's Table Road. This
portion of the route shall be constructed to the same cross section as in
b. above and shall be a minimum of 5 feet from the back of sidewalk of
Riverside Boulevard;

d.

A future Class III bicycle route - dedication only, from the point adjacent
to the Interstate 5 Freeway, as described in 2. a. above, southerly along
the levee access road approximately 400 feet to approximately 270 feet
north of the southerly boundary of the Special Permit's project; and
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e. A future Class I bicycle route - dedication only, from the southerly point
as described in 2.d. above southerly along the levee access road
approximately 270 feet to the southerly boundary of the Special Permit's
project;
E62.

A paved emergency access acceptable to the City Fire Department shall be
provided parallel to the bicycle route as described in 2.b. above. This access
shall have removable bollards at the north end and a gate (minimum width of
20 feet) with a Knox lock at Riverside Boulevard. This access ray be made
coincident with the bicycle route such that the total paved width shall not be
less than 20 feet;

E63.

Emergency and maintenance access easements acceptable tol the City Fire
Department and other public agencies responsible for river levees shall be
provided in and through all parking and roadway areas. These easements shall
provide a pavement structural section designed to support heavy duty
maintenance vehicles;

E64.

Applicant shall contribute a fair share contribution to the installation of a traffic
signal at the intersection of Sutterville Road and the 1-5 Freeway southbound
on-ramp. This fair share has been determined to be 17% of he cost of the
signal;

E65.

The entry to the project off of the Captain's Table Road cul-de-sac shall not
restrict public entry for river access and shall be not less than 20 feet in width
for emergency access;

E66.

Access to the floating dock/marina facility shall be reviewed and approved by
the Sacramento City Fire Department (modified 7/27/99, based on a letter of

agreement from the applicant to eliminate the 40 permanent berths - see
Exhibit 11); and
E67.

Comply with requirements included in the Mitigation Monitoring Plan
(Attachment 2, Exhibit 2b) developed by and kept on file i tn the Planning
Division Office.

F The Special Permit to allow a floating dock/marina on the Sacramento River is hereby
approved subject to the following conditions (modified 7/27/99, based on a letter of

agreement from the applicant to eliminate the 40 permanent berths - isee Exhibit 11):
Fire Department
Fl. The hydrant system to the site will be a looped system and will connect on the
south at the Old Captain's Table Road access and either at the north end of the
property where an eight inch main is located or to a main on Riverside
Boulevard under the freeway;
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F2.

A lateral standpipe system will be installed at the developer's expl ense to meet
the need for fire access to the west or river side of the property. This will be a
four inch line with a double fire department connection (FDC) located within fifty
feet of a hydrant;

F3.

Fire flow may be a problem and should be established by contacting the utilities
department. With this information a sprinkler system can be designed and may
include a fire pump system;

F4.

Revised floating dock/marina facilities shall be submitted to the Fire
Department for review and approval prior to issuance of a building permit to
construct the marina (modified 7/27/99, based on a letter of agreOment from the
applicant to eliminate the 40 permanent berths - see Exhibit 11);

F5.

Knox Box/Locks are required on all gates for fire/emergency acCess (including
the gate for the emergency access off of Riverside Boulevard and within the
marina area);

F6.

Detailed marina plans providing information on the access Iramps, gates,
• fencing and boat flow (direction) shall be submitted to the Fire Department for
review and approval prior to issuance of a building permit tO construct the
marina (modified 7/27/99, based on a letter of agreement from the applicant to
eliminate the 40 permanent berths - see Exhibit 11);

F7.

The marina facility shall remain uncovered, no structural or other type of
covering is permitted over the berth area (Added by CPC); and

F8.

No permanent rental berthing facilities shall be provided within the marina. The
floating dock/marina facility shall provide transient side-tie spaces for patrons
of the hotel/restaurant development (modified 7/27/99, based on a letter of
agreement from the applicant to eliminate the 40 permanent berths - see
Exhibit 11).

Operational Standards

F9.

The approval of the Special Permit is subject to City Council approval of a land
lease for the City owned parcel. If the lease is denied, the applicant will be
required to revise the proposed project in order to comply w i ith parking and
maneuvering requirements, which would require additional discretionary
approvals;

F10. The entrance to the proposed hotel, restaurant and marina development off of
Captain's Table Road shall remain open to the public without restriction;
F11. Launching and fueling facilities are prohibited from being developed on this site;
and
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F12. At any time the parking lot underneath the hotel buildings is flooded by more
than two inches of water, the driveway to the parking lot (only to the 80 spaces
under the building) shall be barricaded, and marina activity shall be prohibited.
(modified 7/27/99, based on a letter of agreement from the applicant to reduce
the restaurant seating - see Exhibit 11).

Signage

F13. The developer shall install signs along the top of the levee indicating "No
Parking/Fire Lane" to the satisfaction of the Fire Department; and
F14.• All curbs along the top of the levee with the exception of the designated
loading/drop off areas as shown on Exhibit lb shall be painted red and marked
"Fire Lane".
G. The. Special Permit to allow 150 of the proposed parking spaces for the hotel/marina
development to be located off-site on an adjacent parcel is hereby approved subject
to the following conditions:
Landscaping/Lighting

G1 .

A minimum 30 foot landscape setback shall be provided along Riverside
Boulevard and along the north side of Captain's Table Road;

G2.

All paved areas shall meet or exceed the 50 percent shading requirement;

G3.

At the time of building permit the developer/property owner shall apply for and
use a best effort to obtain an Encroachment Permit from CalTans to allow for
landscaping inside the CalTrans right-of-way directly adjacent to the subject
site. If CalTrans will not approve the permit the landscaping is not required;

G4.

The developer/property owner shall enter into an agreement With CalTrans for
the maintenance of the landscaping inside the CalTrans 1, ight-of-way. A
condition of the agreement shall be that if the owner fails to maintain the
landscaping to an acceptable standard the encroachment permit will be
revoked. The developer/property owner will then have to reduce the
landscaping to a level acceptable to CalTrans and return maintenance of the
area to CalTrans; and

G5.

All on-site lighting shall be shielded so as not to reflect Or glare on any
residentially zoned property. The developer shall include detailed information
on the light shields on the building plans for review by the Building Division prior
to issuance of building permits.

•
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Operational Standards
G6.

The approval of the Special Permit is subject to City Council approval of a land
lease for the City owned parcel. If the lease is denied, the applicant will be
required to revise the proposed project in order to comply with parking and
maneuvering requirements, which would require additional discretionary
approvals;

G7.

On-site security shall be provided on a 24-hour a day basis. Security shall be
responsible for patrolling the parking lots, the waterfront, the pike trail, and
adjacent areas including sidewalks and streets to prohibit loitering, excessive
noise from individuals, vandalism, and other disruptive or illegal acts;

G8.

The entrance to the proposed hotel, restaurant and marina development off of
Captain's Table Road shall remain open to the public without restriction;

Signage

H.

G9.

The developer shall install signs along the top of the levee !indicating "No
Parking/Fire Lane" to the satisfaction of the Fire Department; and

G10.

All curbs along the top of the levee with the exception of he designated
loading/drop off areas as shown on Exhibit lb shall be painted rd and marked
"Fire
Lane".

G11.

Signage shall be located at the entrance to the resort and mrina indicating
"Public Parking for River and Bike Trail Access". The applicar4, shall work with
the Planning Division, Parks Division and the Department of public Works to
determine the appropriate sign copy, the numbers and locations for these signs
(Added by the CPC).

The Special Permit to allow a parking lot in the Multiple Family (R-3) Izone is hereby
approved subject to the following conditions:
Landscaping/Lighting
H1.

A minimum 30 foot landscape setback shall be provided along Riverside
Boulevard and along the north side of Captain's Table Road; 1

H2.

All paved areas shall meet or exceed the 50 percent shading ;requirement;

H3.

At the time of building permit the developer/property owner shall apply for and
use a best effort to obtain an Encroachment Permit from CalTrans to allow for
landscaping inside the CalTrans right-of-way directly adjacent to the subject
site. If CalTrans will not approve the permit the landscaping is not required;
30

H4.

The developer/property owner shall enter into an agreement with CalTrans for
the maintenance of the landscaping inside the CalTrans right-of-way. A
condition of the agreement shall be that if the owner fails to,' maintain the
landscaping to an acceptable standard the encroachment permit will be
revoked. The developer/property owner will then have to reduce the
landscaping to a level acceptable to CalTrans and return maintenance of the
area to CalTrans; and

H5.

All on-site lighting shall be shielded so as not to reflect or glare on any
residentially zoned property. The developer shall include detailed information
on the light shields on the building plans for review by the Building Division prior
to issuance of building permits.

Operational Standards

H6.

The approval of the Special Permit is subject to City Council apProval of a land
lease for the City owned parcel. If the lease is denied, the applicant will be
required to revise the proposed project in order to comply with parking and
maneuvering requirements, which would require additional discretionary
approvals;

H7.

On-site security shall be provided on a 24-hour a day basis. Security shall be
responsible for patrolling the parking lots, the waterfront, the bike trail, and
adjacent areas including sidewalks and streets to prohibit loitering, excessive
noise from individuals, vandalism, and other disruptive or illegal acts; and

H8.

The entrance to the proposed hotel, restaurant and marina development off of
Captain's Table Road shall remain open to the public without riestriction.

Signage

H9.

The developer shall install signs along the top of the levee indicating "No
Parking/Fire Lane" to the satisfaction of the Fire Department; and

H10. All curbs along the top of the levee with the exception of the designated
loading/drop off areas as shown on Exhibit lb shall be painted red and marked
"Fire Lane".
H11. Signage shall be located at the entrance to the resort and marina indicating
"Public Parking for River and Bike Trail Access". The applicant shall work with
the Planning Division, Parks Division and the Department of ,Public Works to
determine the appropriate sign copy, the numbers and location's for these signs
(Added by the CPC).
I.

The Special Permit to allow 0.08± vacant acres in the Multiple Family (R-3) zone to be
utilized for outdoor recreation is hereby approved subject to the folloWing conditions:
31

Fencing/Walls

11.

A minimum of an 6 foot high decorative masonry wall shall be constructed
along the southern property line, from the levee to the eastern boundary of the
privately owned property in order to separate the proposed outdoor recreation
area from the existing apartment complex. Wall elevations shall be submitted
to the Planning Director for review and approval prior to issuance of a building
permit to construct buildings on the site; and.
The wall shall be constructed prior to the issuance of a temporary occupancy
permit for the hotel/restaurant/marina development.

Operational Standards

12.

The approval of the Special Permit is subject to City Council approval of a land
lease for the City owned parcel. If the lease is denied, the applicant will be
required to revise the proposed project in order to comply with parking and
maneuvering requirements, which would require additional discretionary
approvals;

13.

On-site security shall be provided on a 24-hour a day basis. Security shall be
responsible for patrolling the parking lots, the waterfront, the bike trail, and
adjacent areas including sidewalks and streets to prohibit loitering, excessive
noise from individuals, vandalism, and other disruptive or illegal acts; and

14.

The entrance to the proposed hotel, restaurant and marina development off of
Captain's Table Road shall remain open to the public without restriction.

Signage

15.

The developer shall install signs adjacent to the driveway and along the top of
the levee indicating "No Parking/Fire Lane" to the satisfaction of the Fire
Department; and

16.

All curbs along the top of the levee with the exception of the designated
loading/drop off areas as shown on Exhibit lb shall be painted red and marked
"Fire Lane".

J. The Variance to exceed the allowable sign area for a hotel, restaurant, and marina
development in the Multiple Family (R-3) zone is hereby approved subject to the
following conditions:
J1. One detached monument sign shall be permitted as shown on Exhibit lb (pole
signage is prohibited). The final plans for the monument sign shall be
submitted to the Planning Director for review and approval prior to issuance of
a sign permit. The monument sign shall:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

not exceed 6 feet in overall height;
be a maximum of 48 square feet in area;
be indirectly illuminated (direct illumination is prohibited);
consist of individual letters and/or logos (no "can" signs);
be located a minimum of ten feet from all property lines and driveways;
and
include rock columns on the outside of the sign as Shown on the
attached plans (Exhibit 1h);

J2.

The developer shall obtain all necessary building permits, including sign
permits prior to commencing with any construction on the subject site; and

J3.

The Variance is subject to City Council approval of a revocable permit/lease
approving the placement of the sign on the City owned parcel

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

DATE (P96-013)
Exhibit la
Exhibit lb
Exhibit 1 c
Exhibit id
Exhibit le
Exhibit lf
Exhibit lg
Exhibit lh
Exhibit 1 i
Exhibit 1j
Exhibit 1k
Exhibit II

Tentative Map
Site Plan
Landscape Plan
Marina Plan
Floorplans
Elevations
Levee Profile Sections
Elevations for Detached Monument Sign
Elevations for Attached Signage
Off-Site Directional Sign Location Map
Sample Off-Site Directional Signage
Applicant Letter Amending the Project
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Exhibit lj
Proposed Off-Site
Directional Signage Locations
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Exhibit 1k
Sample Off-Site Directional Signage

Sutterville Rd.
+ Riverside Blvd.

TYPICAL CAL TRANS SIGN

*Food •Lodging •Silarina

ADDMONAL SIGN AS PER CAL TRANS SPECS
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SCALE: 3/8"- 1 %0" DATE:2/16/99
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(916)933.3715 FAX (530)8224387
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JOB: RIvoge Hotel / Soraornento Co.

Dave Brazelton

• VI

SALESMAN:

(530)6224420

8221 Enterprise Drive
Diamond Springs, CA 95010

Exhibit
Applicant Letter Amending the Project

Lake Natoma Inn
July 27, 1999
Councilman Jimmie Yee
City of Sacramento
9151 Street
Sacramento, CA
RE: MODIFICATIONS TO THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE PROJECT
Dear Councilman Yee,
Pursuant to our meeting last night with the Little Pocket Neighborhood Association, I
have met with Carlton Engineering and with City Planning staff and agreed to three major
changes. Even though I am very comfortable with the project as proposed, we do want to
continue to work with the Little Pocket group even though we consider their position to
be incorrect.
I have agreed to : the following changes:
Building Height (1) The four story building approved by the Planning Commission will
be reduced to three stories. All buildings will be limited to three
stories.
Restaurant Size , (2) The total restaurant seating capacity will be reduced from 440 seats
as approved by the Planning Commission to 351 seats.
Marina Change (3) The 40 berth marina as approved by the Planning Commission will
be removed and replaced with a side tie only pier for visitors to the
project that will arrive by boat or water taxi service. This revision
will allow for approximately 20 boats to dock temporarily at the
site on a transient basis. The long term rentals and suhsequent need
for parking Will be eliminated.
Our engineers have reviewed these changes and find that they do not conflict with the
existing EIR requirement that buildings not exceed 60% of the linear site related to view
corridors.
The above listed changes create a parking surplus of 98 spaces on-site, fiirther
demonstrating our commitment to maintaining good public access. All of the required
parking is out of the floodway.

702 GOLD LAKE DRIVE. FOLSOM, CA 95630 • TELEPHONE: (916) 351-1500 • FAX: (916) 351-1511
STERLING MOTELS a RESORTS (900) 637-7200
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Exhibit 11
Page 2
The change in the marina will create better public views with the elimination of the metal
roofing that is typical.
The downsizing of the restaurant capacity should help alleviate the concerns about an
overpowering restaurant causing overflow impact to the surrounding neighborhood.
We have consistently worked with the Community and Planning staff in the past four , years
to create a project that will benefit the entire City of Sacramento. I hope that our efforts
will result in the support of the City Council on August 5, 1999 to reaffirm the Planning
Commission's unanimous vote in favor of the Captain's Table Project.
Sincerely,

Leach
Robe
Managing Partner
Captain's Table Hotel, LLC
cc:

Dawn Holm, City Planner
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ATTACHMENT 2

RESOLUTION NO.
ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
ON DATE OF

A RESOLUTION CERTIFYING THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT REPORT AND ADOPTING FINDINGS OF FACT AND
STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS, AND
ADOPTING A MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN IN SUPPORT OF
ITS APPROVAL OF THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE MARINA AND
RESORT HOTEL PROJECT TO BE LOCATED AT 4350 RIVERSIDE
BOULEVARD, SACRAMENTO, CA.
(APN: 016-0010-023, 025, 036 and 039)

(P96-013)

The City Council of the City of Sacramento does hereby find, determine, and resolve as follows:
1.

The City Council finds that the Final Environmental Impact Report for the Captain's
Table Marina and Resort Hotel Project (herein FEIR) which consists of the Draft
EIR, Final EIR (Response to Comments), Appendices, and Addendum has been
completed in accordance with the requirements of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), the State CEQA Guidelines and the Sacramento Local
Environmental Procedures.

2.

The City Council certifies that the FEIR was prepared, published, circulated and
reviewed in accordance with the requirements of CEQA, the State CEQA Guidelines
and the Sacramento Local Environmental Procedures, and consttutesan adequate,
accurate, objective and complete Final Environmental Impact Report in accordance
with the requirements of CEQA, the State CEQA Guidelines and the Sacramento
Local Environmental Procedures.
I
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3.

The City Council certifies that the FEIR has been completed in compliance with
CEQA; that the FEIR has been presented to it; that the City Council has reviewed
it and considered the information contained therein prior to acting on the proposed
project; and that the FEIR reflects the City Council's independent judgement and
analysis.

4.

. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15093, and in support of its!approval of the
Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel Project, the City Council hereby adopts
the attached Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations and a
Mitigation Monitoring Plan to require all reasonably feasible mitigation measures be
implemented.

MAYOR
ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

Exhibit 2a
Exhibit 2b

Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations
Mitigation Monitoring Plan
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EXHIBIT 2a

CEQA STATEMENT OF FINDINGS OF FACT
AND
STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS

FOR
CAPTAIN'S TABLE MARINA AND RESORT HOTEL
(State Clearinghouse Number 97042085)

Prepared By:
Neighborhoods, Planning and Development Services
Planning Division
May 1999
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A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
SACRAMENTO, CERTIFYING THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
REPORT FOR THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE MARINA AND RESORT . HOTEL
PROJECT TO BE LOCATED AT 4350 RIVERSIDE BOULEVARD,
SACRAMENTO, CA (APN: 016-0010-023, 025, 036 and 039) (P96-013).

The City Council of the City of Sacramento does hereby find, determine, and resolve as follows:

I. CEQA FINDINGS
1.

The City Council finds that the Environmental Impact Report for the Captain's Table
Marina and Resort Hotel Project (herein FEIR) which consists of the Draft EIR,
Final EIR (Response to Comments), Appendices, and Addendum have been
completed in accordance with the requirements of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), the State CEQA Guidelines and the Sacramento Local
Environmental Procedures.

2.

The City Council certifies that the FEIR was prepared, published, circulated and
reviewed in accordance with the requirements of CEQA, the State CEQA
Guidelines and the Sacramento Local Environmental Procedures, and constitutes
an adequate, accurate, objective and complete Final Environmental Impact Report
in accordance with the requirements of CEQA, the State CEQA Guidelines and the
Sacramento Local Environmental Procedures.

3.

The City Council certifies that the FEIR has been completed in compliance with
CEQA; that the FEIR has been presented to it; that the City Council has reviewed
it and considered the information contained therein prior to acting on the proposed
project; and that the FEIR reflects the City Council's independent judgement and
analysis.

4.

Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15093, and in support of its approval of the
Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel Project, the City Council hereby adopts
the Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations and a Mitigation
Monitoring Plan to require all reasonably feasible mitigation measures be
implemented.
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II. PROCEDURAL FINDINGS
1.

The City of Sacramento caused an Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") on the
Project to be prepared pursuant to the California Environmental quality Act, Public
Resources Code, Section 21000 et seq. (CEQA), the CEQA Guidelines, Code of
California Regulations, Title XIV, Section 15000 et seq., and the City of Sacramento
environmental guidelines.

2.

A Notice of Preparation of the Draft EIR was filed with the Office of Planning and
Research on April 24, 1997, and was circulated for public comment from April 24,
1997 to May 23, 1997.

3.

A Notice of Completion (NOC) and copies of the Draft EIR were distributed to the
State Clearinghouse on November 3, 1998 to those public agencies that have
jurisdiction by law with respect to the Project and to other interested parties and
agencies. The comments of such persons and agencies were sought.

4.

An official forty-five (45) day public review period for the Draft EIR was established
by the State Clearinghouse. The public review period began on November 3, 1998,
and ended on December 18, 1998.

5.

A Notice of Availability was distributed to all responsible and trustee agencies and
interested groups, organizations, and individuals on November 311,998 for the Draft
El R. The Notice of Availability stated that the City of Sacramento had completed
the Draft EIR and that copies were available at the Sacramento Central Library,
Belle Coolidge Library, the library at California State University) Sacramento, and
at the City of Sacramento Department of Neighborhoods, Planning and
Development Services, 1231 I Street, Room 300, Sacramento) California 95814.
The letter also indicated that the official forty-five day public re nriew period for the
Draft EIR would end on December 18, 1998.

6.

A public notice was placed in the Daily Recorder on November 3, 1998, which
stated that the Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel Project Draft EIR was
available for public review and comment.

7.

Copies of the Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel Project Draft EIR were
distributed at the Belle Coolidge Library on the evening of November 10, 1998.

8.

A public notice was posted with the Sacramento County Clerk/Recorder's Office on
November 3, 1998.
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9.

Following closure of the public comment period, the Draft EIR was supplemented
to incorporate comments received and the City's responses to said comments.

10. Following notice duly and regularly given as required by law, and all interested
parties expressing a desire to comment thereon or object thereto having been
heard, the EIR and comments and responses thereto having been considered, the
City Planning Commission makes the following determinations:
A.

The EIR consists of the Draft EIR, and Final EIR (Responses to Comments)
and appendices.

B.

The EIR was prepared and completed in compliance with CEQA.

C.

The EIR has been presented to the City Planning Commissiji n which reviewed
and considered the information therein prior to acting on the Captain's Table
Marina and Resort Hotel Project proposal.

11. The following information is incorporated by reference and made part of the record
supporting these findings:
A. The Draft and Final EIR and all documents relied upon or incorporated by
reference including:
•

City of Sacramento General Plan, City of Sacramento, January, 1988

•

Draft Environmental Impact Report City of Sacramento General Plan
Update, City of Sacramento, March, 1987

•

Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations for the
Adoption of the Sacramento General Plan Update, City of Sacramento,
1988

•

Sacramento River Parkway Plan, October, 1997

•

Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Sacramento River Parkway
Plan, February 1996

•

Zoning Ordinance, City of Sacramento, Revised Jul, 1994.
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•

Preliminary Geotechnical Engineering Report for the Radisson Resort
Marina prepared by Youngdahl and Associates, Inc. dated April 15,
1995.

•

Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment for the Captain's Table Marina
and Resort Hotel prepared by Versar, Inc., dated January 24, 1997.

•

Captain's Table Marina and Resort Biological Resources Evaluation and
Wetland Delineation Report, prepared by Sycamore Environmental
Consultants, Inc., dated January 23, 1997.

•

Captain's Table Marina and Resort Arborists Report prepared by
Sycamore Environmental Consultants, Inc., dated January 23, 1997.

B.

The Mitigation Monitoring Plan dated April 1999.

C.

Testimony, documentary evidence and all correspondence submitted or
delivered to the City in connection with the City Planning Commission and City
Planning Commission hearings on this project and the associated EIR.

D.

All staff reports, memoranda, maps, letters, minutes of meetings and other
documents relied upon or prepared by City staff relating to the project
including but not limited to City of Sacramento General Plarli and the Draft and
Final Environmental Impact Report for the City of Sacramento General Plan
Update.

E.

Any documentary or other evidence submitted to the City at such information
sessions, public meetings, and public hearings;

F.

Matters of common knowledge to the City, including, but not limited to Federal,
State, and local laws and regulations;

G.

Any documents expressly cited in these findings, in addition to those cited
above; and

H.

Any other materials required to be in the record of proceedings by Public
Resources Code section 21167.6, subdivision (e).
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III. SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
l rt Hotel Project
The Environmental Impact Report for the Captain's Table Marina and Res o
proposal, prepared in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act, evaluates the
potentially significant and significant adverse environmental impacts that could result from
adoption of the project or alternatives to the project.
Because the EIR indicates that implementation of the project (or project alternatives) would
result in certain unavoidable adverse impacts, the City is required under CE 9A, and the State
and City guidelines adopted pursuant thereto, to make certain findings with respect to these
impacts. The required findings appear in the following sections of this 'document. This
document lists all identified potentially significant and significant impacts ofl the project. The
potentially significant or significant impacts that cannot be mitigated to a less-than-significant
level are considered acceptable by the City Planning Commission based op a determination
that the benefits of the project (listed in the Statement of Overriding Consic iierations, section
IV) outweigh the risks of the potentially significant environmental effects of the project.

A. SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS WHICH CAN BE AVOIDED
Finding -As authorized by Public Resources Code Section 21081 and Title 14, California
Administrative Code Sections 15091, 15092, and 15093, the City finds that changes or
alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project which mitigate or avoid
the significant environmental impacts listed below, as identified in the Initial Study and
the EIR.
These findings are supported by substantial evidence in the record of proceedings before
the City as stated below.
Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel EIR

In the findings that follow, the City identifies the impacts and mitigation measures
identified in the Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel EIRI associated with
development of the Project.

AIR QUALITY
Impact 6.2-1: Short Term Construction Period (Phase 1) Emissions of Ozone
Precursors (ROG and N0x) and PM10 During Grading Operations.

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY
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a.

Facts
The proposed project will require grading and site preparation activities 8n a 6.82+/- acre
I
site. For this emission calculation, it is assumed that asphalt paving activities
in the
parking area will also occur to create a construction staging area for the balance (Phase
2) construction work. Grading activities must be conducted in accordance with the City
of Sacramento's Grading, Erosion and Sediment Control (GESC) Ordinance 93-068.
Based on the SMAQMD handbook calculations, the following Phase 1 emissions are
expected assuming site grading of the entire 6.82 acre site.
None of these emissions exceed the standards for significance thresholds established
by the SMAQMD. None-the-less, PM10 dust emissions, while below thresholds, are of
concern since there are sensitive receptors (adjacent residential units) in the area, and
since the site is adjacent to the Sacramento River and aquatic habitat. As noted in the
Biology and Water Quality Chapters of the Draft EIR, all available measures to reduce
erosion and sedimentation effects on the river environment are required. Given this, the
impact of dust and erosion during site grading is a potentially Significant Avoidable
impact.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above would be reduced to a less-than-significant level with
the following mitigation measure from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel EIR:
1.

2.

Water all unpaved construction areas at least twice per day during grading,
excavation and site preparation activities to reduce dust emigsions. Additional
watering should be carried out on hot or windy days.
Water twice daily or more frequently as necessary, or cover stockpiles of sand, soil,
and similar materials with a tarp.

3.

Cover trucks hauling dirt and debris to reduce spillage onto paved surfaces or
ensure that all trucks maintain two feet of freeboard above the load to prevent
material spillage.

4.

Increase the frequency of City street cleaning along streets in the vicinity of the
construction site.

5.

Work shall be restricted or banned on days of high winds (>30 mph) or when air
quality violations are expected (as determined by the SMAQMD).

6.

On-site vehicle speed on unpaved surfaces shall be limited to 15 miles per hour.
FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY
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7.

Require construction contractors to designate a person or persons to oversee the
dust abatement program and to order increased watering, as necessary.

8.

Revegetation of construction areas and staging areas shall take place immediately
following completion of each project component.

Impact 6.2-3: Operational Emissions of ROG, NOX, and PM10.
a.

Facts

Vehicle trips (2,061 trips per day) associated with the proposed project will generate 81.31
pounds per day (ppd) of ROG and 53.28 ppd of NOx, emissions prior to mitigation. These NOx
and ROG vehicle emissions are below the SMAQMD's standards pf 85 ppd. However, when
ROG emissions from boats are added to the total ROG emissions resulting from the project,
ROG emissions exceed the threshold of significance (SMAQMD's standarCI of 85 ppd.) This
is a Significant Avoidable impact.
Roadway Dust. Emissions of roadway dust (PM10) from vehicular trips associated with
employees and visitors would result from implementation of the proposed project. Based on
2,061 trips per day and SMAQMD emission factors, a total of 131.90 pounds per day of PM10
would be generated by the proposed project. These emissions are less than the significance
threshold of 275 ppd. Therefore, the impact is less than significant.
Energy Use. Implementation of the Proposed Project would result in emissions from onsite
use of natural gas for water heating and space heating. Because electrical generating facilities
for Sacramento County are located outside the county or are offset through the use of pollution
credits, electricity-generated pollution is discounted by the SMAQMD (SMAQMD, 1994).
Emissions from natural gas consumption based on the proposed square foOtage of the various
land uses and using the SMAQMD emission factors, are shown in Table 6.2-6. These
emissions by themselves are less than the significance thresholds.
Boat Emissions. Operation of a 40 boat marina is estimated to generate an additional 8.87
lbs/day of ROG, 1.13 lbs/day of ROG and 3.0 lbs/day of PM10. When cOmbined with other
emissions, such as vehicle emissions, ROG emissions exceed threshold and constitute a
significant impact.
Total Operational Emissions. As shown in Table 6.2-6, total operational emissions resulting
from all components of the proposed project without design reduction or mitigation credits
exceed the significance levels for ROG. ROG impacts without mitigation are considered
significant and avoidable. Impacts resulting from PM10 and NOx emissions are expected to
be less than threshold and are considered less than significant.
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Emission Reduction Credit Analysis. The SMAQMD Thresholds of Significance Handbook
(1994) provides mitigation measures to reduce long term emissions. The' effect of these
mitigation measures has been quantified by the SMAQMD such that the after 'mitigation effect
may be measured. The following mitigation measures will be applied to the project or are
incorporated into the project design. The applicable air quality reduction credit from Appendix
E of the SMAQMD Thresholds of Significance Handbook (1994) is also noted below. The
combined effect of these mitigations is an estimated 7% reduction in long term ROG, NOx and
PM10 emissions. As shown on Table 6.2-6, incorporation of these types of mitigation will
reduce the project long term operational emissions to levels which are below threshold and
reduce the impact to a less than significant level.
b.

Findings

In order to reduce long-term operational emissions to a less-than-significant level, the following
mitigation measures shall be incorporated from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel
Final EIR:
1.

The Sacramento River Bike Trail (levee bike trail) connection through the project and the
on-site connection to the Riverside Boulevard bikelane shall be conditions of the project
approval and shall be constructed such that both are in place at time of hotel occupancy
permit. This mitigation measure complies with SMAQMD's Thresholds of Significance
Handbook Trip Reduction Mitigations A and B of Table E-5.

2.

No less than 24 bicycle lockers/racks shall be constructed and available for use at time
of occupancy permit for the hotel. This mitigation measure complies with SMAQMD's
Thresholds of Significance Handbook Trip Reduction Mitigation D Table E-5.

3.

The applicant shall provide no less than two electrical vehicle charging facilities within
the garage or parking area. This mitigation measure complies1 with SMAQMD's
Thresholds of Significance Handbook Trip Reduction Mitigation 4 Table E-3.

4.

The applicant agrees that on-site vehicle transportation for housekeeping or maintenance
staff, materials and equipment shall be by electric vehicles such as electric golf carts or
similar low emission vehicles.

5.

The applicant shall require the hotel and/or facility operator to require the use of electric
driven landscape maintenance equipment including leaf blowers and lawn mowers. This
mitigation measure complies with SMAQMD's Thresholds of Significance Handbook Trip
Reduction Mitigation 8 Table E-6.
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NOISE IMPACTS
Impact 6.3-2:
a.

Interior Noise Impacts From Traffic On The Project Site

Facts
Based upon the analysis described in the Setting section in Table 6.3-3, the nearest hotel
facades and guest room landings will be exposed to noise from traffic on 1-5 which will
exceed 65 dB Ldn. To judge compliance with the 45 dB Ldn interior traffic noise standard
for hotel developments, it is necessary to determine the noise reduction provided by the
building facade. This may be calculated by assuming a generalized, A-weighted noise
frequency spectrum, determining the composite transmission loss ar(id resulting noise
level in the receiving room, then correcting for room absorption, and calculating the
overall noise level in the room.
The unavailability of floor plans and facade construction details preclude an analysis of
the depth described above. However, extensive data exist on the noise reduction
performance of typical wall and window assemblies which can be applied to the project.
Typical facade design and construction in accordance with prevailinglindustry practices
would result in an exterior to interior noise attenuation of 20 dB with windows closed,
depending upon the materials used for the facade construction.
Assuming a worst case exterior traffic noise level in excess of 65 dB iLdn at the building
facades, it is not possible to determine the compliance with the interior noise level
standard. Therefore, there may be a potentially Significant Avoidable impact.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level by
incorporation of the following mitigation measures for the Captain's Table Marina and
Resort Hotel EIR:
1) To mitigate the 1-5 traffic noise impacts upon the project to a less than significant

level, the design of the hotel shall be reviewed by a qualified acoustical consultant
to ensure that the provisions of CCR Title 24 are satisfied and that the interior noise
level does not exceed 45 dB Ldn for future traffic conditions.! Design measures
which may reduce the noise levels include the following:
a)

Potential noise reduction measures include the use of acoustical glazing in the
guest room windows and providing acoustical seals for guest room doors.
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Impact 6.3-5: Impacts From Construction Noise.
a.

Facts
During the construction phase of the Proposed Project, noise from construction activities
would add to the noise environment in the immediate area. Acti niities involved in
construction would generate noise levels, as indicated in Table 6.3-81of the Draft EIR,
ranging from 85 to 104 dB at a distance of 50 feet. Construction activities would be
temporary in nature and are anticipated to occur during normal, daytime working hours.
Chapter 66 of the Sacramento Municipal Code (City Noise Ordinance) establishes a
noise level of 55 dB for residential areas during the hours of 7:00 a.m! to 10:00 p.m.
A potentially significant noise source associated with the construction activities could be
pile drivers. It is not known how many new pilings will be required to construct the 40
boat slips. The pile driver could be used for one or more weeks. Maximum noise levels
due to pile driver use could be in the range of 74 to 85 dB across the Sacramento River.
The noise of pile drivers is repetitive and impulsive, and, at the projected levels, could
result in annoyance to the residents in the Sacramento Yacht Club area, the adjacent
multi-family residential units, or the single-family homes located approximately three
blocks to the south. Restrictions of pile driving to normal daytime working hours and
weekdays, along with the relatively short period of activity, would minimize adverse public
reaction to pile driver noise.
Noise levels due to construction activities would be short-term and could be a potentially
Significant Avoidable impact.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level by
incorporation of the following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and
Resort Hotel EIR:
1.

Restricting construction activities to normal daytime working hours (8:00 am to 5:00
pm). This is more restrictive than the City Noise Ordinance, however, because pile
driving activities are particularly disruptive, and because of the adjacent residential
units, it is recommended that more restrictive hours be employed.

2.

Proper and consistent enforcement of the City of Sacramento's Noise Ordinance.
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GEOLOGY AND SOILS
Impact 6.4-1: Impact From Site Grading and Erosion Impacts.
a.

Facts
Under the proposed grading plan, project related construction activities requiring cut and
fill will result in the alteration of site topography. The subject site is located on and
adjacent to the Sacramento River Project levee. Excavation or fill in vel getated areas will
eliminate vegetation and render the resulting surfaces suscepitible to erosion.
Additionally alteration of the surface may affect or alter the integrity of the levee, or cause
greater saturation of the soils in or near the levee structure. These are considered
Significant Avoidable impacts.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level by
incorporation of the following mitigation measures from the Captain's ! Table Marina and
Resort Hotel EIR:

1.

As required by the Reclamation Board of the State Resources Agency, all project
grading activities shall follow the guidelines set forth in the Reclamation Board's
Standards for Encroachments.

2.

Construction activities on the levee shall be limited to the period from April to
October unless otherwise specified by the Reclamation Board, as a condition of the
required Reclamation Board Encroachment Permit.

3.

The site shall be graded such that the new topography makes a smooth transition
to the existing adjacent topography. All grading activities should be done in
accordance with the Uniform Building Code (UBC), Chapter 70.

4.

Grading techniques that control excessive run-off and erosion during construction
shall be implemented and shall be conducted in accordance with the City of
Sacramento's Grading, Erosion, and Sediment Control Ordinan ice (Ordinance # 93068).

5.

Temporary excavations for basements and retaining walls shall be properly braced
or sloped back during construction to ensure worker safety.
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Impact 6.4-2: Impacts to Bank Erosion.

a.

Facts
Exposure of people or structures to major geologic hazards is considered a significant
impact. While a slip of the existing berm is not considered a significant geological
hazard, the potential of the berm to fail with a hotel and marina in place is considered
significant. The existing slope along the Sacramento River is susceptible to erosion from
wave action due to natural causes such as wind and river turbulence and from wave
wash associated with increased boat traffic resulting from the Prop;osed Project. In
addition, pile driving activities both on and adjacent to the riverbank related to marina and
building construction could cause minor slope raveling. Based on a site review by
Murray, Burns, and Keinlen on existing erosion evident on the site, Slope protection is
advised along the existing riverbank to minimize future erosion.
A geotechnical engineering study was performed by Youngdahl and Associates, in April,
1995. The resort configuration used in the geotechnical study is not the same as the plan
submitted for the EIR. The proposed development in the geotechnical study consisted
of a six to eight-story hotel and a separate restaurant on the waterside berm of the levee.
Soils encountered at the site consisted of fine sand silts from the surface to elevation 22
feet. Silty sand and sandy silts were encountered from elevation 101to 22 feet. Poorly
graded sand and silty sand were found between elevation -12 to 10 feet. Below -12 feet,
soils consisted predominately of free-flowing, poorly graded sand.
Liquefaction of the soil beneath buildings and other structures during the design
earthquake (magnitude 5.5 with ground acceleration of 0.17y) is high. Liquefaction is the
phenomenon where loose, saturated granular soils lose much of their shear strength
during prolonged periods of moderate shaking. The soils report concluded that the
susceptibility and danger from earthquake induced liquefaction is high with widespread
liquefaction possible between elevations -12 to -42 feet.
The Proposed Project is located on the outside of a river bank. As a result, the bank is
steep. River channel velocities were calculated at 5.5 fps. This is a moderate- to higherosive velocity and can threaten the river bank stability. The opposite bank shows a
build up of deposits due to lower velocities on the inside bend. The combination of river
curvature and velocities may warrant river bank protection along the project reach. The
project is on the outside of a bend and may experience lateral erosion over time due to
high river velocities. Visual inspection of the site (1998) and re\l'iiew of river crosssections shows that the river has degraded the bed near the project while it has
deposited material on the opposite bank. The continued erosion of the bank will
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eventually require stabilization and could be a significant impact if the project interferes
or accelerates the erosion. Since the Proposed Project will sheet flow run-off from new
impervious surfaces on the riverside of the levee (parking areas under the hotel and other
hardscape features), the Proposed Project may also contribute to incrased erosion.
Additionally, the proposed marina will increase boat wake and wave action which is
anticipated to contribute to erosional forces.
Implementation of the Proposed Project has the potential to increase the rate of riverbank
erosion through site and slope disturbances (during construction) and, run-off. This is
considered a significant impact. As such, the Proposed Project is anticipated to have a
Significant Avoidable impact on erosion.
b.

Findings

The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level by
incorporation of the following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and
Resort Hotel EIR:
1. Prior to issuance of a grading permit and/or building perm lit by the City of
Sacramento, the applicant shall provide evidence of an engineered bank protection
design which has been approved by the Reclamation Board, and the State Lands
Commission. The design of the bank protection system shall:
•

Utilize vegetation combined with fabrics where feasible. 1This is particularly
suitable for upper slopes. Use biodegradable fabrics where feasible.

•

Utilize a rock slope of minimal size and good gradation as the next more
intensive protection. The proposed bank protection shall conform to all
applicable standards of the Reclamation Board including Section 121,
Reclamation Board, erosion control standards.

•

The final design of the bank protection system shall hav i e special attention
paid to the transition zones at the upstream and downstrearn ends of the slope
protection to reduced turbulence, velocities, and for future protection of the
existing adjacent slopes. The foundation of the bank protection system shall
be keyed into the waterside toe to prevent lateral movement. The design
criteria for revetment protection shall conform to standards in the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Manual EM 1110-2-1601, Hydraulic Design of Flood
Control Channels, and to be approved by the Reclamation Board.
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• Slope protection shall tie into a rock stabilizing berm to protect the toe from
further erosion and lateral movement. All the design criteria should comply
with Reclamation Board standards.
Impact 6.4-3: Impacts to Levee Stability.
a.

Facts
The existing levee system was investigated after 1986 as part of the Sacramento River
Flood Control System Evaluation. A geotechnical investigation completed in September,
1987, found several reaches with structural problems. The investigation concluded that
the levee along the bank is generally in a stable condition for static slope stability.
However, the investigation found the potential for seepage and a piping failure to be high.
The recommended repair consisted of a slurry trench cutoff wall, whiCh was completed
in 1992.
The site-specific geotechnical study for the project was conducted in March, 1995. The
study found, as did the previous Corps report, that the minimum static stability for the
levee is 1.0 under saturated conditions. A stability factor of unity of h'gher (greater than
1.0) indicates stability while a factor below 1.0 indicates instability. Standard design
practice (for new levee construction) requires a safety factor exceeding 1.3 under static
conditions.
The site specific geotechnical study also conducted a dynamic slope stability analysis.
The dynamic stability analysis evaluated the embankment under saturated conditions
with pseudostate earthquake loading. The study found a minimum dynamic safety factor
under saturated conditions of 0.9, indicating instability.
Because of dynamic instability and a high potential for earthquake induced liquefaction,
deep pile foundations are recommended for the Proposed Project. Piles will carry
building loads below liquefiable sand layers. Pile driving will raise ground vibrations
which could cause ground surface settlement. Potential exists for slope failures occurring
along steeper portions of the Sacramento riverbank due to pile-driving activities for the
main structures. Such failures are most likely during the winter months when riverbank
soils tend to be the wettest.
A seismic evaluation was also performed for the site in the 1995 geotechnical report. The
evaluation used a design earthquake magnitude of 5.5 with al maximum ground
acceleration of 0.17g. The results indicate widespread liquefaction within the clean
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sands between elevation -12 to -42 feet. The riverside toe of the levee is at elevation -22
to -30 feet. As a result, the following could occur during the design earthquake:
1)

Slope instability at the west levee embankment and lateral displaicement;

2)

Lateral spreading of the ground surface in the waterside levee embankment.

The Reclamation Board standards for levee construction and reconstruction refer to US
Army Corps of Engineers manual "Design and Construction of Levees" (EM 1110-2-1913
March, 1978) for construction criteria.
The Reclamation Board also has minimum height and levee cross-sec Ition requirements
for project levees. The levee at the proposed Captains Table Resort Marina exceeds the
height and cross-section requirements. However, if the riverside toe continues to erode,
it could eventually infringe on the minimum cross-section.
The potential levee instability in the dynamic and seismic conditions is considered a
significant impact for the Proposed Project, which have structures or facilities on the
levee bank. These impacts are Significant Avoidable with incorporation of the
mitigation measures outlined below.
a.

Findings

The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level by
incorporation of the following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort
Hotel EIR:
1.

The contractor shall take measures to minimize the potential for slope failures along
the riverbank caused by soil vibration and/or displacement resulting from adjacent
pile-driving activities. Such measures involve pre-drilling holes prior to pile driving,
resulting in a lower volume of displaced soil, and allowing piles' to penetrate more
easily.

2.

Temporary excavations for basements and retaining walls shall! be properly braced
or sloped back during construction to ensure worker safety and minimize the
potential for slope failures.

3.

Prior to issuance of a grading permit or any building permit, the applicant shall
submit a final geotechnical investigation to the City Department of Public Works.
This investigation shall include site-specific slope stability (including seismic
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stability) and liquefaction analyses. The analyses shall conform to Reclamation
I
Board requirements.
4.

Hotel parking areas and foundations shall be designed to be watertight during
floods and shall be designed such that hydraulic uplift forces associated with high
groundwater levels do not cause excessive upward movement of the piles which
support the structure.

5.

Prior to issuance of a grading permit or any building permit by the city, the applicant
shall provide evidence of an approved design conforming to Reclamation Board
requirements.

Impact 6.4-4: Impacts from Seismic Hazards.
a.

Facts
No historically active or inactive faults cross the subject site; therefore, no adverse
impacts related to fault rupture are known to exist for the Proposed Project or the
Alternatives. Other seismic hazards, including strong ground shaking, liquefaction, lateral
spreading, and seismic slope instability could significantly effect thel project. Damage
due to strong ground shaking can be greatly reduced if proper design and construction
measures are employed, as discussed below. As noted in the discussion for Impact 6.42 (Impacts to Bank Erosion), liquefaction of the soil beneath buildings and other
structures during the design earthquake (magnitude 5.5 with ground acceleration of
0.17y) is high. The soils report concluded that the susceptibility! and danger from
earthquake induced liquefaction is high with widespread liquefaction between elevations
-12 to -42 feet.
The existing riverbank could also experience local instability (ravelling, cracking,
slumping, etc.) during a large earthquake. Pile foundations could be subjected to lateral
forces in the event of such a failure. The Proposed Project and all Alternatives are
located along the river levees in areas where the potential of liquefaction and lateral
spreading potential exists. This is a Significant Avoidable impact.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than significant level by
incorporation of the following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and
Resort Hotel EIR:
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1.

Prior to issuance of a grading permit or any building permit for the site, an updated'
Preliminary Geotechnical Report for the Proposed Project shall be prepared and
submitted addressing recommendations for reduction of liquefaction and lateral
spreading risk, and recommendations for pile driving. Measures should be included
to minimize hazards associated with the rupturing of gas or wateri lines as a result
of soil liquefaction or lateral spreading. Such measures include providing automatic
shut-off valves on all gas lines and restricting gas lines to the land side of all
buildings.

2.

Prior to issuance of a grading permit or any building permit for the site, the applicant
shall submit a final geotechnical investigation to the City Department of Public
Works. This investigation should include site-specific slope stability (including
seismic stability) and liquefaction analyses and shall include evidence of approval
of engineering procedures from the State Reclamation Board.

HYDROLOGY, WATER QUALITY AND FLOODING
Impact . 6.5-2: Impacts from Flood Debris.
a.

Facts
The trapping of flood debris, such as boats and trees, by the marin la and/or buildings
could have a significant impact if it were to cause the peak flood stage to increase such
that it would encroach into the design freeboard of the levee or if it were to cause physical
damage to the structures. The Proposed Project (hotel and marina) is located
immediately along the Sacramento River in an area subject to flood inundation. The
Proposed Project has the potential to trap debris in the pilings and dolumns (pilings) of
the underground garage or to lodge flood debris in the area of the marina. This is a
significant avoidable impact.

b.

Findings

The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel EIR:

1 The 1995 Preliminary Geotechnical Report by Youngdahl and Associates, was prepared for
a previously Proposed Project design. Design recommendations may need to be reviewed
and modified to specifically address the design which is currently proposed (1998).
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1. As a condition of the Special Permit for the project, the Project Proponent shall
provide evidence of a Reclamation Board Encroachment Permit. A valid approved
Encroachment Permit shall be evidenced prior to issuance of a grading permit
and/or building permit for the project. It should be noted that corppliance with the
Reclamation Board requirements may result in modifications to this project, which
may be subject to further environmental review.
2.

The final marina design shall include debris reflectors which are designed to meet
Reclamation Board requirements.

Impact 6.5-4: Impacts to Navigation Steerage.
a.

Facts
The Proposed Project includes a marina and would have a significant impact if the
proposed marina encroached into the steerage of commercial barge traffic. The
Sacramento Yacht Club is directly opposite the proposed project on the right bank with
marina facilities. According to the Army Corps of Engineers, Regulatory Branch, a
Section 10 permit will be required for this project. In order to obtain a Section 10 Permit,
the Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) must determine that adequate steerage is available
for commercial barges. The Proposed Project is also on a bend which has an existing
marina on the opposite bank. These features may make barge navigation more difficult
and require increased steerage.
The Regulatory Branch of the Corps commented during the NOP that the Proposed
Project marina, in order to meet steerage requirements, should conform to the previously
permitted marina under Army Corps of Engineers Permit 6854. The Proposed Project
marina as designed on the May 1998 submittal to the City of Sacramento generally
conforms to these requirements, however, a final determination must be made by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in issuing a Section 10 permit. The project applicant has
not yet applied to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for required Section 10 permit
therefore, a determination has yet to be made by the permitting agency regarding the
project's effects on steerage and navigation. Since a Section 10 permit decision is not
available at this time, the impact is considered significant avoidable.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measure from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel EIR.
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1. Prior to issuance of a building permit by the City for the proposed marina or any
alternatives which includes a marina, the applicant shall provide evidence to the
City of an approved Section 10 permit for the marina portion of the Proposed
Project.
Impact 6.5-5: Impacts to Construction Period Water Quality.
a.

Facts
Soil disturbance due to construction of buildings, access road and parking lot amounts
to 3.65 acres. Construction activities will require either removal or scarification and
recompaction of surface soils for the building, road, and parking lot site. These activities
will disturb existing vegetation and enable erosion to occur to exposed soil surfaces.
Construction of the marina facilities could have a temporary impact on water quality by
increasing turbidity through construction activities such as pile driving and dock
construction. Construction of the proposed slope protection system could have a shortterm impact on water quality. This is primarily due to the underwater construction of a toe
needed to stabilize the slope protection and the exposure of disturbed soils to erosive
factors. All of the above effects could result in a Significant Avoidathe impact to water
quality and increased erosion. This effects can be mitigated to a less than significant
level by incorporation of mitigation measure 6.5-5 below.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measure from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel EIR.
1.

Restrict any construction grading to the dry season between May 1 and September
30 or as determined by the Reclamation Board.

2.

Dust and soil erosion control measures shall be implemented during the
construction phase of the Proposed Project. These measures are intended to
minimize soil erosion and fugitive dust emissions. Suggested measures include:
a.

Watering exposed soils;

b.

Covering exposed soils with straw or other materials;
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c.

Adopting measures to prevent construction vehicles from tracking mud onto
adjacent roadways;

d.

Covering trucks containing loose and dry soil;

e.

Providing interim drainage measures during the construction period.

3.

In non-pavement areas, any vegetation covered or removed during construction
(including slope protection) shall be replanted following construction.

4.

All construction materials which have the potential to contamlnate the riparian
habitat -- such as fuels, paints, solvents, cement additives -- shall be identified in
advance of construction. A plan shall be provided by each contractor using such
materials covering storage, use, and clean up for all such materials. An Emergency
Response Plan shall be provided by the lead contractor or supervising agency to
cover spills of such materials.

5.

Prior to approval of any grading, foundation or building permit the applicant shall
provide a Stormwater Management plan for approval by the City Utilities
Department in accordance with of the City of Sacramento's Stormwater
Management New Development Management Program (NDMP). The plan shall
include pollution treatment controls such as vegetated swales, filter strips, media
filters, and/or infiltration devices into the project design to reduce the pollutants once
they enter stormwater runoff. Source controls shall also be required to eliminate
the introduction of pollutants into stormwater discharges. Source controls are
recommended for outdoor activities such as material storage areas, outdoor
loading/unloading areas, vehicle and equipment fueling area, outdoor process
equipment operations and maintenance areas, and waste handling areas.

Impact 6.5-6: Impacts to Post-Construction Water Quality.
a.

Facts
The Proposed Project includes 25,800 square feet or 0.59 acres of new impervious
surface on the waterside of the levee. The remaining impervious area is comprised of
the parking area located on the landside of the levee. Storm runoff from the parking area
on the landside of the levee can be directed to the City's Storml Drain System (via
Caltrans drainage conveyance). For run-off on the riverside of the levee, oil, grease, and
other toxins can be washed into the river during precipitation events or by irrigation runoff
and contribute to the pollutant load of the river. The amount of new t impervious surface
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and potential runoff directly into the Sacramento River constitutes a Significant
Avoidable impact.
b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

The applicant shall comply with the City adopted stormwater discharge program
and NPDES requirements including the requirements of the Ciity of Sacramento
Stormwater Management Program the New Development Management Program
(NDMP). Prior to approval of the grading permit for the site, al l final grading and
drainage plan shall be reviewed for compliance with the NDfV1P, including the
inclusion of such items as direction of storm-runoff over grassy swales prior to
release into the river.

2.

The project owner shall implement a parking lot cleaning and maintenance program
designed to minimize the introduction of toxic materials into the 1 Sacramento River
from parking lot runoff. The program shall include at least Weekly mechanical
cleaning of all paved areas and parking lots, including enclosed areas. The owner
shall also instruct maintenance personnel to promptly clean any oil/grease or other
toxic deposits discovered on the premises.

Impact 6.5-7: Impacts to Water Quality from Dewatering Activities and/or Seepage.
a.

Facts
The Proposed Project site is located in an area of relatively high groundwater levels, and
will require construction near or adjacent to the Sacramento River. Dewatering
procedures may be necessary during site construction and pile driving. Water removed
from the site is considered groundwater discharge and constitutes a potentially significant
water quality effect. The City Utility Department requires that any groundwater discharges
be regulated and monitored to reduce releases of contaminated groundwater. All new
groundwater discharges to the combined or separated sewers must be regulated and
monitored by the Department of Utilities using the model Groundwater Discharge
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). Construction dewatering is included in the
definition of groundwater discharges. This is considered a potentially Significant
Avoidable impact.

b.

Findings
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The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

In the event dewatering is required, the City shall require the applicant to collect
l nd analyze the
groundwater samples from the shallow groundwater aquifer a
samples for suspected chemical constituents. If no contaminants are identified in
samples, construction activities shall proceed. If contaminants are identified in the
samples, the applicant shall coordinate with the RWQCB for direction on
appropriate measures and procedures prior to the commencement of construction
activities. The applicant shall submit written documentation from the RWQCB to the
City outlining requirements. These shall be implemented by the applicant at the
appropriate time prior to, or during, construction activities.

2.

Assess the contaminant levels being discharged and report this assessment to the
City's Utilities Department monthly. If groundwater is contaminated, the developer
shall work through the appropriate governmental agencies to assess the collection
system for the distance downstream until contaminant levels are diluted below
levels of concern. If this condition exists, lines with sufficient exfiltration will be
required before contaminated water can be discharged.

3.

Obtain written approval from the Sacramento Regional Sanitation District and other
appropriate agencies that it will accept the discharge.

4.

Agree to suspend discharges during periods of critical rainfall intensity or under
emergency conditions as directed by the City's Utilities Department.

5.

Comply as directed by the City's Department of Utilities with new regulations
(NPDES, etc.) that impact the City's operations and discharge requirements.

6.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, the project applicant shall present engineered
drawings evidencing drainage system designs:building construction procedures,
and specifications for materials to ensure that seepage during periods of high-river
and drainage canal flows would not cause structural or nuisance problems on the
site. Site grading and drainage systems shall be designed to prevent the ponding
of runoff or seepage. This mitigation measure will reduce the significant impact
below a level of significance.
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Impact 6.5-10:
a.

Impacts From Fueling Activities.

Facts
The Proposed Project could have a potentially Significant Avoidable impact on water
quality if boaters using these facilities spill fuel when refueling using portable containers
or through fuel tank leaks.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-signififant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

Prior to issuance of the certificate of occupation, the marina owner shall develop
and file a Fuel Spill Cleanup Plan, subject to approval, with the Ciity of Sacramento.
The marina operator shall be responsible for implementation of the plan in the event
of a spill. The operator must have on-site fuel containment equipment such as
containment booms and absorbent materials and be kn Iowledgeable and
experienced in their use.

2.

Clean Boater Information shall be provided to marina users (see Mitigation Measure
6.5-9).

Impact 6.5-12:
a.

Impacts From Toxic Bottom Paints.

Facts
Neither the Proposed Project, nor its Alternatives are expected to have a significant
impact on water quality due to toxic bottom paints. The use of toxic TBT-based bottom
paints is very rare today and substitutes are readily available. None of the alternatives
proposing a marina (Proposed Project and Alternatives A3 and A4)1 will contain a boat
maintenance, bottom scrubber, or haul-out facility. Therefore, maintenance of boats will
be limited to that performed at the slip by owners. Maintenance activities have the
potential to result in Significant Avoidable impacts.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
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1. The marina operator shall incorporate into the berth rental agreernent restrictions
on maintenance activities performed at the marina by boat owners. This shall
include prohibiting any bottom paint removal or application and shall limit
maintenance activities to minor maintenance and cosmetic services.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Impact 6.6-1: Impacts to Sensitive Natural Communities (Riparian Woodland/Shaded
Riverine Aquatic).
a.

Facts
Shaded Riverine Aquatic community occurs from the edge of the Sacramento River from
the ordinary high water mark (OHWM) to the extent of the rgetation canopy
overhanging the Sacramento River. This area includes the riverbank between OHWM
and the low water level. The length of the Sacramento River adjacent the project study
area at OHWM is 1,306 feet. The approximate acreage of SRA in the project area is
0.94 acres. Woody SRA vegetation grows at or below OHWM for a distance of 575 lineal
feet, at both the north and south ends of the project study area. The SRA acreage at the
north end is 0.38 acre and is 0.20 acre at the south end.
The middle reach of the project study area adjacent to the Sacramento River is
approximately 731 feet long and occupies 0.36 acre. This area is vegetated primarily
with non-native annual grasses. The bank is not vegetated along several stretches
where it is eroding. Several mature Fremont cottonwood, Valley oak, sycamore, and
willow saplings grow at or below the edge of the bank and provide an overhanging
canopy in several places. These trees are SRA habitat. Some of these trees will be
removed. The approximate acreage of riparian habitat, distinct from SRA, is 1.63 acres.
The riparian woodland and Shaded Riverine Aquatic (SRA) habitats in the project study
area are sensitive natural communities. The USFWS considers SRA to be a "Resource
Category One" habitat. Resource Category One habitats are considered unique and
irreplaceable. USFWS has a policy of no net loss of SRA. SRA habitat is considered
important habitat for several federal and state listed and proposed fish species, including
the different runs of chinook salmon and Central Valley steelhead. ly the lower 60 miles
of the Sacramento River, at least 70% of the river's banks have been armored by rock
revetments (rip-rap).
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The Preliminary Grading Plan presents the underwater topographic contours and
identifies specific cross section profiles. Eight cross-sections are presented on Levee
Section Profiles, sheets numbers 5 and 6. The Preliminary Slope, Protection Plan
presents the specifications for bank protection and includes a typical crioss section. The
proposed bank protection includes installation of erosion control fabric (non-woven
geotextile) and placement of rock rip-rap along the bank slope. In the middle reach of the
project area, rip-rap will be installed from the bottom of the riverbed (at toe of slope) up
to the levee bench. However, to preserve the existing SRA vegetation at the north and
south ends of the project area, rock protection in these areas will extend from the
riverbed only up to the base of the existing woody vegetation. Armoring will not extend
up to the levee bench in these areas. As a result, woody SRA vegetation at the north and
south ends will be preserved and the bank will be left in its existing condition.
Since publication of the Draft EIR, the applicant has submitted a preliminary
SRA/Riparian restoration plan which includes restoration of a portion of the site for SRA
habitat. See Figure 6.6-2(a) attached. The restoration plan is coordinated with the
revised preliminary landscape plan. Zone 1, of the Landscape Plan i identifies the area
which is designated for SRA restoration. In this area, bank protection planting/ SRA
enhancement and native vegetation on the levee bench are proposed for the area that
is within the floodplain. Plantings in this zone will consist of native California plants
appropriate for bank revegetation and for use in areas with bank protection and armoring.
These species were compared to the Reclamation Board's California Code of
Regulations, Title 23, §131, that identifies suitable and unsuitablel species for levee
plantings. Irrigation will be used as necessary until the plants have become established.
The SRA restoration plan indicates that approximately 0.36 acres on site is proposed to
be restored. This will reduce but not eliminate impacts to SRA and riparian habitats.
Because of the scarcity of riparian vegetation along the lower Sacramento River, any loss
of riparian woodland or SRA within the Captain's Table project studylarea is considered
a significant impact. The loss of riparian woodland and SRA cotributes to habitat
fragmentation. When riparian corridors are fragmented, dispersal and migration of
wildlife species can be adversely affected. Thus, fragmentation of the riparian corridor
along the Sacramento River is a significant impact. In addition to the inclusion of the
revised SRA plan as part of the project, additional mitigation measures have been
identified to reduce the impacts to a less than significant level.
Site clearance activities during construction of the proposed project will result in the
removal of some sensitive SRA trees and other native riparian vegetation along the east
bank of the Sacramento River. Installation of riverbank erosion control fabric and rock
rip-rap will result in significant, avoidable impacts to special-status aquatic species by
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removing protective cover, reducing the quality of aquatic and terrestrial habitat, and by
fragmenting existing SRA habitat along the Sacramento River.
The middle reach of the project study area adjacent to the Sacramento River, consisting
of 0.36 acres will be armored with rip-rap. This area is currently vegetated primarily with
non-native annual grasses. Several mature Fremont cottonwood, Valley oak, sycamore,
and willow saplings grow at or below the edge of the bank and provide an overhanging
canopy in several places. These trees are SRA habitat. Some of the Fremont
cottonwood, Valley oak, sycamore, and willow saplings trees will be removed that grow
in this area.
Approximately 1.28 acres of the 1.63 acres of riparian habitat will be riemoved. Most of
this area consists of large, mature Fremont cottonwoods and Valley oaks occurring on
the levee bench around the abandoned structures. There is no native understory
occurring on the levee bench; the vegetation consists mostly of non-native annual
grasses and Bermuda grass. Although in the floodplain, this riparian vegetation is not
part of the SRA habitat which grows at water's edge. The removal of these trees will
result in a significant, avoidable impact by fragmenting riparian habitat along the
Sacramento River.
The proposed project reduces some of the potential significant impacts to natural
communities along the river, primarily through avoidance. The mature SRA habitat in the
project area, 0.38 acre at the north and 0.20 acre at the south, will not be removed. This
existing 0.58 acre will be preserved through avoidance and enhanced through the
planting of additional native riparian species.
A Preliminary SRA/ Riparian Restoration Plan have been prepared to reduce impacts.
The plans use native plants to restore natural vegetation and prevent habitat
fragmentation along the Sacramento River. In addition, the plans coordinate with the
bank protection activities to protect the existing , river and levee banks with techniques that
promote the restoration of natural vegetation. The establishment of riparian vegetation
within bank protection also provides a visual benefit by partially covering the bank
protection materials with vegetation. The SRA Restoration Plan in conjunction with
additional mitigation measures will reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
b.

Findings

The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort FIR:
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The following measures shall be implemented prior to approval of grading permit
and the final subdivision map. Full implementation of these mitigation measures will
reduce impacts to a less than significant level.
1. The Applicant shall hire a certified arborist (ISA) and qualified restoration biologist to
develop a final SRA/Riparian mitigation plan acceptable to USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG
for the loss of SRA habitat in connection with formal Section 7 consultation. The plan
shall emphasize native riparian species and acceptable plants listed on the Reclamation
Board's California Code of Regulations, Title 23, Tables 8.2 and 8.4.
A.

The SRA/Riparian mitigation plan shall include all feasible means to avoid SRA and
natural woody riparian habitat to the maximum extent practicab e. The plan shall
include the restoration of disturbed habitats and the maintenance of restored
habitat. SRA habitat shall be at a ratio of 3:1 or ratio acceptable to the regulatory
agencies. The mitigation for impacts to woody riparian shall be no less than 3 trees
for every tree removed in the riparian zone, and may include additional mitigation
requirements imposed by CDFG and USFWS. but shall be no less than 1 to 1
replacement for acreage impacted. The final mitigation replacement ratio shall be
based acreage affected, value of habitat lost, or a combination of these or other
factors as determined by consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Agency, US
Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service. Mitigation shall be
implemented to assure no-net-loss of SRA habitat based on both acreage and
habitat value and shall be monitored for a minimum of 10 years(

B. Species chosen for replanting shall replace native species usually found in the
riparian and Shaded Riverine Aquatic (SRA) zones of the project location. The
establishment of a diverse riparian community is encouraged. Suggested species
include native California trees such as alder, cottonwood and willow.
C. Plantings shall be done during the optimal season for the spe c/ ies being planted.
Therefore, all plantings may not occur at the same time as the permitted activity.
D. Riparian plantings shall be irrigated and maintained for at least five growing
seasons to establish effective root systems for survival and bank stability.
E. Contingency plans shall be prepared and implemented in the event of any planting
failure.
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F.

Success of a revegetation mitigation project shall be measured as 100 percent or
greater replacement after three years.

G. All fill shall be natural rock and soils that are free of contaminant.
H. If anchoring and stabilizing fabrics (geotextiles, armorflex, etc.) are used, they shall
be slit in appropriate locations to allow for plant root growth.
I.

If riprap is used, cobble and gravel ranging in size from two to eight inches in
diameter shall be placed within the voids and over the riprapd this material will
replace some natural streambank gravel that would have been available for
recruitment to downstream spawning areas.

J.

During all phases of construction activities including grading, all areas designated
for preservation including the areas to the north and south of the site shall be
fenced off and signed as areas where no construction access or disturbance is
allowed.

2. Because replacement of SRA habitat within the project vicinity is critical to cooling of
waters, and habitat for a variety of endangered fish species within the !project vicinity, onsite and near site mitigation is the highest priority. The proposed project is estimated to
have the following SRA impacts and the following SRA mitigation requirements based
on the required 3:1 ratio for acreage impacted.

Habitat
Type

SRA

Acres
Mitigation
Impacted Required at 3:1

0.36

Acres Restored
On-Site

1.08

0.36

1

Residual
Acreage
Required for
Mitigation
1
1

0.72

The estimated amount of woody riparian habitat to be impacted is 1.28 acres of the total
1.63 acres on site. Approximately 0.35 acres of riparian habitat located at the north and
south end of the site will be preserved. Mitigation for the loss of 1.28 acres of riparian
habitat shall be determined in coordination with USFWS and the CDFG. At a minimum,
native riparian trees removed shall be replaced in accordance vith the hierarchy of
mitigation sites outlined below and shall be no less than 3 replacement trees for every
riparian tree removed.
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Since the estimated total amount of mitigation can not be entirely met on site, the
following hierarchy of priority mitigation sites and approaches shall be i fully explored in
the required mitigation plan.
Priority 1 On-site Restoration. On-site restoration shall be the preferred location
for restoration of SRA. Prior to approval of any grading permit, and pilior to approval of
the final subdivision map (whichever comes first), the applicant shall retain a qualified
restoration biologist to finalize the SRA/Riparian mitigation plan for the riverside of the
levee portion of the project. The final SRA/Riparian mitigation plan shall be coordinated
with the mitigation plan requirements (See Section 2 of this mitigation) of USFWS, NMFS,
CDFG and the State Lands Commission to ensure that the maximum feasible amount of
SRA and riparian restoration can be achieved on site.
Priority 2 Off-Site Mitigation within River Reach 2. If the ntire restoration/
mitigation requirement cannot be provided on-site, then mitigation shall be provided at
an approved location in the same river reach as the Proposed Project. River Reach 2
extends from River Mile 53.5 to River Mile 55.5 (See Figure 6.10-1(a) in Chapter 6.10).
A combination of on-site and off-site mitigation may be used to reduce local habitat
fragmentation, however, consideration must be given to the reduceid value of habitat
mitigation/restoration if any, at an off-site location. Although major portions of Reach 2
within the City of Sacramento are developed and disturbed, the Da Rosa Marina site is
currently serving as a mitigation site for the Army Corps of Engineers, and the Chicory
Bend site is a publicly owned site within Reach 2. There may be additional acceptable
sites within Yolo County in Reach 2.
Priority 3 Off Site Mitigation Bank. Any residual acreage, which cannot be
mitigated on-site or within approved sites within Reach 2, shall be mitigated off-site at an
approved Mitigation Bank or mitigation site.
3.

The City will verify receipt of a Corps Section 404 permit and a Biological Opinion from
USFWS and/or NMFS prior to issuing a grading permit or the final subdivision map,
whichever comes first.

4.

The Applicant will obtain a 1603 Streambed Alteration Agreement from CDFG. The SRA
Mitigation Plan will be submitted in support of the 1603 application. The Applicant will
determine from CDFG if any additional mitigation measures need to be performed. The
City will verify receipt of an approved 1603 agreement prior to issuing a grading permit.

Impact 6.6-2: Special Status Species - Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle (VELB).
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a.

Facts
Elderberry shrubs in the project study area will need to be removed for construction of
the proposed project. The proposed removal of elderberry shrubs is an impact to VELB.
This will result in a significant avoidable impact to VELB.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

Prior to issuance of the grading permit, or final subdivision map (whichever comes
first) the applicant shall hire a qualified biologist to conduct la field survey to
determine the number of plants, and exit holes and their size. The project
proponent shall initiate consultation with USFWS to determine and approve an
appropriate mitigation plan.

2.

A Biological Assessment and Elderberry Mitigation and Monitoring Plan will be
prepared in accordance with current USFWS Mitigation Guidelines. The applicant
will submit the Plan to the Corps for transmittal to the USFWS as part of a formal
Section 7 consultation. The shrubs will be mitigated in accordance with the
approved plan and the Biological Opinion, and shall be based on the most current
USFWS mitigation guidelines.
Based on current mitigation guidelines (USFWS 1996), if avoidiance of elderberry
plants is not feasible, compensation can be accomplished by a combination of
shrub transplantation supplemented with the planting of eldqperry seedlings or
cuttings. If the shrub to be disturbed has no signs of VELB use on stems greater
than one inch in diameter, the compensation ratio is 2 seedling or cuttings per each
stem greater than one inch (2:1 compensation ratio). If less than 50 percent of the
stems greater than one inch in diameter display signs of beetle emergence, the
compensation ratio is 3:1. If more than 50 percent of the sterns greater than one
inch in diameter show signs of beetle emergence, the ratio is 5ç1. No more than 5
seedlings can be planted per 1,800 ft 2 at the mitigation site. The mitigation area
is conserved in perpetuity. The Guidelines require ten years of annual monitoring.

3.

The City will verify Applicant's receipt of a Biological Opin/ ion from USFWS
regarding VELB prior to issuing a grading permit or final subdivision map whichever
action comes first. Any areas with Elderberry plants designated for preservation
shall be fenced and signed to prohibit construction encroachments.
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Impact 6.6-5: Special Status Species - Impacts to Salmonids: Winter-Run Chinook
Salmon, Fall and Late Fall-Run Chinook Salmon, Sprin i g-Run Chinook
Salmon, and Central Valley Steelhead.
a.

Facts
The proposed project would result in the removal of riparian/ SRA habitat as well as
require the stabilization of the Sacramento River bank and adjacentl levee bank (see
Impact 6.6-1). River and levee bank stabilization activities will result in a significant
impact to special-status salmonids by removing protective cover and by reducing the
quality of habitat and biotic diversity of the river. The removal of shallow water habitat
due to grading, bank stabilization activities, construction of instream structures, and/or
loss of trees, could permanently affect the existing aquatic habitat resulting in additional
significant impacts to salmonid habitat. If an accidental spill of co intaminants (e.g.,
petroleum products, etc.) occurred during the construction or operation of the project,
special-status salmonids could be adversely affected due to changes in water quality.
Dredging activities, construction activities, pile-driving, and run-off from grading can
contribute to a temporary reduction in the quality of existing fisheries habitat through
physical disruption of the river bottom and water column and increase turbidity. A
temporary or permanent loss or reduction in the quality of existing special-status aquatic
species habitat will result in a significant avoidable impact.

b.

Findings

The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

2.

1
Applicant will submit the proposed project to the Army Corps of Engineers to initiate
formal Section 7 consultation with NMFS, USFWS, and DFG. Additional mitigation
measures may be identified through the Section 7 consultation to reduce the impact
to special status salmonids. The Applicant shall obtain a Biological Opinion from
USFWS authorizing incidental take of SRA and fisheries habitat.
1
The City will verify the Applicant's receipt of a Biological Opinion from USFWS
and/or NMFS for special-status species prior to issuing a grading/building permit.

3

Instream construction will be limited to 1 June through 31 Aug

4.

Siltation shall be prevented through implementation of Best Ma ni agement Practices
(BMP's) such as vegetative stabilization, physical stabilization, diversion of run-off,
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velocity reduction and sediment trapping and filtering. (California Storm Water, Best
Management Practices, Construction Activity Handbook, 1993).
5.

Refueling of heavy equipment and vehicles will occur only withiri a designated,
paved, bermed area where potential spills can be readily contained.

6.

Heavy equipment activities will not occur within the flowing stream channel.

7.

Litter and construction debris shall be removed from the river channel and disposed
of at an appropriate upland site.

8.

Temporary erosion control measures, such as straw bales or silt curtains, shall be
used during grading activities to avoid increased turbidity impacts to the stream.

9.

The following related mitigation measures shall be fully implemented to reduce
impacts to special status salmonids:
1.

Mitigation Measure 6.6-1, Sensitive Natural Communities (Riparian/Shaded
Riverine Aquatic)

2.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-5, Construction Period Water Quality Impacts

3.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-6, Post Construction Water Quality Impacts

4.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-9, Impacts from Marine Sewerage D sposal

5:

Mitigation Measure 6.5-10, Impacts from Fueling Activities

6.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-12, Toxic Bottom Paints

The City will verify Applicant's receipt of a Biological Opinion from USFWS and/or NMFS
for SRA and special-status species prior to issuing a grading permit.

Impact 6.6-6: Special Status Species - Impacts to Delta Smelt.
a.

Facts
The proposed project would result in the removal of riparian/SRA habitat as well as
require the stabilization of the Sacramento River bank and adjacent levee bank (see
Impact 6.6-1). Bank protection activities will result in a significant impact to Delta smelt
by removing protective cover and by reducing the quality of habitat and biotic diversity
of the river.
The removal of shallow water habitat due to grading, bank stabilization activities,
construction of instream structures, and/or loss of trees, will permanently affect the
existing aquatic habitat resulting in significant impacts to salmonid habitat. If an
accidental spill of contaminants (e.g., petroleum products, etc.) occurs during the
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construction or operation of the project, Delta smelt could be adversely affected due to
changes in water quality.
Dredging activities, construction activities, pile-driving, and run-off froip grading can
contribute to a temporary reduction in the quality of existing fisheries yabitat through
physical disruption of the river bottom and water column and increase turbidity. A
temporary or permanent loss or reduction in the quality of existing Delta smelt habitat will
result in a significant impact. Construction activities that occur outside the
construction windows and permanent loss of habitat value will result in a significant
avoidable impact.

b.

Findings

The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1. Applicant will submit the proposed project to the Army Corps of Engineers to initiate
formal Section 7 consultation with NMFS, USFWS, and DFG. Additional mitigation
measures may be identified through the Section 7 consultation to reduce the impact
to special status Delta smelt. The Applicant shall obtain a Biological Opinion from
USFWS authorizing incidental take of SRA and fisheries habitat. 1
2. The City will verify the Applicant's receipt of a Biological Opinion from USFWS
and/or NMFS for special-status species prior to issuing a grading/building permit.
3. lnstream construction will be limited to 1 June through 31 August.
I
4. Siltation shall be prevented through implementation of Best Management
Practices
(BMP's) such as vegetative stabilization, physical stabilization, di nOrsion of run-off,
velocity reduction and sediment trapping and filtering. (California Storm Water, Best
Management Practices, Construction Activity Handbook, 1993).
5. Refueling of heavy equipment and vehicles will occur only within a designated,
paved, bermed area where potential spills can be readily contained.
6. Heavy equipment activities will not occur within the flowing stream channel.
I and disposed
7. Litter and construction debris shall be removed from the river channel
of at an appropriate upland site.
8. Temporary erosion control measures, such as straw bales or silt curtains, shall be
used during grading activities to avoid increased turbidity impacts to the stream.
9. The following related mitigation measures shall be fully implemented to reduce
impacts to special status aquatic species:
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1.

Mitigation Measure 6.6-1, Sensitive Natural Communities (Riparian/Shaded
Riverine Aquatic)

2.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-5, Construction Period Water Quality 'Impacts

3.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-6, Post Construction Water Quality Impacts

4.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-9, Impacts from Marine Sewerage Disposal

5.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-10, Impacts from Fueling Activities

6.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-12, Toxic Bottom Paints

The City will verify Applicant's receipt of a Biological Opinion from USFWS and/or NMFS
for SRA and special-status species prior to issuing a grading permit.
Impact 6.6-7: Special Status Species - Impacts to Sacramento Splittail.
a.

Facts
The proposed project would result in the removal of riparian/ SRA habitat as well as
require the stabilization of the Sacramento River bank and adjacent evee bank (see
Impact 6.6-1). River and levee bank stabilization activities will result in a significant
impact to Sacramento splittail by removing protective cover and by reducing the quality
of habitat and biotic diversity of the river.
The removal of shallow water habitat due to grading, bank stabilization activities,
construction of instream structures, and/or loss of trees, will permanently affect the
existing aquatic habitat resulting in significant impacts to fish habitat. If an accidental spill
of contaminants (e.g., petroleum products, etc.) occurs during the construction or
operation of the project, Sacramento splittail could be adversely affected due to changes
in water quality.
Dredging activities, construction activities, pile-driving, and run-off from grading can
contribute to a temporary reduction in the quality of existing fisheries habitat through
physical disruption of the river bottom and water column and increase turbidity. A
temporary or permanent loss or reduction in the quality of existing Sacramento splittail
habitat will result in a Significant Avoidable impact. Mitigation measures are proposed
to reduce the impact to a less than significant.

b.

Findinos
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
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1.

Applicant will submit the proposed project to the Army Corps of Eng , neers to initiate
formal Section 7 consultation with NMFS, USFWS, and DFG. Additional mitigation
measures may be identified through the Section 7 consultation to reduce the impact
to special status aquatic species. The Applicant shall obtain a Biological Opinion
from USFWS authorizing incidental take of SRA and fisheries hab tat.

2.

The City will verify the Applicant's receipt of a Biological Opinion from USFWS
and/or NMFS for special-status species prior to issuing a grading/building permit.

3.

Instream construction will be limited to 1 June through 31 August.

4.

Siltation shall be prevented through implementation of Best Management Practices
(BMP's) such as vegetative stabilization, physical stabilization, diversion of run-off,
velocity reduction and sediment trapping and filtering. (California Storm Water, Best
Management Practices, Construction Activity Handbook, 1993).

5.

Refueling of heavy equipment and vehicles will occur only within a designated,
paved, bermed area where potential spills can be readily contained.

6.

Heavy equipment activities will not occur within the flowing stream channel.

7.

Litter and construction debris shall be removed from the river chan el and disposed
of at an appropriate upland site.

8.

Temporary erosion control measures, such as straw bales or silt curtains, shall be
used during grading activities to avoid increased turbidity impacts to the stream.

9.

The following related mitigation measures shall be fully implemented to reduce
impacts to special status aquatic species:
1.

Mitigation Measure 6.6-1, Sensitive Natural Communities (Riparian/Shaded
Riverine Aquatic)

2.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-5, Construction Period Water Quality Impacts

3.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-6, Post Construction Water Quality Impacts

4.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-9, Impacts from Marine Sewerage Disposal

5.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-10, Impacts from Fueling Activities

6.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-12, Toxic Bottom Paints

The City will verify Applicant's receipt of a Biological Opinion from USFWS and/or NMFS
for SRA and special-status species prior to issuing a grading permit.
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Impact 6.6-8: Special Status Species - Impacts to Green Sturgeon.
a.

Facts
The proposed project will not affect spawning habitat for Green sturgeon nor is it
expected to affect or interfere with upstream or downstream movement of this species
in the Sacramento River. If an accidental spill of contaminants (e.g., petroleum products,
etc.) occurs during the construction or operation of the project, this species could be
adversely affected due to changes in water quality. Construction activities and the
installation of bank armoring will also affect the quality of habitat for all aquatic species.
This is a potentially significant avoidable impact.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

Applicant will submit the proposed project to the Army Corps of Engineers to initiate
formal Section 7 consultation with NMFS, USFWS, and DFG. Additional mitigation
measures may be identified through the Section 7 consultation to reduce the impact
to special status aquatic species. The Applicant shall obtain a B ological Opinion
from USFWS authorizing incidental take of SRA and fisheries habitat.

2.

The City will verify the Applicant's receipt of a Biological Opinion from USFWS
and/or NMFS for special-status species prior to issuing a grading/building permit.

3.

lnstream construction will be limited to 1 June through 31 August

4.

Siltation shall be prevented through implementation of Best Management Practices
(BMP's) such as vegetative stabilization, physical stabilization, di niersion of run-off,
velocity reduction and sediment trapping and filtering. (California Storm Water, Best
Management Practices, Construction Activity Handbook, 1993).

5.

Refueling of heavy equipment and vehicles will occur only within a designated,
paved, bermed area where potential spills can be readily contained.

6.

Heavy equipment activities will not occur within the flowing stream channel.

7.

Litter and construction debris shall be removed from the river channel and disposed
of at an appropriate upland site.

8.

Temporary erosion control measures, such as straw bales or silt curtains, shall be
used during grading activities to avoid increased turbidity impacts to the stream.

9.

The following related Mitigation measures shall be fully implemented to reduce
impacts to special status aquatic species:
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1.

Mitigation Measure 6.6-1, Sensitive Natural Communities (Riparian/Shaded
Riverine Aquatic)

2.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-5, Construction Period Water Quality Impacts

3.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-6, Post Construction Water Quality Imipacts

4.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-9, Impacts from Marine Sewerage Disposal

5.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-10, Impacts from Fueling Activities

6.

Mitigation Measure 6.5-12, Toxic Bottom Paints

The City will verify Applicant's receipt of a Biological Opinion from USFWS and/or NMFS
for SRA and special-status species prior to issuing a grading permit.
Impact 6.6 - 9: Special Status Species - River Lamprey.
a.

Facts

The proposed project will not affect spawning habitat for River lamprey nor is it expected
to affect or interfere with upstream or downstream movement of this species in the
Sacramento River. If an accidental spill of contaminants (e.g., petroleurp products, etc.)
occurs during the construction or operation of the project, this species could be adversely
affected due to changes in water quality. This is a potentially significant avoidable
impact.
b.

Findings

The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1. Mitigation measures proposed for special-status salmonids (Mitigation 6.6-5), Delta
smelt (Mitigation 6.6-6), and Sacramento splittail (Mitigation 66-7) will provide
sufficient mitigation for potential impacts to River lamprey. The effect after
mitigation is expected to be less than significant.
Impact 6.6-10:
a.

Special Status
Birds of Prey.

Species - Impacts to Swainson's

hawk and Other

Facts

The ruderal, urbanized vegetation in the study area does not provide suitable foraging
habitat for Swainson's hawk. The paved path on the levee traversing the project site
facilitates human access into the project area. As a result there is a constant level of
disturbance from pedestrians, bicyclists, and joggers.
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The large, mature trees in the riparian corridor of the study area are suitable nest trees
for Swainson's hawks and other birds-of-prey. Sixteen Swainson's hawk nest records
(CNDDB/ RareFind, 17 December 1997) have been recorded from 0.25 to 6.3 miles from
the project study area.
It is possible that birds-of-prey could establish nests before construction begins. Several
large trees will be removed during construction. Removal or abandonment of an active
Swainson's hawk or other bird-of-prey nest due to construction activity would constitute
a significant, avoidable impact. The direct injury or death of birds-of-prey due to
construction activities, or any construction-related disturbance that causes nest
abandonment or forced fledging, would be a significant avoidable impact.
b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1. The Applicant will retain a biologist to conduct a pre-construction survey to
determine if Swainson's hawk nests occur in or within 0.25 mile of the project area
or within the survey are prescribed by the DFG. Surveys shall be conducted in
accordance with the procedures prescribed by DFG and the survey results
presented to both DFG and the City. If construction begins outSide the breeding
season (1 March to 30 August) there will be no need to conduct surveys for active
nests.
2.

If active Swainson's hawk nests are located within 0.25 mile, the biologist will
record the location(s) on a site map. During construction, the bio ogist will monitor
for nesting disturbance caused by construction activities. The biological monitor will
have the authority to stop construction if construction appears to be adversely
affecting the birds.

3.

No disturbance shall occur within 500 ft of an active Swainson's hawk nest during
the breeding season (1 March to 30 August). A minimum 500 ft buffer shall be
established around active nest trees. The location of the buffer zone will be
determined by a qualified biologist. The Applicant shall mark the limit of the buffer
zone with yellow caution tape, stakes, or temporary fencing. The buffer will be
maintained throughout the construction period.

4.

If Swainson's hawks have established nests on or within 0.25 mile of the project
site, the Applicant shall, prior to the onset of construction, inform DFG via letter to
determine if any additional mitigation measures need to be implemented. DFG may
chose to make a site visit to assist in developing additional mitigation measures (T.
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5.

Roscoe, pers corn 1998). The Applicant shall inform the City if D G requests the
implementation of any additional mitigation measures.
The Applicant will report the results of the nest survey to the City and DFG. The
City shall verify receipt of the survey report prior to issuing a grad ng permit.

The following mitigation measures will reduce potential impacts to othe
less-than-significant:
1.

The Applicant will retain a biologist to conduct a pre-construction survey to
determine if active bird-of-prey nests occur in or within 250 ft of the project area.
Surveys shall be conducted in accordance with the procedures prescribed by DFG
and the survey results presented to both DFG and the City. If cogistruction begins
outside the breeding season (1 March to 30 August), there will be no need to
conduct surveys for active nests.

2.

If active nests are located within 250 ft, the biologist will record the location(s) on
a site map. The Applicant will report the results of the nest survey to the City and
DFG prior to the onset of construction. The City shall verify receipt of the survey
report prior to issuing a grading permit.

3.

A minimum 500 ft buffer shall be established around active nest trees. The location
of the buffer zone will be determined by a qualified biologist. The Applicant shall
mark the limit of the buffer zone with yellow caution tape, stakes, or temporary
fencing. The buffer will be maintained throughout the construction . period. No
disturbance shall occur within 500 ft of an active bird-of-prey nest during the
breeding season (1 March to 30 August).

Impact 6.6-11:
a.

birds-of-prey to

Special Status Species - Western Burrowing Owl.

Facts
Western burrowing owl was not observed during wildlife surveys. There are no CNDDB/
RareFind records of it in the Sacramento West Quad. A nest, not listed in RareFind,
occurs approximately 1.75 mi southeast of the project study area.
The Fish and Game Code (FCC) states "It is unlawful to take, possess, or destroy any
birds in the orders Falconiformes or Strigiformes (birds-of-prey) or to take, possess, or .
destroy the nest or eggs of any such bird except as otherwise provided by this code or
any regulation made pursuant thereto" [FGC Section 3503.5].
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While the proposed marina lies within the known range of Western burrow iing owl, a state
and federal species of concern, the proposed marina provides only poor, marginal habitat
for this species. Due to the high level of human disturbance from the presence of the
paved path on top of the levee, which is used by cars and bicycles, as wIell as for hiking
and running, it is unlikely that the would be used by the Western burrowing owl would
nest in the project area. Nevertheless, take of a bird-of-prey, such as Western burrowing
owl, or its nest would be a significant avoidable impact.
Project related impacts to Western burrowing owl are potentially significant and
avoidable.
b.

Findings

The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

The Applicant will retain a biologist to conduct a pre-construction survey to
determine if active burrows occur in or within 250 ft of the project area. If
construction begins outside the breeding season (1 March - 30 AUgust), there will
be no need to conduct surveys for active burrows.

2.

If active burrows are located within 250 ft, the biologist will record the location(s) on
a site map. The Applicant will report the results of the burrow survey to the City.
The City shall verify receipt of the survey report prior to issuing al grading permit.
A minimum 250 ft buffer shall be established around active burrows. The location
of the buffer zone will be determined by a qualified biologist. The Applicant shall
mark the limit of the buffer zone with yellow caution tape, stakes, or temporary
fencing. The buffer will be maintained throughout the construction period. No
disturbance shall occur within 250 ft of an active Western burrowing owl burrow
during the breeding season (1 March - 30 August).

3.

Impact 6.6-13:

a.

Impacts to Heritage Trees.

Facts

Thirty-five (35) trees in the project study area meet the City's herit ge tree definition.
Under current project design, most, if not all of these trees would be removed. The
removal of a heritage tree is considered a significant impact and is subject to provisions
of the Sacramento City Code, Title 45, Chapter 45.04. The Applicant must obtain a tree
removal permit prior to the removal of any heritage tree.
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Projects are evaluated by the City of Sacramento on a case-by-case basis to determine
required mitigation for tree loss or damage regardless of species or !size. It is the
administrative policy of the City of Sacramento to save or replace as many healthy trees
on a project site as possible.
Sacramento's City Arborist, Dan Pskowski, visited the site and reviewed the Captain 's
Table Marina and Resort Arborist Report: Heritage Tree Inventory (Sycamore
Environmental 1997). The City Arborist, in a letter dated 28 February 1997, as updated
by correspondence to Grace Hovey, City Environmental Services October 10, 1998,
recommended that heritage trees numbers 1 to 13, 17, 18 and 33 must be preserved.
Trees to be preserved are shown on Figure 6.6-5 of the Draft EIR. Removal of trees
recommended by the City Arborist to be preserved is a significant avoidable impact.
b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

Heritage Trees Required to be Preserved and Protected. The final subdivision
map and site plan shall show, preservation of trees Nos. 1 though 13 and trees Nos.
17, 18 and 33 as shown in the Arborists Report prepared by Sycamore Consultants
Inc, dated January 24, 1997. Prior to approval of any grading permit or building
permit for the site the applicant shall submit for the City Arborist's approval a tree
preservation plan in accordance with the tree protective measures included in
Section 3 of this measure for these trees. Preservation of these trees shall be
incorporated in the required riparian restoration landscaping plan required in
Mitigation Measure 6.6-1.

2.

Tree Removal Permit. The Applicant shall obtain a tree removal permit prior to
removal of any other heritage tree not required to be preserved per Section 1 of this
mitigation measure. Mitigation for removal of such trees is specified in Section 4
of this mitigation measure.

3.

Protective Mitigation Measures. Trees not designated foç removal will be
protected during construction by implementation of protective mitigation measures
3a to 3d:
3a. Temporary 6 foot chain link fencing will be placed around individual trees or
around protected groups of trees. The fencing will be placed outside of the
dripline of the tree(s).
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3b. No trenching of grading within the driplines of protected trees is permitted.
Cuts or fill near trees to be retained on-site should not cause water to pond
around the trees. No surface or grade changes, parking of vehicles, storage
of materials, trenching for utility or irrigation lines shall occur Within the fenced
area. Boring or hand trenching for utilities shall be allowed within the driplines
and fenced in areas under the supervision of a certified arborist. Compliance
shall be determined by a monitor who will be responsible for reporting
problems to the construction supervisor and City.
3c. Any segment of a heritage tree greater than six (6) inches in circumference
may not be pruned; disturbance of the soil or placement of any chemical or
other deleterious substance or material on the soil within the drip line area of
any heritage tree is not permitted.
3d. If, during excavation for the project or for any necessary sidewalk repair or
driveway construction, tree roots greater than two inches (2'1) in diameter are
encountered, work shall stop immediately until the project Arbiorist can perform
an on-site inspection. The Arborist shall approve the contract for all root
cutting which may affect trees. The roots shall not be cut unless the Arborist
gives his/her approval. Roots approved to be severed by the Arborist during
the course of excavation shall be neatly trimmed, in a manner as required by
the City Arborist.
4. Tree Replacement. Removal of any tree identified as structurally sound and noted
with an asterisk on Table 3, of the Arborist's report for this project (Captain's Table
Marina and Resort Arborist Report: Heritage Tree Inventory (Sycamore
Environmental 1997) shall require the applicant to implement the following
mitigation:
4a. The Applicant shall have a certified arborist (International Society of
Arboriculture) prepare a Tree Preservation and Monitoring plan and submit to
the City Arborist for review and approval at least 60 days prior to
commencement of grading and/or construction. The Applicant will indicate
how the City's heritage tree mitigation requirements have been met and/or
exceeded by the proposed plan. The plan will include planting techniques,
necessary maintenance regimes, success criteria, and a monitoring schedule
for trees retained, relocated, or planted.
The monitoring plan shall include five years of monitoring, including spring and
fall monitoring during the first year following replanting, annually thereafter.
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A certified arborist (International Society of Arboriculture, Western Chapter)
shall monitor the relocation or replanting of any tree and ensure that the
monitoring plan is implemented. He/she shall prepare annual reports for
submittal to the City Arborist.
Heritage trees removed which are approved for removal by the City Arborist
will be replaced at an "inch for inch" based on the dbh of trees removed.
Replacement plantings will occur primarily with Quercus lobate, Platanus
racemosa, Populus fremontii, and Salix spp., except that Valley Oaks shall be
replaced inch per inch with Valley Oaks. An ISA certified arborist will monitor
the relocation and/or planting of trees to ensure that the tree maintenance and
monitoring plan is being properly implemented during construction.
4b. Under Mitigation Measure 6.6-1, the Applicant will prepare an SRA and
Fisheries Mitigation Plan. This plan addresses riparian and shaded riverine
aquatic mitigation measures to be approved by regulatory agencies such as
the USFWS, NMFS, and/or DFG. The Applicant will ensure that City
requirements for mitigation of heritage tree impacts are incorporated into this
plan.. The SRA/Riparian Mitigation Plan as approved by the SLC, USFWS,
CDFG and Reclamation Board will be submitted to the City Arborist, Planning
Division and Building Division Services prior to the issuance of a building
permit.
5.

The protective mitigation measures (3a to 3d) shall be noted on all public
improvement plans and on all project plans submitted for Building Permits.

6.

The City shall verify that the City Arborist has approved the heritage tree mitigation
and issued a tree removal permit prior to issuing a grading permit.

Impact 6.6-14:
a.

Impacts to Waters of the United States.

Facts
Construction of hotel piers could result in the discharge of fill into the Sacramento River,
a navigable waters of the U.S. Construction of the marina will reduce the navigable width
of the Sacramento River. This is a significant, avoidable impact. Implementation of bank
protection measures (armoring) will also result in a significant avoidable impact.

b.

Findings
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The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

Applicant shall apply to the Sacramento District of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers for the appropriate Section 10 and Section 404 permit(s) and Letter of
Permission.

2.

In order to obtain Corps approvals, Applicant will also comply with Mitigation
Measures 6.6-1 (Riparian/ SRA), 6.6-2 (VELB), 6.6-5 (Salmonids), and 6.6-6 (Delta
smelt) each of which involves federal agency review and approval of a mitigation
plan for Federal listed species. Mitigation is required for loss of SRA habitat and for
any bank protection activities. The City will verify that Applicant has received all
necessary permits from the Corps of Engineers prior to issuing a grading permit.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RISK
Impact 6.7-1: Hazardous Materials Risks Associated With Demolition and Removal of
Existing On-Site Structures.
a.

Facts
As noted in the section 6.7 of the Draft EIR, there are currently four dilapidated buildings
on-site which include: a two-story, three-unit apartment building; two single-story
cottages; and a single family, single-story house. These buildings have been determined
to be hazardous buildings by the City of Sacramento. Additionally, Versar reports that
there are four septic systems located on the Site which have been abandoned for
approximately two years. These buildings and facilities are proposed to be demolished
or removed to prepare the site for the proposed project. Demolition and removal
activities can release hazardous materials. For example, asbestos containing materials
(ACM) such as certain linoleum, insulations and other building materials may become
friable (air borne) during demolition. Additionally, lead based paints (LBP) are
considered a hazardous material, and are often present in older structures.
Versar conducted a visual screening observation for suspect ACM and LBP during the
Site visit. Suspect ACMs observed included stucco, roofing materials, ACT, VFT and
associated mastic, linoleum and associated mastic, gypsum board, gypsum board joint
compound, covebase mastic, and carpet mastic. All of the suspect ACMs appeared in
poor condition, and as a result, are considered friable, with the exception of the stucco.
Based on the date of construction, it is likely that the Site buildings contain ACM. In
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addition, debris piles of wall and roofing materials that contain suspect ACMs were
observed on the Site.
Versar observed the presence of peeling and flaking paint on interior or exterior painted
surfaces at the Site. Due to the date of construction of Site buildings, it is likely that the
paint present at the Site contains lead. In addition, debris piles of wall materials that
contain suspect LBP were observed on Site. It is possible that other suspect ACMs or
LBP may be present and were not observed during the Site inspection. This could
include materials such as pipe insulation located behind walls or below the floors.
Versar also observed two five-gallon containers of waste motor oil, approximately four
discarded tires, and several logs which appeared to be creosote-coated. The waste oil
containers were located inside the first-floor apartment of the three-unit building, were
uncovered, and evidence of minor spills to the intact flooring was noted. The discarded
tires were observed on the north side of the Site, and have not been properly disposed.
Creosote-coated logs were located on the soil at the south end of the Site. These
findings indicate Significant Avoidable impacts.
b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

The applicant shall be required to remove the septic systems on-site and shall
obtain a septic tank destruction permit for their removal from the Sacramento
County Environmental Management Department, Environmental Health Division
(SCEMD-EHD).

2.

Prior to approval of a grading permit for the site, the project applicant shall collect
for recycling the waste oil and tires located on site, and the creosote-coated logs
shall be collected and disposed of by a licensed hazardous waste removal
contractor.

Impact 6.7-2: Construction Related Impacts - Hazardous Materials Exposure Risk From
Earthmoving Operations.
a.

Facts
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The Versar Phase 1 report and data base search concluded that no known above-ground
storage tanks (AST) or underground-storage tanks (UST) have been recorded or
observed on the site. Additionally, the Versar investigation did not reveal any known or
reported toxic spills or releases on the site. Versar did, however, observe from review of
aerial photos one aboveground storage tank farm and one sewer filtration facility located
adjacent to the Sacramento River approximately two miles upstream of the Site. Versar
reports that it is possible, although unconfirmed by soil sediment samples (which are not
available) that potential releases/discharges from these facilities may have been
deposited as on-site sediments. Therefore, while not expected, it is still possible that
earthmoving activities could uncover or disturb suspect materials. This is a potentially

Significant Avoidable impact
b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1. If stained soil, tanks, unusual smells or other indications of potentially contaminated
materials are observed within the project area, construction operations in that area
shall stop immediately. The suspect soil or liquids shall then be tested by a
qualified hazardous materials professional (an individual with training in accordance
with California Code of Regulations Section 1910.120). Should the soil or liquid test
results determine that the contamination is locally isolated, the contamination shall
be collected and disposed of appropriately. If a determination concerning the extent
of contamination cannot be made based on the preliminary testing, a complete
Phase II site investigation that evaluates the magnitude of contamination, shall be
performed. Clean up shall be performed in accordance with the recommendations
of the site investigation.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Impact 6.8-1: Impacts to Archaeological Resources.
a.

Facts
The potential to disturb prehistoric cultural resources is a significant impact. Although no
historic or cultural properties were identified on this site during the field survey, there are
recorded prehistoric sites in the project area. The Cultural Resources Investigation for
the site concludes that there is a strong possibility, based on site record locational data,
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the topographic character of the project site, and soils, that portions of CA-SAC-28 or
another prehistoric site may be included within the area. CA-SAC-28 reportedly contains
interments from both the recent prehistoric Augustine Pattern and the older Berkeley
Pattern. Disturbance of this site may uncover resources. The potential for impacts to
resources is considered a potentially significant avoidable impact.
b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

Because of the sensitivity of the site as a possible burial site, the applicant shall,
prior to start of excavation activities, hire a qualified archeologist to make contact
with established local, interested Native American parties and "most likely
descendants". The purpose of this early contact is to establish procedures and
arrangements for the handling and reinterment of any discovered Native American
burial or funerary-associated objects, if they should be exposed during construction.
Having an agreement in place will establish a procedure to help minimize lengthy
time delays should burials or other resources be discovered during construction.

2.

During construction, a qualified archeologist shall be retained by the project sponsor
to monitor all subsurface excavations during construction and to assess and record
any subsurface artifacts or features that might be unearthed. Prior to beginning
construction, an archaeological monitoring plan should be developed between the
project developer and other appropriate parties regarding procedures to be taken
if subsurface deposits are found.
a.

If subsurface archaeological or historical artifacts are discovered during
excavation or construction of the site, work in the affected area shall stop
immediately and a qualified archaeologist shall be consulted. If the
archaeologist determines that the archaeological deposit appears to meet
CEQA criteria as a significant resource, the project proponent, archaeologist,
State Historic Preservation Officer, and a representative of the Native
American Heritage Commission should develop mitigation measures to
reduce any project-related impact to a less-than-significant level before
construction continues.

b.

If human remains or evidence of burials is discovered during excavation, work
must stop immediately and the County Coroner must be contacted (Section
7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code). Further, Section 5097.94 and 5097.98
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of the Public Resources Code require consultation with the Native American
Heritage Commission, protection of Native American remains, and notification
of most likely descendants. SB 447 (Chapter 404, Statutes of 1987) also
protects Native American remains or associated grave goods. These
consultations shall be coordinated with the project archeologist familiar with
the site and excavations.

PUBLIC SERVICES
Impact 6.9-1: Impacts to Area Water Demand.
a.

Facts
According to the City's Department of Utilities, the Proposed Project would require a
water study and plan layout per Chapter 13 of the City's Design and Procedures Manual.
The City Department of Utilities requires that the study and plan must completed and
approved prior to issuance of a building permit. Additionally, an upgrade of the water
distribution lines to a twelve-inch line serving the site may be required within the plan to
meet fire demands. It is likely this line will have to be extended under the freeway along
Riverside Boulevard.
Relative to fire protection, the City Fire Department (Memorandum dated October 23,
1998, to Dawn Holm, Planning Department from Greg Hoeger, Fire Department)
recommends that a looped system for a fire hydrant be installed connecting on the south
at Old Captain's Table Road and at the north end of the property. Additionally, the Fire
Department is requesting that the applicant install a lateral standpipe system to meet the
need for fire access to the west or riverside of the property. The Fire Department also
indicates that fire flow may be a problem which will require consultation and analysis by
the Utilities Department and the Fire Department. Therefore, this is a potentially
Significant Avoidable impact pending the completion and approval of the water study
and plan.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

Prior to issuance of a building permit for this project, the applicant must submit a
water study and plan showing the sizing, location, and route of all service and utility
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lines required to serve the site. This may require construction of off-site water
distribution lines to provide water supply and fire protection to the site. This plan
shall meet all standards of the City of Sacramento's Design and Procedures and
Improvement Standards Manual.
Impact 6.9-4: Impacts to Levee Structures as a Result of Utility Extensions.
a.

Facts
The proposed hotel and restaurant located on the river side of the levee will require
extension of water, sewer and other utility lines from the collection and distribution
systems in Riverside Boulevard. Since utility extensions may involve the levee structure,
a potentially significant impact may occur if the undergrounding or routing of service lines
disrupts the integrity of the levee or poses a risk to the levee integrity in the event of a
utility line rupture.
Title 23, Section 123 (a) (1) of the Reclamation Board Regulations states that "Pipelines,
conduits, utility poles, and appurtenant structures may not be installed within the levee
section, within 10 feet of the levee toes, or within the floodway during flood season
without authorization by the General manager." Section 123 contains the specific
standards to which conduits must be designed.
Although final designs for the location of utilities are not yet available, the project will
require extension of the utilities over or through the levee. Therefore, as noted above,
this is a potentially Significant Avoidable impact to the levee system. In order to
reduce this impact to a less than significant level, the applicant must ensure that all
utilities will be constructed to adequate standards that maintain the integrity of the levee.
The City of Sacramento Utilities Department and the Reclamation Board will require that
a utility plan be prepared and approved prior to issuance of a building permit.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1. Prior to approval of the Final Map or any grading or building permit for this project,
the applicant must submit a utility plan to be approved by the City Utilities
Department showing the sizing, location and route of all service and utility lines
required to serve the site. This Utility Plan shall meet all standards of the City of
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Sacramento's Design and Procedures and Improvement Standards Manual and
shall be in compliance with the design standards of Title 23, Section 123 of the
Reclamation Board Regulations.
Prior to issuance of the final subdivision map or any grading permit or building
permit for the site, the applicant shall evidence to the City of Sacramento that an
approved Reclamation Board Encroachment Permit has been received for the
project including the utility routes.

RECREATION AND RIVER RELATED ISSUES
Impact 6.10-1:
a.

Impacts From River Traffic.

Facts
The Proposed Project includes the development of a 40-boat marina and a water taxi
stop. Therefore, 41 slips are assumed. This will add a net increase to the number of
marinas in Reach 2 over existing conditions. It is estimated that the boat traffic from the
proposed marina will generate 74 new boat trips per day during the peak July boating
time based on two trips per day with the marina at 90% occupancy. Table 6.10-5 of the
Draft EIR shows that the existing (without project) boat trip generation rate in Reach 2 is
279 trips. The addition of project traffic (or 74 new trips) would increase peak boat trip
generation to 353 trips, which represents a 26% increase in the number of trips in Reach
2, and exceeds the threshold of a 2% increase in trips. The increase in boating is
therefore, a Significant Avoidable impact.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

Maintain a 5 mph zone in Reach 2 and provide signs at the marina regarding the
speed limit.

2.

The marina operator shall be required to provide signage which educates boaters
on wave wash information, fishing season time period and hot spots, speed limits
for fishing hot spots, prohibition of water/jet skiing in fishing hot spots during the
fishing season, and identify locations open for skiing and jet skiing.
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3.

The marina operator shall agree to include in the boat slip lease a clause explaining
the above information. As part of the leasing information package, the marina
operator shall distribute public information such as the "ABC's of California Boating
Law" published by the Department of Boating and Waterways.

Impact 6.10-2:
a.

Impacts to Public Access and Existing Shore-Based Recreation.

Facts
The proposed project site is currently used as casual access to the Sacramento River for
local residents and fishermen. Access to the site is gained at the City owned parcel
located along Riverside Boulevard, and along the Sacramento River Bike Trail which
traverses the site. This casual access will be displaced by the proposed project.
Additionally, since the project site is traversed by the River Bike Trail, it is also serves as
an access point and viewing area for the public. A portion of the project is proposed on
public lands (to be leased from the City of Sacramento), which were deeded to the City
for purposes of providing public access.
Although development of the site will interrupt existing patterns of public access and river
recreation, the project does provide a restaurant and river taxi stop to encourage public
use of the development. Additionally, the proposed project does incorporate the bike trail
as part of the project. None-the-less, the proposed project will interrupt views from the
biketrail to the river and alter historic patterns of public access and use of the River. The
development is a private, controlled access and gated project which will limit the public's
access to the river. This type of development may deter the public from using the site
unless the project is designed and signed to invite the public to access the river at this
point. Interruption of the public's access to navigable waters is a Significant Avoidable
impact.

b.

Findings
The significant effect listed above will be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
following mitigation measures from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
1.

The project applicant and the City, as part of the lease negotiations for the Cityowned portion of the site, shall:
a.

Ensure that public access is not restricted or prohibited, but rather is provided
to the maximum extent possible.
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b.

Provide an easement for the City Bikeway as part of the lease and street
abandonment approval.

c.

The lease shall include provisions for use of the parking area by the public,
and shall provide rest areas (benches and access to restrooms) for bicyclists
and pedestrians.

d.

Designate a public pedestrian trail from the parking area to the open space
along the river. The pedestrian walkway shall be marked "River Access."

e.

The lease shall include appropriate policies for public access as indicated in
the Sacramento River Parkway regarding signage, hours of operation, or other
appropriate considerations related to joint public/private use of the site.

f.

An agreement for maintenance and liability shall be developed between the
City and the applicant as part of the permit approval process and lease
negotiations for lease of the City's lands.

g.

Where appropriate, the applicant shall post limits to public access to preserve
public safety or to limit intrusion into sensitive habitat areas such as the
riparian area to the north of the project site. Signage and areas which are
determined to be off-limits for public access shall be approved by the City of
Sacramento, Landscape Architecture and Parks Division. Signage shall
include appropriate policies of the Sacramento River Parkway Plan including
restrictions that the trail shall be closed from dusk to dawn and that vehicles
shall be restricted on the biketrail to the immediate north and south of the
project site.

B. SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS WHICH CANNOT BE AVOIDED
Finding - The City finds that, where feasible, the changes or alterations have been
required in, or incorporated into, the Project which reduce the significant environmental
impacts listed below as identified in the EIR. However, specific economic, legal, social,
technological, or other considerations, including provision of employment opportunities
for highly trained workers, make infeasible mitigation measures or project alternatives to
reduce the following impacts to a less-than-significant level. This finding is supported by
evidence in the record of the proceeding before the City, including the Draft and Final EIR
prepared for this project. All available, reasonably feasible mitigation measures identified
in the EIR are employed to reduce the magnitude of the impacts, even if the reduction is
not to a less-than-significant level. Also incorporated into this section are the findings and
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facts stated in Section III that reject the No Project Alternative, Project With No Marina
Alternative, Landside Hotel Project Alternative, and the South Area Docks Site Project
Alternative for failure or infeasibility to mitigate the potential effect and achieve the basic
objectives of the project.

TRAFFIC
Cumulative Impacts
Impact 6.1-3 Impacts to Sutterville Road/I-5 Southbound Ramp Intersection
a.

Facts

The addition of Proposed Project traffic would increase average vehicle delay by more than
five seconds at the intersection of Sutterville Road/I-5 Southbound Ramp. This is considered
a significant unavoidable impact.

b.

Findings

The significant unavoidable cumulative effect listed above will be reduced in magnitude by the
following mitigation measure from the Captain's Table Marina and Resort EIR:
The proposed project should contribute a fair share contribution to the installation of a traffic
signal at the intersection of Sutterville Road/I-5 Southbound Ramp. Based on the projected
traffic volumes, this is approximately 17% of the cost of the signal. The actual fair share
contribution shall be based on the project as-built and shall be determined prior to issuance
of the building permit. The fair share contribution shall be paid prior to issuance of the building
permit. A funding mechanism has not been identified to cover the remainder of the
signalization costs; therefore, the impact has been determined to be a significant
unavoidable impact.

AIR QUALITY
Cumulative Impacts
a.

Facts

The site is currently vacant and designated Multi-family and Open Space on the General Plan.
The proposed project introduces new development which will increase the contributions to
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cumulative pollution levels. For ozone pre-cursors, CO and PM10 pollutants for which the air
basin is currently non-attainment, changes in land use contribute to the region's pollutant load.
This would result in a significant adverse incremental effect on the region's ability to attain air
quality standards. Because there are no currently identified feasible mitigation measures to
reduce cumulative impacts, there would be significant unavoidable cumulative impacts to
air quality.
b.

Findings

Implementation of the project specific mitigation measures outlined above (6.2-1 and 6.2-2)
will, however, reduce the project's contribution to regional cumulative emissions.

BIOLOGY
Cumulative Impacts
a.

Facts

The proposed project would contribute to the cumulative environmental impacts for the City
of Sacramento. Implementation of the proposed project will contribute to the continued
incremental loss of riparian and riverine habitat along the Sacramento River. Related to loss
of riparian habitat is the cumulative loss of habitat for special-status species known to inhabit
the Sacramento River and associated riparian corridor including Swainson's hawk, Valley
elderberry longhorn beetle, and various fishes, such as Chinook salmon and Delta smelt. This
would result in the incremental loss of riparian and riverine habitat resulting from the proposed
project, combined with other projects, including flood control projects, is cumulatively
significant and unavoidable. Full implementation of mitigation measures for this project and
similar projects on the Sacramento River, will reduce cumulative impacts and lessen the
significance of such impacts. However, the cumulative impacts to riverine habitats are
considered significant and unavoidable.
b.

Findings

Full implementation of mitigation measures for this project (6.6-1, 6.6-2, 6.6-5 through 6.6-11,
and 6.6-14) and similar projects on the Sacramento River, will reduce cumulative
impacts and lessen the significance of such impacts.

6.6-13
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RECREATION AND RIVER RELATED IMPACTS
Cumulative Impacts
a.

Facts

The proposed project will contribute to cumulative boating traffic in Reach 2 which is expected
to increase from 279 trips to 353 trips. This is a 26.5% increase in boat traffic over existing
1998 conditions. Analysis for this study has concluded that the number of boats in the five
reaches significantly impacts recreational enjoyment of the River, if left unmanaged. The
development of additional marinas would further eliminate riparian habitats along the River
which would inhibit human enjoyment of the corridor. In addition, user conflicts of the River
such as water and jet skiing and boater conflicts with bank side residents would increase
significantly without proper management.
The Sacramento River Carrying Capacity Study prepared by the State Lands Commission
identified a nmber of cumulative issues and recommendations for reducing the impact of
growth and development along the Sacramento River. Because the Sacramento River frontage
spans seveal local jurisdictions, no single jurisdiction has complete control over the
development of the River. As such, mitigation measures to reduce cumulative conditions to
a less than significant level have unproven feasibility. Cumulative impacts are, therefore,
considered significant and unavoidable. In order to reduce the magnitude of impact, it is
recommended that the State Lands commission include project specific mitigation measures
as conditions of the state Lease for the facility to ensure that use of public lands is conditioned
on compliance with public protective measures.
b.

Findings

Mitigation measures to reduce cumulative impacts to a less than significant level have
unproven feasibility. Cumulative impacts are, therefore, considered significant and
unavoidable.

IV. ALTERNATIVES
CEQA mandates that every El R evaluate a no-project alternative, plus a range of alternatives
to the project or its location. The purpose of El R alternatives is to identify project alternatives
that reduce or eliminate project impacts while supporting the basic project objectives.
Alternatives provide a basis of comparison to the Project in terms of beneficial, significant, and
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unavoidable impacts. This comparative analysis is used to determine the most feasible for
implementation. The alternatives studied in the EIR are infeasible based upon the following
specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including the provision
of employment for highly trained workers.
The City's review of project alternatives is guided primarily by the need to avoid or potentially
lessen impacts associated with the Project, while still achieving the basic objectives of the
Project. The Project objectives are:
•
•
•
•
•

Construction of a Hotel Restaurant and Marina in the south area of Sacramento;
Create jobs for the area;
Produce transient occupancy tax, property tax and sales tax;
Support future tourism for the City.
Provide public recreation access to the Sacramento River Parkway as per the
Sacramento River Parkway Plan adopted in 1997.

The Draft EIR analyzed the following four potentially feasible alternatives to the Project: No
Project Alternative (Al); Project With No Marina Alternative (A2); Landslide Hotel Project
Alternative (A3); and the South Area of the Docks Site (Museum Railroad Technol qgy Site)
(A4). Each of these Alternatives will be discussed in detail below. For the reasons
documented in the EIR and summarized below, the City finds that approval and
implementation of the project is appropriate and rejects each of the project alternatives.

Alternative 1: No Project Alternative (Al)
The No Project Alternative (AA) is required by CEQA. This alternative would maintain
the existing conditions. Under this alternative, the waterfront portion of the site would
remain vacant and no new development would occur on the privately owned portion of
the site. The No Project Alternative assumes that some public parking and open space
would be provided on this site in accordance with the adopted Sacramento River
Parkway Plan. This alternative is consistent with the Zoning and the General Plan
designation for the site..
Finding:

Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including the
provision of employment opportunities, make infeasible the No Project Alternative
identified in the EIR and described above in that:
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a)

Alternative Al does not support the basic goals of the project in that the hotel,
restaurant and marina would not be built;

b)

Alternative Al does not support the basic goals of the project in that it will not
support future tourism in the City;

C)

Alternative Al would not create 150 new jobs;

d)

Alternative Al would not produce transient tax, sales tax and property tax; and

e)

Alternative Al would not support the Sacramento River Parkway Plan's Urban
Waterfront designation for the riverfront portion of the site because it would not
provide for fishing piers, short term boat dockage, restaurants and other riverrelated commercial facilities on the river.

f)

Alternative Al would not address reported blight conditions at the site because
under this alternative, the property would remain in its current undeveloped and
unsecured condition.

Alternative 2: Project With No Marina (A2)
Alternative A2 is the same as the proposed project except that no marina is developed.

Finding:
Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including the
provision of employment opportunities, make infeasible the Project With No Marina
Alternative (A2) identified in the EIR and described above in that:
a)

Alternative A2 would not fully achieve the basic goals and objectives of the Project,
because the marina use provides public river access consistent with the Parkway
Plan's Urban Waterfront land use designation, river access and recreation goals;
and,

b)

Alternative A2 would not support additional regional economic activity associated
with the amenities of a Marina, i.e.,water taxi service to Old Sacramento or
increasing berth space along the Sacramento River, thus allowing more boating
recreation opportunities.
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c) Alternative A2 does not fully support the Parkway Plan policy D-2 that encourages
retaining existing private river's edge commercial facilities which are compatible
with the Parkway and which serve the public.

Alternative 3: Landside Hotel Project (A3)
Under Alternative A3, the hotel and restaurant portion of the project would be constructed
on the landside of the river levee on the parcel currently owned by the City of
Sacramento. This would require reconfiguration of the hotel and restaurant design to
conform to the parcel. The marina would be constructed to the same specifications as
the proposed project. In order to accommodate the hotel on the City owned parcel, the
hotel would be in a single building of approximately 8 stories.

Finding:
Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including the
provision of employment opportunities, make infeasible Alternative A3 identified in the
EIR and described above in that:
a)

Alternative A3 could result in visual impacts to the neighborhood if it was
developed to be approximately eight stories in height instead of four stories
requested for the proposed project.

b)

Alternative A3 would require a land swap between the City and the applicant
in order to locate the hotel on the landward parcel. This may not be feasible
given the deed restrictions on the City parcel .

c)

Alternative A3 would not fully meet the project objective to construct and
operate an upscale riverfront hotel and restaurant because the structures
would be located landward of the river levee.

d)

Alternative A2 would not be fully consistent with policy D3 of the Sacramento
River Parkway Plan which requires "commercial and residential development
within the Parkway to be designed to visually blend with and be in scale with
the surrounding riverine development. Color, texture, style, height, width, and
bulk should be considered in design".
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Alternative 4: Off-site Project - South Area of the Docks Site
(Museum of Railroad Technology (MORT) Site) (A4)
Alternative A4 would include the same facility as the Proposed Project, but the
facility would be located at the south portion of the Docks site along Front Street in
the downtown area. Under this alternative, the hotel, restaurant and marina would
be developed in roughly the same layout as the proposed project. The marina
could be developed as an in-stream marina and would be subject to the same
permitting and regulatory conditions as the proposed project.
Finding:

Specific economic, social, or other considerations make infeasible the Off-Site
Project Alternative (A4) identified in the EIR and described above in that:
a)

Alternative A4 would not support the project goals and objectives to provide
a high quality hotel, marina and restaurant in the south area of Sacramento;

b)

Alternative A4 would not encourage reuse of an existing site that is blighted.

V. STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS
Under CEQA, the City must balance the benefits of the Project against its unavoidable
environmental risks in determining whether to approve the Project. If the benefits of a Project
outweigh the unavoidable adverse effects, those effects may be considered "acceptable"
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15093(a)). However, CEQA requires the City to support, in writing,
the specific reasons for considering a Project acceptable when significant impacts are
unavoidable. Such reasons must be based on substantial evidence in the EIR or elsewhere
in the administrative record (CEQA Guidelines Section 15093(b)). Those reasons are provided
below as the "Statement of Overriding Considerations."
The City finds that the economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits of the Project,
including employment opportunities, outweigh the unavoidable environmental impacts and that
the Alternatives are rejected based upon the following legal, environmental, economic, social,
technological and other considerations.
In making this finding, the City, has balanced the benefits of the project against its unavoidable
environmental impacts and has determined to accept each of those significant and
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unavoidable adverse effects for the following legal, environmental, economic, social,
technological and other considerations. Each benefit set forth below constitutes an overriding
consideration warranting the approval of the Project, as implemented by the Captain's Table
Marina and Resort Hotel approvals. These overriding considerations are described below:
1.

Generate Employment. The Project would result in the opportunity for the creation
of new jobs in Sacramento. These new jobs would result in a positive contribution
to the local economy by increasing City tax revenues, and would result in a positive
impact on the City's unemployment rate.

2.

Long Range Planning. The Project will promote the policies and goals of the
General Plan by achieving a high quality of design and a land use that is compatible
with the City's development goals for this area.

3.

Public Benefit. The Project will have a public benefit by offering recreation
amenities such as the bike trail, pedestrian access to the river, restaurant, a water
taxi service to Old Sacramento and constructing additional berths along the
Sacramento River. These additional amenities will serve to support the goals and
policies of the Sacramento River Parkway Plan by promoting public recreation
access to the river and increasing recreational tourism in the region.

4.

Economic Development. The Project site provides a unique opportunity for a
development of this type. South Sacramento has limited available waterfront
locations for a hotel and restaurant development with both freeway access and
visibility.
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EXHIBIT 2B

MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM
AND PLAN

State Clearinghouse Number 97042085
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO
MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN
CAPTAIN'S TABLE MARINA RESORT
This Mitigation Monitoring Plan (MMP) has been required by and prepared for the Neighborhoods,
Planning and Development Services Department, Planning Division, 1231 I Street, Room 300,
Sacramento, CA 95814, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 21081.
SECTION 1: PROJECT IDENTIFICATION
Project Name:

Captain's Table Marina Resort

File Number:

P96-013

Applicant:

Robert Leach

Location/Address: 4350 Riverside Boulevard, south of Sutterville Road, north of
Seamas/ Fruitridge, west of Interstate 5, and east of the
Sacramento River in the City of Sacramento, California
Project Description Summary
The project is a proposal for the private development of a 6.82 + acre riverfront site located at
4350 Riverside Boulevard in City of Sacramento. The proposed project is located at the southern
boundary of the Land Park Community Planning Area and the northern boundary of the Pocket
Community Planning Area within the City of Sacramento. The project site is immediately adjacent
to, and east of, the Sacramento River and west of Riverside Boulevard and Interstate 5. The
nearest intersection to the site is 25th Avenue and Riverside Boulevard. The subject site is
specifically identified as Assessor's Parcel Nos. 16-0010-023, 25, 36 and 39. The site fronts on
the Sacramento River (at approximately River Mile 56) and is located off of Riverside Boulevard
in the area south of Sutterville, but north of Seamas/Fruitridge Road. The site is commonly known
as the Captain's Table in reference to a small marina and dock that were formerly located on the
site.
Although the site lies within an urbanized area of the City of Sacramento, the riverfront to the north
of the site is relatively undeveloped with the exception of a City of Sacramento bikeway that is
open to the public. The bike trail (located on the levee crown and Riverside Boulevard) begins at
Miller Park to the north and extends to the project site.
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The project applicant proposes to develop a 126-room luxury all suites hotel with a restaurant and
40-berth marina. Specifically the project includes:
•

a 126-room, all-suites luxury hotel to be located in three buildings and a restaurant to be
incorporated into one of the hotel buildings.

•

a 40-berth marina with side ties. No boat launch facilities will be provided on-site.

•

278 parking spaces.

•

A 12,000-square-foot restaurant complex is planned to be incorporated at the north end
of the central hotel building. Seating capacity will be at 440 seats.

•

A 15-foot-by-50-foot swimming pool, jacuzzi, bathhouse, storage shed and public restroom
are planned on the southern end of the project site, on the riverside of the levee.

Required Discretionary Actions
City of Sacramento
As lead agency for the project the City of Sacramento will be responsible for reviewing and
deciding whether or not to approve the:
1.

Certification of the El R;

2.

A Tentative Map to merge four existing parcels including the abandonment of a portion of
Captain's Table Road into two parcels totaling 6.82 +acres;

3.

A Special Permit to allow a 126-room all suites hotel in the Flood (F) zone and 128 parking
spaces in the Flood (F) zone on 4.27+ acres in the Flood (F) zone;

4.

A Special Permit to allow a 40-berth marina on the Sacramento River in the Flood (F)
zone;

5.

A Special Permit to allow 150-spaces of the proposed 278 parking spaces to be located
off-site on an adjacent 2.47+ acre parcel;

6.

A Special Permit to allow a parking lot in the Multiple Family (R-3) zone;

7.

A Special Permit to allow 0.08+ vacant acres in the Multiple Family (R-3) zone to be
utilized for outdoor recreation (putting green, walking trails and landscaping) for the
proposed hotel/marina;
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8.

A Variance to exceed the allowable sign area for a hotel, restaurant and marina
development in the Multiple Family (R-3) zone; and

9.

Lease agreement to lease APN 016-0010-039 from the City of Sacramento for parking
associated with the project.

State Lands Commission
As a responsible agency, the State Lands Commission will be responsible for the decision whether
or not to approve:
1.
2.

Lease Agreement for Use of State Lands for the marina and ancillary structure located
within the State Lands claim line for the property.
Approval of the bank protection structure in public lands.

State of California Reclamation Board
As a responsible agency the Reclamation Board is responsible for the decision-making process
regarding an encroachment permit to allow the project to be built on or near the project levees
which are located on the site.
1.
2.

Encroachment Permit
Bank Protection Structures

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps)
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers serves as a responsible agency for the following permits and
decisions:
1.
2.
3.

Section 10 Permit.
Section 404 Permit for Jurisdictional Waters (Sacramento River)
Analysis of encroachment in the 100 year flood zone.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service/National Marine Fisheries (USFWS)
As a trustee agency responsible for natural resources and endangered species, the US Fish and
Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries will be responsible for ensuring Section 7
compliance to protect special status species:
1.

Section 7 Formal Consultations

California Department of Fish and Game
As a responsible agency for purposes of the Streambed Alteration Permit, and a trustee agency
responsible for State listed Endangered or Special Status species, the California Department of
Fish and Game will be responsible for the following permits and decisions:
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1.
2.

Streambed Alteration Permit
Special Status Species and Habitat Mitigation Requirements

Regional Water Quality Control Board
The RWQCB is responsible for ensuring compliance with Section 775 and 776 of Chapter 6 of
the California Boating Law, Harbors and Navigation Code which requires all new marinas install
marine pump-out facilities unless an exception to this requirement is granted by the RWQCB.

SECTION 2: GENERAL INFORMATION
The project as approved includes the mitigation measures adopted as part of the Findings of Fact
for this project. The intent of this Mitigation Monitoring Plan (MMP) is to prescribe and enforce a
means for properly and successfully implementing the mitigation measures as identified within the
Environmental Impact Report for this project.

SECTION 3: RELATIONSHIP OF MONITORING ACTIVITIES TO
OTHER STATE AND FEDERAL PERMITS
In addition to the permits and approvals required by the City of Sacramento, this project requires
a number of State or Federal approvals which are directly related to a number of mitigation
measures for this project. The timing of approvals is important to the successful implementation
of this mitigation monitoring program. As a general rule, the following permits must be approved,
and evidence of such approval provided by the applicant prior to the issuance of a grading,
foundation or building permit (unless otherwise specifically noted in this MMP):
Other State or Federal Approvals Required Prior to Issuance of a Grading, Foundation or Building
Permit

•
•
•

Encroachment Permit approved by the State Reclamation Board
Streambed Alteration Agreement approved by California Fish and Game
Section 404 Permit approved by the U S Army Corps of Engineers

•

Section 10 Permit approved by the U S Army Corps of Engineers regarding steerage and
navigation

•
•

Lease of Public Lands approved by the State Lands Commission
Section 7 Consultation with responsible agencies and approval of habitat and special
status species mitigation requirements.
Regional Water Quality Control Board approval of the marina pump-out facility or RWQCB
determination of exemption from,this requirement.

•
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SECTION 4: MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN
This section describes all adopted mitigation measures, identifies the entity responsible for
monitoring the implementation of the measures and the procedures for monitoring the mitigation
measure. The measures are identified in accordance with their number in the associated Draft
and Final EIR to allow easy reference to the impact discussion for which the mitigation measure
has been developed.
The following acronyms are used in this MMP to refer to agencies who will be responsible for
implementation of the measures:
NPDSD City of Sacramento Neighborhoods, Planning and Development Services Department
(NPDSD). This Department includes the Planning, Building, and Parks and Landscape
Architecture divisions. This Department will bear primary responsibility for ensuring
implementation of these mitigation measures.
PWD

City of Sacramento Public Works Department

CDFG

California Department of Fish and Game

USFWS

United States Fish and Wildlife Service

ACOE

Army Corps of Engineers

NMFS

National Marine Fisheries Services

SLC

State Lands Commission
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TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION MITIGATION MEASURES

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.1-3. IMPACTS TO SUTTERVILLE ROAD/I-5 SOUTHBOUND RAMP
INTERSECTION (CUMULATIVE CONDITIONS)
The following mitigation measures will potentially reduce impacts to a less than significant level;
however, feasibility of implementation of the improvements is uncertain. Therefore, the impact
remains significant and unavoidable.
The Proposed Project shall contribute a fair share contribution to the installation of a traffic signal
at the intersection of Sutterville Road/I-5 Southbound Ramp. Based on projected traffic volumes,
this is approximately 17 percent of the cost of the signal. The actual fair share contribution shall
be based on the project as-built and shall be determined prior to issuance of the building permit.
The fair share contribution shall be paid prior to issuance of the building permit. A funding
mechanism has not been identified to cover the remainder of the signalization costs; therefore,
the impact has been determined to be significant and unavoidable at this time.
Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Applicant

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD, Planning Division

•

City of Sacramento NPDSD, Building Division

•

City of Sacramento, Department of Public Works

Monitoring Program:
The mitigation measure for traffic and circulation shall be implemented by conditioning the
applicant to contribute 17% of the cost to install the traffic signal at the intersection of Sutterville
Road/I-5 Southbound On-Ramp. The Applicant shall pay the 17% fair share cost to the City prior
to the issuance of a building permit.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.1-3 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
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Notes:

Sign-off:

AIR QUALITY MITIGATION MEASURES
MITIGATION MEASURE 6.2-1. SHORT TERM CONSTRUCTION PERIOD EMISSIONS OF
OZONE PRECURSORS (ROG AND N0x) AND PM10 DURING GRADING OPERATIONS
(PHASE 1 IMPACTS)
The SMAQMD suggests methods to reduce construction related PM-10 emissions. Employment
of these measures should reduce impacts to a less than significant level.
1.

Water all unpaved construction areas at least twice per day during grading,
excavation and site preparation activities to reduce dust emissions. Additional
watering should be carried out on hot or windy days.

2.

Water twice daily or more frequently as necessary, or cover stockpiles of sand, soil,
and similar materials with a tarp.

3.

Cover trucks hauling dirt and debris to reduce spillage onto paved surfaces or
ensure that all trucks maintain two feet of freeboard above the load to prevent
material spillage.

4.

Increase the frequency of City street cleaning along streets in the vicinity of the
construction site.

5.

Work will be restricted or banned on days of high winds (>30 mph) or when air
quality violations are expected (as determined by the SMAQMD).

6.

On-site vehicle speed on unpaved surfaces shall be limited to 15 miles per hour.

7.

Require construction contractors to designate a person or persons to oversee the
dust abatement program and to order increased watering, as necessary.
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8.

Revegetation of construction areas and staging areas shall take place immediately
following completion of each project component.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:

•

Applicant's construction and grading contractor

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:

•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:

The mitigation measures for dust and erosion control shall be included on all construction
drawings and specifications. The Building Inspector shall inspect the site during grading and other
construction phases to ensure these measures are complied with as part of the inspectors routine
visit to the site. No compliance shall require immediate correction or alternatively, the inspector
may issue a stop work order.
Verification of Compliance:

The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.2-1 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.2-3. OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS OF ROG, NOx, AND PM10

In order to reduce long-term operational emissions to a less-than-significant level the following
mitigation measures shall be incorporated into the project as conditions of project approval.
a. The Sacramento River Bike Trail (levee bike trail) connection through the project and the
on-site connection to the Riverside Boulevard bikelane shall be constructed such that both
are in place at time of hotel occupancy permit. This mitigation measure complies with
SMAQMD's Thresholds of Significance Handbook Trip Reduction Mitigations A and B of
Table E-5.
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b. No less than 24 bicycle lockers/racks shall be constructed and available for use at time of
occupancy permit for the hotel. This mitigation measure complies with SMAQMD's
Thresholds of Significance Handbook Trip Reduction Mitigation D Table E-5.
3.

The applicant shall provide no less than two electrical vehicle charging facilities within the
garage or parking area. This mitigation measure complies with SMAQMD's Thresholds of
Significance Handbook Trip Reduction Mitigation 4 of Table E-3.

4.

The applicant agrees that on-site vehicle transportation for housekeeping or maintenance
staff, materials and equipment shall be by electric vehicle such as electric golf carts or
similar low emission vehicles.

5.

The applicant shall require the hotel and/or facility operator to require the use of electric
driven landscape maintenance equipment including leaf blowers and lawn mowers. This
mitigation measure complies with SMAQMD's Thresholds of Significance Handbook Trip
Reduction Mitigation 8 of Table E-6.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of a special permit, the NPDSD Planning Division shall verify that the site plan
includes the required bicycle facilities and transit facilities referenced in the above mitigation.
Prior to issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the Building Inspector shall ensure that the bike
lockers, electric vehicle charging facilities and bike lanes are all installed in conformance with this
mitigation measure.
As part of the lease agreement for the City owned parcel, the City shall reference as a lease
condition items 4 and 5 of mitigation measure 6.2-3, and the NPDSD shall make periodic
inspections of the site to ensure compliance with these measures.

Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.2-3 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
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NOISE MITIGATION MEASURES
MITIGATION 6.3-2 INTERIOR NOISE IMPACTS FROM TRAFFIC ON THE PROJECT SITE

1. To mitigate the 1-5 traffic noise impacts upon the project to a less than significant level, the
design of the hotel shall be reviewed by a qualified acoustical consultant to ensure that the
provisions of CCR Title 24 are satisfied and that the interior noise level does not exceed
45 dB Ldn for future traffic conditions. Design measures which may reduce the noise levels
include the following:
a)

Potential noise reduction measures include the use of acoustical glazing in the
guest room windows and providing acoustical seals for guest room doors.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:

•

Project Applicant

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:

•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Plan Check and Inspection Services

Monitoring Program:

Prior to approval of final construction drawings the applicant shall present evidence of compliance
with the above mitigation measure either through supplying the required acoustical study or
presentation of construction drawings wherein the number and size of guest rooms facing 1-5 will
ensure an interior noise environment no greater than 45 dB. The Building Inspector, and Plan
Checker shall verify compliance with this mitigation measure.
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Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.3-2 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.3-5 IMPACTS FROM CONSTRUCTION NOISE
1.

Restricting construction activities to normal daytime working hours (8:00 am to 5:00 pm).
This is more restrictive than the City Noise Ordinance, however, because pile driving
activities are particularly disruptive, and because of the adjacent residential uhits, it is
recommended that more restrictive hours be employed.

2.

Proper and consistent enforcement of the City of Sacramento's Noise Ordinance.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

•

Applicant's construction contractors and subcontractor

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Plan Check and Inspection Services

Monitoring Program:

The Plan Checker and Building Inspector shall ensure that the above mitigation requirements are
included on all construction documents. As part of the routine construction inspection activities,
the building inspector shall ensure that these requirements are adhered to during construction of
the project.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.3-5 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
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Sign-off:

SOILS AND GEOLOGY

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.4-1 IMPACTS FROM SITE GRADING AND EROSION IMPACTS
1.

As required by the Reclamation Board of the State Resources Agency, all project grading
activities shall follow the guidelines set forth in the Reclamation Board's Standards for
Encroachments.

2.

Construction activities on the levee shall be limited to the period from April to October
unless otherwise specified by the Reclamation Board, as a condition of the required
Reclamation Board Encroachment Permit.

3.

The site shall be graded such that the new topography makes a smooth transition to the
existing adjacent topography. All grading activities should be done in accordance with the
Uniform Building Code (UBC), Chapter 70.

4.

Grading techniques that control excessive run-off and erosion during construction shall be
implemented and shall be conducted in accordance with the City of Sacramento's Grading,
Erosion, and Sediment Control Ordinance (Ordinance # 93-068).

5.

Temporary excavations for basements and retaining walls shall be properly braced or
sloped back during construction to ensure worker safety.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Applicant's construction and grading contractors and subcontractor

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division
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Monitoring Program:

Prior to issuance of a grading permit or any building permit, the Plan Checker and Building
Inspector shall verify that an approved encroachment permit from the State Reclamation Board
has been approved for the project and is on file with the City. Additionally, the Plan Checker and
Building Inspector shall verify that the construction documents and plans include the above
requirements for grading pursuant to both the Reclamation Board standards (any other conditions
of the approved Reclamation Board permit) and the City's Grading Ordinance.
The Building Inspector shall review the Reclamation Board Encroachment permit and coordinate
as necessary with Reclamation Board staff regarding the allowed times for construction on the
levee. If construction activities occur outside the authorized times, a stop work order shall be
issued. The City NPDSD Planning Division shall assist the Building Inspection Division as
necessary in coordination with the Reclamation Board. Additionally, the Building Inspector shall
verify that any temporary excavations for basements and retaining walls should be properly braced
or sloped back during construction to ensure worker safety and minimize the potential for slope
failures.
Verification of Compliance:

The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.4-1 has been performed and the measure was
found to be .successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.4-2 IMPACTS FROM BANK EROSION

In order to reduce river bank erosion impacts to a less than significant level, the Proposed Project
shall comply with the following mitigation measures:
1. Prior to issuance of a grading permit and/or building permit by the City of Sacramento, the
applicant shall provide evidence of an engineered bank protection design which has been
approved by the Reclamation Board and the State Lands Commission. The design of the
bank protection system shall:
Utilize vegetation combined with fabrics where feasible. This is particularly
suitable for upper slopes. Use biodegradable fabrics where feasible.
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•

Utilize a rock slope of minimal size and good gradation as the next more
intensive protection. Concrete blocks woven together with openings
through to the subgrade are a good alternative. This is well suited to the
protection of lower slopes and critical areas.
The final design shall have special attention paid to the transition zones at
the upstream and downstream ends of the slope protection. This is specific
to each design, but in general should provide for reduced turbulence,
velocities, and for future protection of the existing adjacent slopes. The
foundation of the bank protection system shall be keyed into the waterside
toe to prevent lateral movement . The design criteria for revetment
protection shall conform to standards in the U.S. Corps of Engineers
Manual EM 1110-2-1601, Hydraulic Design of Flood Control Channels and
be approved by the Reclamation Board.
Slope protection shall tie into a rock stabilizing berm to protect the toe from
further erosion and lateral movement. All the design criteria should comply
with Reclamation Board standards.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

•

Construction and grading contractors and subcontractors

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

•

City Utilities Department

Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of a grading permit or any building permit, the City Utilities Department, the
NPDSD Plan Checker and Building Inspector shall review and approve the detailed construction
drawings for rip-rap and bank protection for the project, and shall verify that an approved
encroachment permit from the State Reclamation Board and an approved permit/lease from the
State Lands Commission has been received for the bank protection system as designed and
submitted to the City. The applicant shall submit copies of the Reclamation Board encroachment
permit and the State Lands Commission Lease to the Building Division.
During construction, the Building Inspector shall verify that any additional conditions for the bank
protection system imposed by the State Lands Commission and/or the Reclamation Board are
complied with. The Building Inspector shall review the Reclamation Board Encroachment permit
and coordinate as necessary with Reclamation Board staff regarding the allowed times for
construction on the levee. If construction activities occur outside the authorized times, a stop work
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order shall be issued. The City Planning Division shall assist the Building Inspection Division as
necessary in coordination with the Reclamation Board and State Lands Commission.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.4-2 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.4-3 IMPACTS TO LEVEE STABILITY
Implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce significant settlement and slope
instability impacts associated with the Proposed Project to a less than significant level.
1.

The contractor shall take measures to minimize the potential for slope failures along the
riverbank caused by soil vibration and/or displacement resulting from adjacent pile-driving
activities. Such measures involve pre-drilling pile holes prior to pile driving, resulting in a
lower volume of displaced soil, and allowing piles to penetrate more easily.

2.

Temporary excavations for basements and retaining walls shall be properly braced or
sloped back during construction to ensure worker safety and minimize the potential for
slope failures.

3.

Prior to issuance of a grading permit, the applicant shall submit a final geotechnical
investigation to the City Department of Public Works. This investigation should include
site-specific slope stability (including seismic stability) and liquefaction analyses. The
analysis should conform to Reclamation Board requirements.

4.

Hotel parking areas and foundations shall be designed to be watertight during floods and
should be designed such that hydrostatic uplift forces associated with high groundwater
levels do not cause excessive upward movement of the piles which support the structure.

5.

Prior to issuance of a grading permit or a building permit by the City, the applicant shall
provide evidence of an approved design conforming to Reclamation Board requirements.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

•

Construction and grading contractors and subcontractors
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Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of a grading permit or any building permit, the Plan Checker and Building
Inspector shall verify that a geotechnical study, an approved encroachment permit from the State
Reclamation Board and an approved permit/lease from the State Lands Commission has been
received for the project. The applicant shall submit copies of these documents to the Plan
Checker/Building Inspector.
During construction, the Building Inspector shall verify that any additional conditions for levee
stability imposed by the State Lands Commission and/or the Reclamation Board are complied with.
Additionally, the Building Inspector shall verify that any temporary excavations for basements and
retaining walls shall be properly braced or sloped back during construction to ensure worker safety
and minimize the potential for slope failures. The Building Inspector shall review the Reclamation
Board Encroachment permit and coordinate as necessary with Reclamation Board staff regarding
the allowed times for construction on the levee. If construction activities occur outside the
authorized times, a stop work order shall be issued. The City Planning Division shall assist the
Building Inspection Division as necessary in coordination with the Reclamation Board and State
Lands Commission.

Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.4-3 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.4-4 IMPACTS FROM SEISMIC HAZARDS
Implementation of the following mitigation measures would greatly reduce significant seismic
hazard impacts identified for the Proposed Project to a less-than-significant level.
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Prior to issuance of a grading permit for the site, an updated' Preliminary Geotechnical Report for
the Proposed Project shall be prepared and submitted addressing recommendations for reduction
of liquefaction and lateral spreading risk, and recommendations for pile driving. Measures should
be included to minimize hazards associated with the rupturing of gas or water lines as a result of
soil liquefaction or lateral spreading. Such measures include providing automatic shut-off valves
on all gas lines and restricting gas lines to the land side of all buildings.
2. Prior to issuance of a grading permit, the applicant shall submit a final geotechnical
investigation to the City Department of Public Works. This investigation shall include
site-specific slope stability (including seismic stability) and liquefaction analyses and shall
include evidence of approval of engineering procedures from the State Reclamation Board.
Entities Responsible for Implementation:
Project Applicant
•
Construction and grading contractors and subcontractors
•
Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
•
The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division
•
Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of a grading permit or any building permit, the Plan Checker and Building
Inspector shall verify that a final geotechnical study, an approved encroachment permit from the
State Reclamation Board and an approved permit/lease from the State Lands Commission has
been received for the project.
During construction, the Building Inspector shall verify that all geotechnical recommendations for
soils engineering and site stability are exercised and adhered to. The Building Inspector shall
review the Reclamation Board Encroachment permit and coordinate as necessary with
Reclamation Board staff regarding the allowed times for construction on the levee. If construction
activities occur outside the authorized times, a stop work order shall be issued. The City Planning
Division shall assist the Building Inspection Division as necessary in coordination with the
Reclamation Board and State Lands Commission.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.4-4 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:

2

The 1995 Preliminary Geotechnical Report by Youngdahl and Associates, was prepared for
a previously Proposed Project design. Design recommendations may need to be reviewed and modified to
specifically address the design which is currently proposed (1998).
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Notes:

Sign-off:

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.5-2

FLOOD DEBRIS IMPACTS

The following additional requirements are proposed as mitigation measures for this project to
reduce impacts to a less than significant level:
1.

A valid approved Encroachment Permit from the State Reclamation Board shall be
evidenced prior to issuance of a grading permit and/or building permit for the project.

2.

The final marina design shall include debris reflectors which are designed to meet
Reclamation Board requirements.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:

•

Project Applicant

•

Construction and grading contractors and subcontractors

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:

•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:

Prior to issuance of a grading permit or any building permit, the Plan Checker and Building
Inspector shall verify that the applicant has an approved Reclamation Board encroachment permit
and that the construction drawings indicate a debris deflector for the marina and that the location
and design of such deflectors conform to the design shown on the approved encroachment permit
from the State Reclamation Board and an approved permit/lease from the State Lands
Commission for the project.
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During construction and prior to issuance of an occupancy permit, the Building Inspector shall
verify that the debris deflectors are installed in accordance with the approved plans. The applicant
shall submit copies of the Reclamation Board encroachment permit and the SLC lease to the Plan
Checker and Building Inspector.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.5-2 has been performed and the measure was
. found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.5-3 IMPACTS TO PUBLIC SAFETY FROM FLOOD RISK
The following mitigation measure is applied to all alternatives with the exception of the No Project
Alternative. Incorporation of the mitigation measure will reduce potential impacts to a less than
significant level.
c.

Prior to issuance of any grading, foundation, building permit or approval of the final
subdivision map the applicant shall submit to the City the evidence of an approved
Encroachment Permit from the State Reclamation Board including evidence of compliance
with any special conditions or design modifications which may be included as part of the
Encroachment approval.

d.

Prior to issuance of any grading, foundation, building permit or approval of the final
subdivision map the applicant shall provide an Emergency Evacuation Plan for the
structures to be approved by the City Fire and Police Department and the State
Reclamation Board which details responsible parties, procedures and management
protocols, and staff training procedures in the event of high water or flooding. The
Emergency Plan shall also specify closure of the below grade parking areas during flood
times, as well as evacuation and shut down procedures for the marina. Other issues such
as emergency shut off of utilities shall be addressed by the Emergency Plan. A summary
of the Emergency Evacuation Plan shall be posted in the lobby, the restaurant and each
individual hotel unit.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

•

Construction and grading contractors and subcontractors
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Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of a grading permit, foundation permit or any building permit, the Plan Checker
and Building Inspector shall verify that an approved encroachment Permit from the Reclamation
Board has been received for the project. Additionally, prior to any grading, foundation or building
permit, the Plan Checker and Building Inspector shall verify that an Emergency Evacuation Plan
pursuant to the requirements of Section 2 above has been developed. Prior to issuance of a
certificate of occupancy, the Building Inspector shall verify that the Emergency Evacuation Plan
is posted in the lobby and individual hotel rooms.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.5-3 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.5-4 IMPACTS TO NAVIGATION STEERAGE
1. Prior to issuance of a building permit by the City for the proposed marina or any
alternatives which includes a marina, the applicant shall provide to the City a copy of an
approved Section 10 permit for the marina portion of the Proposed Project.
Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of a building permit for any portion of the marina, the Plan Checker and Building
Inspector shall verify that the applicant has received an approved Section 10 permit from the US
Army Corps of Engineers. The applicant shall submit a copy of the approved Section 10 permit
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to the Plan Checker and Building Inspector. The Plan Checker and Inspector shall verify that the
construction drawings conform to any requirements of the approved permit regarding the
dimensions of the marina to ensure adequate steerage in the river. The City Planning Division
shall assist the Building Division in coordination with the Army Corps of Engineers as necessary.
During construction and prior to issuance of an occupancy permit, the Building Inspector shall
verify that the marina has been installed in accordance with the approved plans.

Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.5-4 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:

Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.5-5 IMPACTS TO CONSTRUCTION PERIOD WATER QUALITY
The following mitigation measures will reduce Proposed Project construction period water quality
impacts to a less than significant level:
1.

Restrict any construction grading to the dry season between May 1 and September 30 or
as determined by the Reclamation Board.

2.

Dust and soil erosion control measures shall be implemented during the construction
phase of the Proposed Project. These measures are intended to minimize soil erosion and
fugitive dust emissions. Suggested measures include:
a.

Watering exposed soils;

b.

Covering exposed soils with straw or other materials;

c.

Adopting measures to prevent construction vehicles from tracking
mud onto adjacent roadways;

d.

Covering trucks containing loose and dry soil;

e.

Providing interim drainage measures during the construction period.
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3.
4.

5.

In non-pavement areas, any vegetation covered or removed during construction (including
slope protection) shall be replanted following construction.
All construction materials which have the potential to contaminate the riparian habitat -such as fuels, paints, solvents, cement additives -- shall be identified in advance of
construction. A plan shall be provided by each contractor using such materials covering
storage, use, and clean up for all such materials. An Emergency Response Plan shall be
provided by the lead contractor or supervising agency to cover spills of such materials.
Prior to approval of any grading, foundation or building permit the applicant shall provide
a Stormwater Management plan for approval by the City Utilities Department in accordance
with of the City of Sacramento's Stormwater Management New Development Management
Program (NDMP).- The plan shall include pollution treatment controls such as vegetated
swales, filter strips, media filters, and/or infiltration devices into the project design to reduce
the pollutants once they enter stormwater runoff. Source controls shall also be required
to eliminate the introduction of pollutants into stormwater discharges. Source controls are
recommended for outdoor activities such as material storage areas, outdoor
loading/unloading areas, vehicle and equipment fueling areas, outdoor process equipment
operations and maintenance areas, and waste handling areas.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•
Project Applicant
Construction and grading contractors and subcontractors
•
Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
•
The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division
•
The City of Sacramento, Utilities Department
•
Monitoring Program:
Prior to approval of any grading, foundation or building permit the applicant shall provide a
Stormwater Management plan for approval by the City Utilities Department in accordance with the
City of Sacramento's Stormwater Management New DevelopmentManagement Program (NDMP).
The plan shall include pollution treatment controls such as vegetated swales, filter strips, media
filters, and/or infiltration devices into the project design to reduce the pollutants once they enter
stormwater runoff. Source controls shall also be required to eliminate the introduction of
pollutants into stormwater discharges. Source controls are recommended for outdoor activities
such as material storage areas, outdoor loading/unloading areas, vehicle and equipment fueling
areas, outdoor process equipment operations and maintenance areas, and waste handling areas.
The Plan Checker and Building Inspector shall verify that the construction drawings indicate the
required stormwater pollution controls.
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Prior to issuance of any grading, foundation or building permit, the Building Inspector shall review
the Reclamation Board Encroachment permit and coordinate as necessary with Reclamation
Board staff regarding the allowed times for construction on the levee. If construction activities
occur outside the authorized times, a stop work order shall be issued. The City Planning Division
shall assist the Building Inspection Division as necessary in coordination with the Reclamation
Board and State Lands Commission.
During construction, the Building Inspector shall review dust and run-off control procedures and
monitor the use, storage and disposal of hazardous materials such as paints and solvents.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.5-5 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.5-6 IMPACTS TO POST CONSTRUCTION WATER QUALITY
IMPACTS
For all construction alternatives, the following mitigation measure shall apply.
1.

The applicant shall comply with the City adopted stormwater discharge program and
NPDES requirements including the requirements of the City of Sacramento Stormwater
Management Program the New Development Management Program (NDMP). Prior to
approval of the grading permit for the site, a final grading and drainage plan shall be
reviewed for compliance with the NDMP, including the inclusion of such items as direction
of storm-runoff over grassy swales prior to release into the river.

2.

The project owner shall implement a parking lot cleaning and maintenance program
designed to minimize the introduction of toxic materials into the Sacramento River from
parking lot runoff. The program shall include at least weekly mechanical cleaning of all
paved areas and parking lots, including enclosed areas. The owner shall also instruct
maintenance personnel to promptly clean any oil/grease or other toxic deposits discovered
on the premises.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant
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•

Construction and grading contractors and subcontractors

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

•

The City of Sacramento, Department of Utilities

Monitoring Program:
Prior to approval of any grading, foundation or building permit the applicant shall provide a
Stormwater Management plan for approval by the City Utilities Department in accordance with of
the City of Sacramento's Stormwater Management New Development Management Program
(NDMP). Prior to issuance of building permits, the project owner shall incorporate into the
drainage plan appropriate BMP's and NDMP requirements to reduce stormwater pollution to the
maximum extent possible.

Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.5-6 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.5-7 IMPACTS TO WATER QUALITY FROM DEWATERING
ACTIVITIES AND/OR SEEPAGE
The following mitigation measures shall be applied to the Proposed Project to reduce the impact
to a less than significant level.
1.
In the event dewatering is required, the City shall require the applicant to collect
groundwater samples from the shallow groundwater aquifer and analyze the samples for
suspected chemical constituents. If no contaminants are identified in samples,
construction activities shall proceed. If contaminants are identified , in the samples, the
applicant shall coordinate with the RWQCB for direction on appropriate measures and
procedures prior to the commencement of construction activities. :The applicant shall
submit written documentation from the RWQCB to the City outlining requirements. These
shall be implemented by the applicant at the appropriate time prior to, or during,
construction activities.
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2.

Assess the contaminant levels being discharged from dewatering activities and report this
assessment to the City's Utilities Department monthly. If groundwater is contaminated, the
developer shall work through the appropriate governmental agencies to assess the
collection system for the distance downstream until contaminant levels are diluted below
levels of concern. If this condition exists, lines with sufficient exfiltratiOn will be required
before contaminated water can be discharged.

3.

Obtain written approval from the Sacramento Regional. Sanitation District and • other
appropriate agencies that it will accept the discharge.

4.

Agree to suspend discharges during periods of critical rainfall intensity or under emergency
.
conditions as directed by the City's Utilities Department.

5.

Comply as directed by the City's Department of Utilities with new regulations (NPDES, etc.)
that impact the City's operations and discharge requirements.

The following mitigation measure is recommended to reduce project specific seepage impacts
below a level of significance:
6.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, the project applicant shall present engineered
drawings evidencing drainage system designs, building construction procedures, and
specifications for materials to ensure that seepage during periods of high-river and
drainage canal flows would not cause structural or nuisance problems on the site. Site
grading and drainage systems shall be designed to prevent the ponding of runoff or
seepage. This mitigation measure will reduce the significant impact below a level of
significance.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

•

Construction and grading contractors and subcontractors

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

City of Sacramento, Department of Utilities, Water and Sewer Division

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of a building permit, the project applicant shall present engineered drawings
evidencing drainage system designs, building construction procedures, and specifications for
materials to ensure that seepage during periods of high-river and drainage canal flows would not
cause structural or nuisance problems on the site. Site grading and drainage systems shall be
designed to prevent the ponding of runoff or seepage.
During construction, the Building Inspector shall monitor project progress to identify when dewatering activities may be needed. Particular attention shall be paid to the pile driving and
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excavation portions of the project. In the event dewatering activities are required, the Building
Inspector shall immediately notify the applicant and the City Departmenti of Utilities of the
requirements of Sections 1 through 5 of Mitigation Measure 6.5-7 (above). Dewatering activities
may not be authorized on the site until these requirements are fully met including the required
water sampling and coordination with RWQCB.

Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.5-7 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.5-9 IMPACTS FROM MARINE SEWAGE DISPOSAL
The following measures will reduce the impact to a less than significant level.!
1.

Prior to issuance of a building permit for the proposed marina, the applicant shall provide
evidence of compliance with Section 775 and 776 of Chapter 6 of the California Boating
Law, Harbors and Navigation Code. If marine pump-out facilities , are required, the
applicant shall arrange for the sewage to be discharged and pumped to the nearest
sanitary sewer.

2.

The marina operator shall provide marina users with "Clean Boater" handouts providing
information on the location and hours of operation for pump-out facilities, proper disposal
of sewage and emergency information for spills of sewage, fuel or other contaminants.
Signs shall be posted at the Marina with this information.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

•

Marina operator/manager

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:
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Prior to issuance of a building permit, the project applicant shall present evidence of compliance
with Section 775 and 776 of Chapter 6 of the California Boating Law, HarbOrs and Navigation
Code. If marine pump-out facilities are required, the applicant shall arrange for the sewage to be
discharged and pumped to the nearest sanitary sewer and the facilities to accomplish this shall
be shown on the final construction drawings for the project.
The project applicant shall designate a persons responsible for the management and operation
of the marina, and shall provide marina users with "Clean Boater" handouts providing information
on the location and hours of operation for pump-out facilities, proper disposal of sewage and
emergency information for spills of sewage, fuel or other contaminants. Signs shall be posted at
the Marina with this information. The City Planning Division shall verify compliance with this
mitigation measure.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.5-9 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.5-10 IMPACTS FROM FUELING ACTIVITIES
The following mitigation measures must be implemented in order to lessen project impacts to a
less than significant level for the Proposed Project.

1.

Prior to issuance of the certificate of occupancy, the marina owner shall develop and file
a Fuel Spill Cleanup Plan, subject to approval, with the City of Sacramento. The marina
operator shall be responsible for implementation of the plan in the event of a spill. The
operator must have on-site fuel containment equipment such as containment booms and
absorbent materials and be knowledgeable and experienced in their Use.

2.

Clean Boater Information shall be provided to marina users (see Mitigation Measure 6.5-9).

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

•

Marina operator/manager

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
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•

City of Sacramento, Fire Department, Hazardous Materials Division

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of the certificate of occupation, the marina owner shall develop and file a Fuel
Spill Cleanup Plan, subject to approval, with the City of Sacramento, Fire Department. The City
Building Inspector shall verify that this is accomplished. The marina operator shall be responsible
for implementation of the plan in the event of a spill. The operator must have on-site fuel
containment equipment such as containment booms and absorbent materials and be well versed
in their use.
The project applicant shall designate a persons responsible for the management and operation
of the marina, and shall provide marina users with "Clean Boater" handouts providing information
regarding emergency information for spills of sewage, fuel or other contaminants. Signs shall be
posted at the Marina with this information. The City Planning Division shall verify compliance with
this mitigation measure.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.5-10 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION 6.5-11 LITTER IMPACTS
The following mitigation measures must be implemented in order to lessen project impacts from
litter to a less than significant level for the Proposed Project and all Alternativ,es.
1.

Trash receptacles sufficient to handle waste generated by users of the Proposed Project
and Alternatives shall be placed in convenient locations in order to facilitate their use.

b.

The project owner shall police the project site at least daily for litter to ensure no litter
enters the river inadvertently.

c.

The marina operator shall make available, at no cost to boaters, litter bags for use by all
boaters using the facilities.
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4. The marina operator shall incorporate in its renter information packages education
statements informing renters of the importance of proper litter disposal and the fact that
free litter bags are available for boater use. In addition, anti-litter signs shall be posted at
appropriate locations.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

•

Marina operator/manager

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

City of Sacramento Landscape Architecture and Parks Division (responsible for the lease
of City lands)

Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of the certificate of occupancy, the building inspector shall verify that trash
receptacles and anti-litter signs are posted on-site.
After occupancy, the City of Sacramento Landscape Architecture and Parks Division shall be
responsible for ensuring that litter is maintained on the site and that the :applicant's marina
operator has incorporated in its renter information packages education statements informing
renters of the importance of proper litter disposal and the fact that free litter bags are available for
boater use.

Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.5-11 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.5-12 TOXIC BOTTOM PAINTS IMPACTS
1.
The marina operator shall incorporate into the berth rental agreement restrictions on
maintenance activities performed at the marina by boat owners. This shall include
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prohibiting any bottom paint removal or application and shall limit maintenance activities
to minor maintenance and cosmetic services.
Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

•

Marina operator/manager

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Landscape Architecture and Parks

Monitoring Program:
The NPDSD Building Division and Landscape Architecture and Parks Division shall be
responsible for ensuring that the berth rental agreement restrictions include prohibiting any bottom
paint removal or application and shall limit maintenance activities to minor' , maintenance and
cosmetic services.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.5-12 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES MITIGATION MEASURES

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.6-1 SENSITIVE NATURAL COMMUNITIES (RIPARIAN/SHADED
RIVERINE AQUATIC)
The following mitigation measures shall be implemented prior to approval of any grading permit
and the final subdivision map. As noted above, full implementation of these rnitigation measures
will reduce impacts to a less than significant level.
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1. The Applicant shall hire a certified arborist (ISA) and qualified restaration biologist to
develop a final SRA/Riparian mitigation plan acceptable to USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG for the loss
of SRA habitat in. connection with formal Section 7 consultation. The plan shall emphasize native
riparian species and acceptable plants listed on the Reclamation Board's California Code of
Regulations, Title 23, Tables 8.2 and 8.4.
A.

The SRA/Riparian mitigation plan shall include all feasible means to avoid SRA and natural
woody riparian habitat to the maximum extent practicable. The plan shall include the
restoration of disturbed habitats and the maintenance of restored habitat. SRA habitat
shall be at a ratio of 3:1 or ratio acceptable to the regulatory agencies. I The mitigation for
impacts to woody riparian shall be no less than 3 trees for every tree removed in the
riparian zone, and may include additional mitigation requirements imposed by CDFG and
USFWS. The final mitigation replacement ratio shall be based on acreage affected, value
of habitat lost, or a combination of these or other factors as determined by consultation
with the US Fish and Wildlife Agency, US Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine
Fisheries Service. Mitigation shall be implemented to assure no-net-loss of SRA habitat
based on both acreage and habitat value and shall be monitored for a minimum of 10
years.

B.

Species chosen for replanting shall replace native species usually found in the riparian and
Shaded Riverine Aquatic (SRA) zones of the project location: The ;establishment of a
diverse riparian community is encouraged. Suggested species include native California
trees such as alder, cottonwood and willow.

C.

Plantings shall be done during the optimal season for the species being planted.
Therefore, all plantings may not occur at the same time as the permitted activity.

D.

Riparian plantings shall be irrigated and maintained for at least five growing seasons to
establish effective root systems for survival and bank stability.

E.

Contingency plans shall be prepared and implemented in the event of any planting failure.

F.

Success of a revegetation mitigation project shall be measured as 100 percent or greater
replacement after three years.

G.

All fill shall be natural rock and soils that are free of contaminants.

H.

If anchoring and stabilizing fabrics (geotextiles, armorflex, etc.) are used, they shall be slit
in appropriate locations to allow for plant root growth.
If riprap is used, cobble and gravel ranging in size from two to eight; inches in diameter
shall be placed within the voids and over the riprap. this material will replace some natural
streambank gravel that would have been available for recruitment to downstream spawning
areas.

J. During all phases of construction activities including grading, all areas designated for
preservation including the areas to the north and south of the site shell be fenced off and
signed as areas where no construction access or disturbance is allowed.
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2. Because replacement of SRA habitat within the project vicinity is cr tical to cooling of
waters, and habitat for a variety of endangered fish species within the project v:cinity, on-site and
near site mitigation is the highest priority. The proposed project is estimated to have the following
SRA impacts and the following SRA mitigation requirements based on the required 3:1 ratio for
acreage impacted.
Habitat
Type
.

SRA

Acres
Impacted

Mitigation
Required at 3:1

0.36

1.08

Acres
Restored On-Site

,
ResiduallAcreage
Required for
Mitigation

0.36

,

0.72

The estimated amount of woody riparian habitat to be impacted is 1.28 acres of the total 1.63
acres on site. Approximately 0.35 acres of riparian habitat located at the north and south end of
the site will be preserved. Mitigation for the loss of 1.28 acres of riparian habitat shall be
determined in coordination with USFWS and the CDFG. At a minimum, native riparian trees
removed shall be replaced in accordance with the hierarchy of mitigation sites 'outlined below and
shall be no less than 3 replacement trees for every riparian tree removed. Since the estimated
total amount of mitigation cannot be entirely met on site, the following hierarchy of priority
mitigation sites and approaches shall be fully explored in the required mitigation plan.
Priority .1 On-site Restoration. On-site restoration shall be the preferred location
for restoration of SRA. Prior to approval of any grading permit, and Prior to approval of
the final subdivision map (whichever comes first), the applicant shall retain a qualified
restoration biologist to finalize the SRA/Riparian mitigation plan for the riverside of the
levee portion of the project. The final SRA/Riparian mitigation plan shall be coordinated
with the mitigation plan requirements (See Section 2 of this mitigation)* USFWS, NMFS,
CDFG and the State Lands Commission to ensure that the maximum' feasible amount of
SRA and riparian restoration can be achieved on site.
Priority 2 Off-Site Mitigation within River Reach 2. If the entire restoration/
mitigation requirement cannot be provided on-site, then mitigation shall be provided at an
approved location in the same river reach as the Proposed Project. River Reach 2
extends from River Mile 53.5 to River Mile 55.5 (See Figure 6.10-1(a) in Chapter 6.10).
A combination of on-site and off-site mitigation may be used to reduce local habitat
fragmentation, however, consideration must be given to the reduced value of habitat
mitigation/restoration if any, at an off-site location. Although major portions of Reach 2
within the City of Sacramento are developed and disturbed, the Da Rosa Marina site is
currently serving as a mitigation site for the Army Corps of Engineers, and the Chicory
Bend site is a publicly owned site within Reach 2. There may be additional acceptable
sites within Yolo County in Reach 2.
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Priority 3 Off Site Mitigation Bank. Any residual acreage which cannot be
mitigated on-site or within approved sites within Reach 2, shall be mitigated off-site at an
approved Mitigation Bank or mitigation site.
The City will verify receipt of a Corps Section 404 permit and a Biolcgical Opinion from
3.
USFWS and/or NMFS prior to issuing a grading permit or the final subdivision map, whichever
comes first.
The Applicant will obtain a 1603 Streambed Alteration Agreement froth CDFG. The SRA
4.
Mitigation Plan will be submitted in support of the 1603 application. Applicant will determine from
CDFG if any additional mitigation measures need to be performed. The City will verify receipt of
an approved 1603 agreement prior to issuing a grading permit.
Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•
Project Applicant
Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•
City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
•
The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division
Monitoring Program:
Prior to approval of a grading permit for the project the Planning Division and the Building Division
shall verify that the applicant has required a qualified biologist to prepare a SRA/Riparian
Mitigation Plan and that this plan has been approved by USFWS, NMFS, and CDFG. A letter or
formal plan approval shall be required from the Agencies to evidence that the SRA/Riparian
mitigation plan and program has been approved.
Prior to approval of a grading permit the Planning Division and'the Building ;Division shall verify
that the final site plan shows areas for restoration and preservation in accordance with the
approved SRA/Riparian Mitigation Plan. The Planning Division and Building Division shall also
review the Plan to ensure that all conditions of Mitigation Measure 6.6-1 are met.
Prior to the issuance of any grading permit or building permit, the Planning Division and Building
Division will verify that the applicant has received approval of a Army Corps; Section 404 permit
and a 1603 Streambed Alteration Agreement from CDFG.
During construction, the Building Inspector shall verify that all areas designated for preservation
including the areas to the north and south of the site are fenced off and signed as areas where
no construction access or disturbance is allowed.
After construction, the applicant shall coordinate with the USFWS, the SLC, the CDFG and NMFS
in the development of, and administration of a long term monitoring program in accordance with
the requirements of Mitigation Measure 6.6-1 above.
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Verification of Compliance:

The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.6-1 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.6-2 SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIES (VELB)

Implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce the impacts associated within
the proposed project and alternatives to a less-than-significant level.
1.

Prior to issuance of the grading permit, or septic tank removal permit, the applicant shall
hire a qualified biologist to conduct a field survey to determine the number of plants, and
exit holes and their size. The project proponent shall initiate consultation with USFWS to
determine and approve an appropriate mitigation plan.

2.

A Biological Assessment and Elderberry Mitigation and Monitoring Plan will be prepared
in accordance with current USFWS Mitigation Guidelines. The applicant will submit the
Plan to the Corps for transmittal to the USFWS as part of a formal Section 7 consultation.
The shrubs will be mitigated in accordance with the approved plan and the Biological
Opinion, and shall be based on the most current USFWS mitigation guidelines.
Based on current mitigation guidelines (USFWS 1996), if avoidance of elderberry plants
is not feasible, compensation can be accomplished by a combination of shrub
transplantation supplemented with the planting of elderberry seedlings or cuttings. If the
shrub to be disturbed has no signs of VELB use on stems greater than one inch in
diameter, the compensation ratio is 2 seedling or cuttings per each stem greater than one
inch (2:1 compensation ratio). If less than 50 percent of the stems greater than one inch
in diameter display signs of beetle emergence, the compensation ratio is 3:1. If more than
50 percent of the stems greater than one inch in diameter show signs of beetle
emergence, the ratio is 5:1. No more than 5 seedlings can be planted per 1,800 ft2 at the
mitigation site. The mitigation area is conserved in perpetuity. The Guidelines require ten
years of annual monitoring.
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3. The City will verify Applicant's receipt of a Biological Opinion from USFWS regarding VELB
prior to issuing a grading permit or final subdivision map whichever action comes first. Any
areas with Elberberry plants designated for preservation shall be fenced and signed to
prohibit construction encroachments.
Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•
Project Applicant
Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
•
•
The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division
Monitoring Program:
Prior to approval of a grading permit for the project the Planning Division and the Building Division
shall verify that the applicant has required a qualified biologist to conduct a field survey to
determine the number of plants, and exit holes and their size. The project proponent shall initiate
consultation with USFWS to determine and approve an appropriate mitigation plan. The Planning
Division shall verify with USFWS that the required surveys have been completed using the correct
USFWS protocols. The applicant shall submit to the City a copy of the pre-construction biological
survey report for VELB prepared for USFWS.
Prior to approval of a grading permit for the project the Planning Division and the Building Division
shall verify that the applicant has received a Biological Opinion from the USFWS for the VELB and
that a mitigation plan has been approved by USFWS. The applicant shall submit a copy of the
Biological Opinion and mitigation plan to NPDSD Building Division and Planning Division.
During construction, the Building Inspector shall verify that any areas were elderberry plants are
designated for preservation, are fenced and signed to avoid construction intrusion.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.6-2 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:
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MITIGATION MEASURES 6.6-5 THROUGH 6.6-9 REGARDING SPECIAL STATUS AQUATIC
FISH SPECIES
The following fish species have a common mitigation approach which is covered in this section:
Mitigation Measure 6.6-5 Special Status Species --Salmonids; Winter-run Chinook Salmon,
Fall and Late Fall-run Chinook Salmon, Spring-run Chinook Salmon, and Central Valley
Steelhead;
Mitigation Measure 6.6-6 Special Status Species -- Delta Smelt;
Mitigation Measure 6.6-7 Special Status Species -- Sacramento Splittail;
Mitigation Measure 6.6-8 Special Status Species -- Impacts to Green Sturgeon, and
Mitigation Measure 6.6-9 Special Status Species -- River Lamprey
Project construction and operation has the potential to significantly impact fisheries resources in
the river. Implementation of the following mitigation measures will reduce the magnitude of the
impact to a less than significant level. Therefore, the impact is significant and avoidable.
1.

Applicant will submit the proposed project to the Army Corps of Engineers to initiate formal
Section 7 consultation with NMFS, USFWS, and DFG. Additional mitigation measures may
be identified through the Section 7 consultation to reduce the impact to special status Fish
species. The Applicant shall obtain a Biological Opinion from USFWS authorizing
incidental take of SRA and fisheries habitat.

2.

The City will verify the Applicant's receipt of a Biological Opinion from USFWS and/or
NMFS for special-status species prior to issuing a grading/building permit.

3.

lnstream construction will be limited to 1 June through 31 August

4.

Siltation shall be prevented through implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs)
such as vegetative stabilization, physical stabilization, physical stabilization, diversion of
run-off, velocity reduction and sediment trapping and filtering. (California Storm Water,
Best Management Practices, Construction Activity Handbook, 1993).

5.

Refueling of heavy equipment and vehicles will occur only within a designated, paved,
bermed area where potential spills can be readily contained.

6.

Heavy equipment activities will not occur within the flowing stream channel.

7.

Litter and construction debris shall be removed from the river channel and disposed of at
an appropriate upland site.

8.

Temporary erosion control measures, such as straw bales or silt curtains, shall be used
during grading activities to avoid increased turbidity impacts to the stream.

9.

The following related mitigation measures shall be fully implemented to reduce impacts to
special status fish species:
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Mitigation Measure 6.6-1, Sensitive Natural Communities (Riparian/Shaded
Riverine Aquatic)
Mitigation Measure 6.5-5, Construction Period Water Quality Impacts
Mitigation Measure 6.5-6, Post Construction Water Quality Impacts
Mitigation Measure 6.5-9, Impacts from Marine Sewerage Disposal
Mitigation Measure 6.5-10, Impacts from Fueling Activities
Mitigation Measure 6.5-12, Toxic Bottom Paints
Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant, and applicant's qualified biologist

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:
Prior to approval of a grading permit or septic tank removal permit, the Planning Division and the
Building Division shall verify that the applicant has submitted the project to the Army Corps of
Engineers and initiated formal Section 7 consultation with NMFS, USFWS, and DFG. The
Planning Department and the Planning Division shall ensure that any additional mitigation
measures identified through the Section 7 consultation to reduce the impact to special status fish
are incorporated into the project and construction plans prior to issuance of a grading permit.
Additionally, the City Planning Division shall verify that the Applicant has received a Biological
Opinion from USFWS and/or NMFS for special-status species prior to issuing a grading/building
permit.
During construction, the Building Inspector shall be responsible for limiting any lnstream
construction to 1 June through 15 August.
See also monitoring program for:
Mitigation Measure 6.6-1, Sensitive Natural Communities (Riparian/Shaded
Riverine Aquatic);
•

Mitigation Measure 6.5-5, Construction Period Water Quality Impacts

•

Mitigation Measure 6.5-6, Post Construction Water Quality Impacts

•

Mitigation Measure 6.5-9, Impacts from Marine Sewerage Disposal

•

Mitigation Measure 6.5-10, Impacts from Fueling Activities

•

Mitigation Measure 6.5-12, Toxic Bottom Paints
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Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.6-6 through 6.6-9 has been performed and the
measure was found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.6-10 SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES -- IMPACTS TO SWAINSON'S
HAWK AND OTHER BIRDS-OF-PREY
The following mitigation measures will reduce potential impacts to Swainson's hawk to less-thansignificant:
1.

The Applicant will retain a biologist to conduct a pre-construction survey to determine if
Swainson's hawk nests occur in or within 0.25 mile of the project area or within the survey
are prescribed by the DFG. Surveys shall be conducted in accordance with the
procedures prescribed by DFG and the survey results presented to both DFG and the City.
If construction begins outside the breeding season (1 March to 30 August) there will be no
need to conduct surveys for active nests.

2.

If active Swainson's hawk nests are located within 0.25 mile, the biologist will record the
location(s) on a site map. During construction, the biologist will monitor for nesting
disturbance caused by construction activities. The biological monitor will have the authority
to stop construction if construction appears to be adversely affecting the birds.

3.

No disturbance shall occur within 250 500 ft of an active Swainson's hawk nest during the
breeding season (1 March to 30 August). A minimum 500 buffer shall be established
around active nest trees. The location of the buffer zone will be determined by a qualified
biologist. The Applicant shall mark the limit of the buffer zone with yellow caution tape,
stakes, or temporary fencing. The buffer will be maintained throughout the construction
period.

4.

If Swainson's hawks have established nests on or within 0.25 mile of the project site, the
Applicant shall, prior to the onset of construction, inform DFG via letter to determine if any
additional mitigation measures need to be implemented, and to agree on acceptable types
of activities within the buffer area. DFG may chose to make a site visit to assist in
developing additional mitigation measures (T. Roscoe, pers corn 1998). The Applicant
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shall inform the City if DFG requests the implementation of any additional mitigation
measures.
5.

The Applicant will report the results of the nest survey to the City and DFG. The City shall
verify receipt of the survey report prior to issuing a grading permit.

The following mitigation measures will reduce potential impacts to other birds-of-prey to less-thansignificant:
1.

The Applicant will retain a biologist to conduct a pre-construction survey to determine if
active bird-of-prey nests occur in or within 250 of the project area. Surveys shall be
conducted in accordance with the procedures prescribed by DFG and the survey results
presented to both DFG and the City. If construction begins outside the breeding season
(1 March to 30 August), there will be no need to conduct surveys for active nests.

2.

If active nests are located within 250 ft, the biologist will record the location(s) on a site
map. The Applicant will report the results of the nest survey to the City and DFG prior to
the onset of construction. The City shall verify receipt of the survey report prior to issuing
a grading permit.

3.

A minimum 500 buffer shall be established around active nest trees. The location of the
buffer zone will be determined by a qualified biologist. The Applicant shall mark the limit
of the buffer zone with yellow caution tape, stakes, or temporary fencing. The buffer will
be maintained throughout the construction period. No disturbance shall occur within 500
of an active bird-of-prey nest during the breeding season (1 March to 30 August).

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•
Project Applicant
Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•
City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
•
The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division
Monitoring Program:
Prior to approval of a grading permit, septic tank removal permit, or any building permit for the
site, the Planning Division and the Building Division shall verify that the applicant has required a
qualified biologist conduct a pre-construction survey to determine if Swainson's hawk or other
birds of prey nests occur in or within 0.25 mile of the project area or within the survey are
prescribed by the DFG. The applicant shall provide written documentation to the Planning Division
and DFG that all required surveys and protocols have been complied with and such
documentation shall be signed off or verified by CDFG.
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If active nests are found, the applicant shall hire a qualified biologist to monitor the site. The
biologist shall provide temporary fencing to identify the non-construction buffer areas. Marking
of the area by a qualified biologist shall occur prior to issuance of any grading or building permit.
During construction, the Building Division shall verify that the biologist is on site and that the nonconstruction buffer zone is maintained.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.6-10 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.6-11 SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIES -- IMPACTS TO WESTERN
BURROWING OWL
The following mitigation measures will reduce potential impacts to Western burrowing owl to lessthan-significant:
1.
The Applicant will retain a biologist to conduct a pre-construction survey to determine if
active burrows occur in or within 250 ft of the project area. If construction begins outside
the breeding season (1 March - 30 August), there will be no need to conduct surveys for
active burrows.
2.

If active burrows are located within 250 ft, the biologist will record the location(s) on a site
map. The Applicant will report the results of the burrow survey to the City. The City shall
verify receipt of the survey report prior to issuing a grading permit.

3.

A minimum 250 ft buffer shall be established around active burrows. The location of the
buffer zone will be determined by a qualified biologist. The Applicant shall mark the limit
of the buffer zone with yellow caution tape, stakes, or temporary fencing. The buffer will
be maintained throughout the construction period. No disturbance shall occur within 250
ft of an active Western burrowing owl burrow during the breeding season (1 March - 30
August).

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•
Project Applicant
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Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:
Prior to approval of a grading permit, septic tank removal permit, or any building permit for the
site, the Planning Division and the Building Division shall verify that the applicant has required a
qualified biologist conduct a pre-construction survey to determine if Burrowing Owls occur in or
within 250 feet of the project area or within the survey are prescribed by the DFG. The applicant
shall provide written documentation to the Planning Division and DFG that all required surveys and
protocols have been complied with and such documentation shall be signed off or verified by
CDFG.
If active burrows are found, the applicant shall hire a qualified biologist to monitor the site. The
biologist shall provide temporary fencing to identify the non-construction buffer areas. Marking
of the area by a qualified biologist shall occur prior to issuance of any grading or building permit.
During construction, the Building Division shall verify that the biologist is on site and that the nonconstruction buffer zone is maintained.

Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.6-11 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.6-13 HERITAGE TREES
The mitigation measures for loss of heritage trees should be coordinated with riparian/ shaded
*riverine aquatic mitigation and VELB mitigation requirements since tree replacement is a primary
mitigation component for both impacts. This may include on- and off-site tree replacement.
Implementation of the following mitigation measures will reduce the impacts associated with the
proposed project to a less-than-significant level.
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1.

Heritage Trees Required to be Preserved and Protected. The final subdivision

map and site plan shall show, preservation of trees Nos. 1 though 13 and trees
Nos. 17, 18 and 33 as shown in the Arborists Report prepared by Sycamore
Consultants Inc, dated January 24, 1997. Prior to approval of any grading permit
or building permit for the site the applicant shall submit for the City Arborist's
approval a tree preservation plan in accordance with the tree protective measures
included in Section 3 of this measure for these trees. Preservation of these trees
shall be incorporated in the required riparian restoration landscaping plan required
in Mitigation Measure 6.6-1.
2.

Tree Removal Permit. The Applicant shall obtain a tree removal permit prior to

removal of any other heritage tree not required to be preserved per Section 1 of
this mitigation measure. Mitigation for removal of such trees is specified in Section
4 of this mitigation measure.
3.

Protective Mitigation Measures. Trees not designated for removal will be
protected during construction by implementation of protective mitigation measures
3a to 3d:

3a.

Temporary 6 foot chain link fencing will be placed around individual trees
or around protected groups of trees. The fencing will be placed outside of
the dripline of the tree(s).

3b.

No trenching of grading within the driplines of protected trees is permitted.
Cuts or fill near trees to be retained on-site should not cause water to pond
around the trees. No surface or grade changes, parking of vehicles, storage
of materials, trenching for utility or irrigation lines shall occur within the
fenced area. Boring or hand trenching for utilities shall be allowed within
the driplines and fenced in areas under the supervision of a certified
arborist. Compliance shall be determined by a monitor who will be
responsible for reporting problems to the construction supervisor and the
City.

3c.

Any segment of a heritage tree greater than six (6) inches in circumference
may not be pruned; disturbance of the soil or placement of any chemical or
other deleterious substance or material on the soil within the drip line area
of any heritage tree is not permitted.

3d.

If, during excavation for the project or for any necessary sidewalk repair or
driveway construction, tree roots greater than two inches (2") in diameter
are encountered, work shall stop immediately until the project Arborist can
perform an on-site inspection. The Arborist shall approve the contract for
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all root cutting which may affect trees. The roots shall not be cut unless the
Arborist gives his/her approval. Roots approved to be severed by the
Arborist during the course of excavation shall be neatly trimmed, in a
manner as required by the City Arborist.
4. Tree Replacement. Removal of any tree identified to as structurally sound and
noted with an asterisk on Table 3, of the Arborist's report for this project ( Captain 's
Table Marina and Resort Arborist Report: Heritage Tree Inventory (Sycamore
Environmental 1997) shall require the applicant to implement the following
mitigation:
4a.

The Applicant shall have a certified arborist (International Society of
Arboriculture) prepare a Tree Preservation and Monitoring Plan and submit
to the City Arborist for review and approval at least 60 days prior to
commencement of grading and/or construction. The Applicant will indicate
how the City's heritage tree mitigation requirements have been met and/or
exceeded by the proposed plan. The plan will include planting techniques,
necessary maintenance regimes, success criteria, and a monitoring
schedule for trees retained, relocated, or planted.
The monitoring plan shall include five years of monitoring, including spring
and fall monitoring during the first year following replanting, annually
thereafter. A certified arborist (International Society of Arboriculture,
Western Chapter) shall monitor the relocation or replanting of any tree and
ensure that the monitoring plan is implemented. He/she shall prepare
annual reports for submittal to the City Arborist.
Heritage trees removed which are approved for removal by the City Arborist
will be replaced at an "inch for inch" based on the dbh (diameter at breast
height) of trees removed. Replacement plantings will occur primarily with
Quercus lobata, Platanus racemosa, Populus fremontii, and Salix spp.,
except that Valley Oaks shall be replaced inch per inch with Valley Oaks.
An ISA certified arborist will monitor the relocation and/or planting of trees
to ensure that the tree maintenance and monitoring plan is being properly
implemented during construction.

4b.

Under Mitigation Measure 6.6-1, the Applicant will prepare an SRA/Riparian
Mitigation Plan. This plan addresses riparian and shaded riverine aquatic
mitigation measures to be approved by regulatory agencies such as the
USFWS, NMFS, and/or DFG. The Applicant will ensure that City
requirements for mitigation of heritage tree impacts are incorporated into
this plan. The SRA/Riparian Mitigation Plan as approved by the SLC,
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USFWS, CDFG and Reclamation Board will be submitted to the City
Arborist, Planning Division and Building Inspection Services prior to the
issuance of a building permit.
5.

The protective mitigation measures (3a to 3d) shall be noted on all public
improvement plans and on all project plans submitted for Building Permits.

6.

The City shall verify that the City Arborist has approved the heritage tree mitigation
and issued a tree removal permit prior to issuing a grading permit.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
Project Applicant
•
Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
•
The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division
•
•
The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Parks and Landscape Architecture, Tree Services
Division, City Arborist
Monitoring Program:
Prior to approval of a grading permit, septic tank removal permit, or any building permit for the site,
the Building Division shall verify that the City's Arborist agrees that all the above Heritage Tree
Preservation and replacement Plan requirements have been met and that all trees designated for
preservation have been appropriately fenced and marked and that any pruning required has been
done in accordance with procedures required by the City's Arborist. In accordance with mitigation
measure 4b above, the SRA/Riparian Mitigation Plan approved by the SLC, USFWS, CDFG and
the Reclamation Board shall be submitted to the City Arborist, Planning Division and Building
Inspection Services prior to issuance of a building permit.
During construction, the applicant shall retain a project arborist (ISA certified) who will be
responsible for monitoring construction activities to ensure that any pruning or trenching conforms
to Section 3 above. The project Arborist shall report to the City Arborist at least weekly and shall
be responsible for gaining the City Arborists approval for any pruning, trimming, trenching, root
intrusion or removals on site.
Prior to Certificate of Occupancy, the Building Division and Arborist shall verify that any City
required tree replacement mitigation has been accomplished and shall verify that any riparian tree
replacement required by CDFG pursuant to Section 1603, Streambed Alteration Agreements has
been accomplished.
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Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.6-13 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.6-14 WATERS OF THE UNITED STATES
The current project design involves placement of hotel and marina piers into the water side of
the levee and implementation of bank protection measures (armoring). Development of the
proposed project could be permitted under a Section 10 (Rivers and Harbors Acts, as amended)
Letter of Permission as well as a Section 404 Nationwide permit and/or Individual permit. The type
of permit required depends on the amount of discharge that will occur and the type of bank
protection. Implementation of the following mitigation measures will reduce the impacts associated
with the proposed project to a less-than-significant level.
1.

Applicant shall apply to the Sacramento District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for
the appropriate Section 10 and Section 404 permit(s) and Letter of Permission.

2.

In order to obtain Corps approvals, Applicant will also comply with Mitigation Measures 6.61 (Riparian/ SRA), 6.6-2 (VELB), 6.6-5 (Salmonids), and 6.6-6 (Delta smelt) each of which
involves federal agency review and approval of a mitigation plan for Federal listed species.
Mitigation is required for loss of SRA habitat and for any bank protection activities. The
City will verify that Applicant has received all necessary permits from the Corps of
Engineers prior to issuing a grading permit.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•

Project Applicant

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division
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Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of a grading permit, the Plan Checker and Building Inspector shall verify that the
applicant has received an approved Section 10 permit, an approved 404 permit and a Letter of
Permission from the US Army Corps of Engineers. The applicant shall submit to the Plan Checker
and the Building Inspector copies of all permits. The City Planning Division will assist the Building
Division in coordination with the Army Corps of Engineers as necessary.

Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.6-14 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RISK
MITIGATION MEASURE 6.7-1: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH
DEMOLITION AND REMOVAL OF EXISTING ON-SITE STRUCTURES
The following mitigation measures are applicable to the Proposed Project. These measures will
reduce the above impact to a less than significant level.
1.
The applicant shall be required to remove the septic systems on-site and shall obtain a
septic tank destruction permit for their removal from the Sacramento County Environmental
Management Department, Environmental Health Division (SCEMD-EHD).
2.
Prior to approval of a grading permit for the site, the project applicant shall collect for
recycling the waste oil and tires located on site, and the creosote-coated logs shall be
collected and disposed of by a licensed hazardous waste removal contractor.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
Project Applicant
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Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:

•
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division

Monitoring Program:

Prior to issuance of a grading or foundation permit, the Building Division shall verify that the septic
systems on site have been properly removed and a Sacramento County Health Department Permit
for septic tank removal has been approved.
Prior to grading or foundation permit approval the Building Division shall verify that the project
applicant shall collect for recycling the waste oil and tires located on site, and the creosote-coated
logs shall be collected and disposed of by a licensed hazardous waste removal contractor.
Verification of Compliance:

The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.7-1 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.7-2: CONSTRUCTION RELATED IMPACT - HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS EXPOSURE RISK FROM EARTHMOVING OPERATIONS

The following mitigation measure is applicable to the proposed project and all alternatives, except
the No Project Alternative. During earthmoving activities the project sponsor, contractors and
workers on site shall observe the following precautionary measure.
1. If stained soil, tanks, unusual smells or other indications of potentially contaminated
materials are observed within the project area, construction operations in that area shall
be stopped immediately. The suspect soil or liquids shall then be tested by a qualified
hazardous materials professional (an individual with training in accordance with California
Code of Regulations Section 1910.120). Should the soil or liquid test results determine
that the contamination is locally isolated, the contamination shall be collected and disposed
of appropriately. If a determination concerning the extent of contamination cannot be
made based on the preliminary testing, a complete Phase II site investigation, that
evaluates the magnitude of contamination, shall be performed. Clean up shall be
performed in accordance with the recommendations of the site investigation.
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Entities Responsible for Implementation:
Project Applicant
•
Project contractors and subcontractors
•
Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
•
Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of a grading or foundation permit, the Building Division shall require that the
language of Mitigation Measure 6.7-2 is included on all grading, foundation and construction plans,
documents and specifications. The applicant shall present evidence to the Building Division of
inclusion of the above mitigation measure on enforceable construction documents prior to approval
of any grading, foundation or building permit.
During construction, the Building Inspector shall, as part of the routine inspection, observe site soil
conditions, and excavation activities for compliance with this mitigation measure. In the event
suspect materials are discovered, the Building Inspector shall immediately cause work in the
affected area to stop.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.7-2 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:
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CULTURAL RESOURCES
MITIGATION MEASURES 6.8-1 IMPACTS TO ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
The following mitigation measure should be applied to reduce the potential impact to prehistoric
resources to a less-than-significant level
Because of the sensitivity of the site as a possible burial site, the applicant shall, prior to
1.
start of excavation activities, hire a qualified archeologist to make 'contact with established
local, interested Native American parties and "most likely descendants." The purpose of
this early contact is to establish procedures and arrangements for the handling and
reinterment of any discovered Native American burial or funerary-associated objects, if
they should be exposed during construction. Having an agreement in place will establish
a procedure to help minimize lengthy time delays should burials or other resources be
discovered during construction.
2.
During construction, a qualified archeologist shall be retained by the project sponsor to
monitor all subsurface excavations during construction and to assess and record any
subsurface artifacts or features that might be unearthed. Prior to beginning construction,
an archaeological monitoring plan should be developed between the project developer and
other appropriate parties regarding procedures to be taken if subsurface deposits are
found.
a. If subsurface archaeological or historical artifacts are discovered during excavation
or construction of the site, work in the affected area shall stop immediately and a
qualified archaeologist shall be consulted. If the archaeologist determines that the
archaeological deposit appears to meet CEQA criteria as a significant resource, the
project proponent, archaeologist, State Historic Preservation Officer, and a
representative of the Native American Heritage Commission should develop
mitigation measures to reduce any project-related impact to a less-than-significant
level before construction continues.
If human remains or evidence of burials is discovered during excavation, work must
stop immediately and the County Coroner must be contacted (Section 7050.5 of
the Health and Safety Code). Further, Section 5097.94 and 5097.98 of the Public
Resources Code require consultation with the Native American Heritage
Commission, protection of Native American remains, and notification of most likely
descendants. SB 447 (Chapter 404, Statutes of 1987) also protects Native
American remains or associated grave goods. These consultations shall be
coordinated with the project archeologist familiar with the site and excavations.
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Entities Responsible for Implementation:
Project Applicant
•
Project contractors and subcontractors
•
Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
•
Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of a grading or foundation permit, the Building Division shall require that the
language of Mitigation Measure 6.8-1 is included on all grading, foundation and construction plans,
documents and specifications. The applicant shall present evidence to the Building Division of
inclusion of the above mitigation measure on enforceable construction documents prior to approval
of any grading, foundation or building permit. The applicant shall also present evidence to the
Building Division that a qualified archeologist has been hired to make the required pre-construction
and excavation contacts (Section 1 of Mitigation Measure 6.8-1 above) and that the construction
monitoring plan (Section 2 of Mitigation Measure 6.8-1 above) has been prepared by the
applicant's archeologist.
During construction, the Building Inspector shall ensure that the qualified archeologist is present
to monitor all subsurface excavations during construction and to assess and record any
subsurface artifacts or features that might be unearthed. In the event cultural materials are
unearthed, the Building Inspector shall cause work shall stop immediately in the vicinity of the find
and procedures as outlined in 6.8-1, Section 2 above shall be implemented. Work may not
resume in the affected area until the Building Inspector, in consultation with the project
archeologist, determine that compliance with the mitigation is complete.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.8-1 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:
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PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES
MITIGATION MEASURE 6.9-1: IMPACTS TO AREA WATER DEMAND
1. Prior to issuance of a building permit for this project, the applicant must submit and have
approved by the Department of Utilities a water study and plan showing the sizing, location,
and route of all service and utility lines required to serve the site. This may require
construction of off-site water distribution lines to provide water supply and fire protection to
the site. This plan shall meet all standards of the City of Sacramento's Design and
Procedures and Improvement Standards Manual.
Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•
Project Applicant
Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•
City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
•
City of Sacramento, Department of Utilities Water and Sewer Division
Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of a building permit for the project, the Building Division shall verify that the a
water and utility study has been completed to the satisfaction of the City's Department of Utilities
and the Subdivision Review Committee.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.9-1 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:
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MITIGATION MEASURE 6.9-4 IMPACTS TO LEVEE STRUCTURES AS A RESULT OF UTILITY
EXTENSIONS
1.

2.

Prior to approval of the Final Map or any grading or building permit for this project, the
applicant must submit a utility plan to be approved by the City Utilities Department showing
the sizing, location and route of all service and utility lines required to serve the site. This
Utility Plan shall meet all standards of the City of Sacramento's Design and Procedures and
Improvement Standards Manual and shall be in compliance with the design standards of
Title 23, Section 123 of the Reclamation Board Regulations.
Prior to issuance of the final subdivision map or any grading permit or building permit for the
site, the applicant shall evidence to the City of Sacramento that an approved Reclamation
Board Encroachment Permit has been received for the project including the utility routes.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•
Project Applicant
Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•
The City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
•
The City of Sacramento Department of Utilities
•
The City of Sacramento NPDSD Planning Division
Monitoring Program:
Prior to issuance of the final subdivision map or a grading permit or any building permit, the Plan
Checker and Building Inspector shall verify that a Utility Plan has been developed and approved
by the City Utilities Department and that an encroachment permit from the State Reclamation
Board has been approved for the project and utility locations which affect the levee.
During construction, the Building Inspector shall verify that any additional conditions for levee
stability imposed by the Reclamation Board are complied with. The Building Inspector shall review
the Reclamation Board Encroachment permit and coordinate as necessary with Reclamation
Board staff regarding the allowed times for construction on the levee. If construction activities
occur outside the auth'orized times, a stop work order shall be issued. The City Planning Division
shall assist the Building Inspection Division as necessary in coordination with the Reclamation
Board.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.9-4 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
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Notes:

Sign-off:

RECREATION AND RIVER-RELATED IMPACTS
MITIGATION MEASURE 6.10-1 RIVER TRAFFIC
Long-range forecasts of boat traffic indicate that congestion levels would increase significantly in
Reaches 2 and 3 as a result of existing and proposed marina projects. These reaches would have
high boat densities that would affect or crowd most recreational activities on peak weekend
summer days. The following mitigation measures identified in the 1986 CCS are reiterated based
on the above analysis.
1. Maintain a 5 mph zone in Reach 2 and provide signs at the marina regarding the speed limit.
2. The marina operator shall be required to provide signage which educates boaters on wave
wash information, fishing season time period and hot spots, speed limits for fishing hot spots,
prohibition of water/jet skiing in fishing hot spots during the fishing season, and identify
locations open for skiing and jet skiing.
3. The marina operator shall agree to include in the boat slip lease a clause explaining the
above information. As part of the leasing information package, the marina operator shall
distribute public information such as the "ABC's of California Boating Law" published by the
Department of Boating and Waterways.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•
•

Project Applicant
Marina operator/manager

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•
•

City of Sacramento NPDSD Building Division, Inspection Services
The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division
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Monitoring Program:
The Planning Department shall make a condition of the Special Permit for the marina which
requires the marina operator to include in the boat slip leases the following information:
1.
2.

3.

Boaters shall maintain a 5 mph zone in the vicinity of the marina and in Reach 2
Provides background, education and a summary of applicable regulations regarding wave
wash information, fishing season time period and hot spots, speed limits for fishing hot spots,
prohibition of water/jet skiing in fishing hot spots during the fishing season, and identify
locations open for skiing and jet skiing.
As part of the leasing information package, the marina operator shall distribute public
information such as the "ABC's of California Boating Law" published by the Department of
Boating and Waterways.

Prior to Certificate of Occupancy, the Building Department and the Planning Division shall verify
that the marina includes signage regarding wave wash information, fishing season time period
and hot spots, speed limits for fishing hot spots, prohibition of water/jet skiing in fishing hot spots
during the fishing season, and identify locations open for skiing and jet skiing.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.10-1 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:

MITIGATION MEASURE 6.10-2 IMPACTS TO PUBLIC ACCESS AND EXISTING SHOREBASED RECREATION
1. The project applicant and the City, as part of the lease negotiations for the City-owned
portion of the site, shall:
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a.

Ensure that public access is not restricted or prohibited, but rather is provided to
the maximum extent possible.

b.

Provide an easement for the City Bikeway as part of the lease and street
abandonment approval.

c.

The lease shall include provisions for use of the parking area by the public, and
shall provide rest areas (benches and access to restrooms) for bicyclists and
pedestrians.

d.

Designate a public pedestrian trail from the parking area to the open space along
the river. The pedestrian walkway shall be marked "River Access."

e.

The lease shall include appropriate policies for public access as indicated in the
Sacramento River Parkway regarding signage, hours of operation, or other
appropriate considerations related to joint public/private use of the site.

f.

An agreement for maintenance and liability shall be developed between the City
and the applicant as part of the permit approval process and lease negotiations for
lease of the City's lands.

g.

Where appropriate, the applicant shall post limits to public access to preserve
public safety or to limit intrusion into sensitive habitat areas such as the riparian
area to the north of the project site. Signage and areas which are determined to
be off-limits for public access shall be approved by the City of Sacramento,
Landscape Architecture and Parks Division. Signage shall include appropriate
policies of the Sacramento River Parkway Plan including restrictions that the trail
shall be closed from dusk to dawn and that vehicles shall be restricted on the
biketrail to the immediate north and south of the project site.

Entities Responsible for Implementation:
•
•

Project Applicant
City of Sacramento NPDSD, Landscape Architecture and Parks

Entities Responsible for Ensuring Compliance:
•

City of Sacramento Landscape Architecture and Parks Division (responsible for the lease of
City lands)

•

The City of Sacramento, NPDSD, Planning Division
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Monitoring Program:
Prior approval of the lease of City owned property, the City Planning Division shall verify with the
Landscape Architecture and Parks Division that the above mitigation conditions are included in
the lease agreement with the applicant.
Verification of Compliance:
The required monitoring of Mitigation Measure 6.10-2 has been performed and the measure was
found to be successfully implemented:
Notes:

Sign-off:
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO

ATTACHMENT 3
Appeal - Project Issues

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING DIVISION
Rm. 200 (916) 264-5604

1231 I Street, Sacramento, CA 95814

APPEAL OF THE DECISION OF THE
SACRAMENTO CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
DATE:

June 3, 1999

TO THE PLANNING DIRECTOR:
I do hereby make application to appeal the decision of the City Planning Commission on
May 27, 1999

(hearing date), project number (P#) P96-013

when:

Special Permit
Ode
Variance
1:1 "R"

OtheelkL(
was:

&eAle,e;

g Granted by the City Planning Commission

El Denied by the City Planning Commission
GROUNDS FOR APPEAL: (Explain in detail - attach additional sheets if necessary)
fhP AttarhPri simmary--prpspntpd in our position paper-as well as the attached detailed statements.

P1PAPP .RPP

PROPERTY LOCATION: 4350 Riverside Blvd., Sacramento, CA 95822
-

APPELLANT: (pleaseprint)rittie Pocket Neighborhood PFIONE#: 916-446-1184

-

ADDRESS:

Association, (LPNA)

- APPELLANT'S SIGNATURE
THIS BOX FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
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......................

-
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3.29.93

z:1planning\appea1.frm
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ISSUES = I
LITTLE POCKET NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION (LPNA)

POSITION PAPER
REGARDING THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE PROJECT

Proposed Project:
A 126-room hotel and a 40-berth marina on a vacant site along the levee south of downtown
Sacramento bordering the River Parkway. The property involves 4 parcels, one of which is
owned by the City of Sacramento. The City property on the land side of the levee would hold
150 of the proposed 278 parking spaces. If the project is approved, the applicant will be required
to obtain a lease from the City for its use. The lease requires City Council approval. The site
contains important and irretrievable natural resources and has one in-and-out road which connects
to a tight curve of Riverside Blvd.
The LPNA objects to the project, particularly the size, as detrimental to city planning uses. This
project poses severe impacts to the city in three specific areas: Traffic, Land Use and Natural
Resources, and Parking.
Land Use and Natural Resources:
1. This project is not right for the city, the river, or the levee. Simply stated, it is not a good fit
1-1. for this spot no matter how many changes are made by the developer. This site previously
had an 80-seat restaurant on it. This project proposes to build a 400-seat restaurant plus a
hotel with a marina.
Project uses are regressive and fail to support the land use plans implemented by CalFed, the
1-2.
state-wide program to manage waterways and riverine /riparian environments throughout
California.
1_3 . 3. Due to the unique nature of this land, a riparian environment with a natural bench, the
property is more valuable to the city and state environmentally than as a large, private,
commercial project.
14 4. Under CalFed guidelines, this type of property should be used to complement riparian habitat.
Grant funds could be available for the city to defray parkway uses of the site.
\S--. This land is unique due to the bench, a piece of land extending into the river, the riparian
1-5. ,
woodland and shaded riverine habitats. It is considered important and irreplaceable. The
FElR acknowledges the project makes a significant and unavoidable impact on this habitat.
The planned mitigation is inadequate since the project "replaces" these trees by planting them
in the parking lot. Because the lot is so small the mitigation has to occur offsite into a
mitigation bank because there is no room on the site itself
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Parking:
1. This project hinges on the availability of city property (public land) to be leased to a private
developer for use as a parking lot. The land was a Cal-Trans remnant deeded to the city in
1975. The deed places one restriction on the property: it must be used "exclusively for
public purposes." Without the parking spaces in this lot, the project will not meet the
1-6 .
minimum parking requirements. The LPNA disagrees with the City that leasing the Cityowned property to a private developer meets the terms of the deed—"exclusive public use."
2. Although both the use of this land and the proposed lease to the developer are critical to this
project, the project and the lease agreement were segmented and the cumulative impacts on
1-7.
the city property alone were not addressed in the EIR.
Parking is inadequate for this project. 76 parking slots will be located under the buildings
along the river. Flooding routinely occurs here. If these 76 slots are wiped out by flooding,
this
project will not meet minimum parking requirements. During the rainy season, the heavy
1-8.
water flows are currently absorbed by the land. If the area is paved, sheet runoff will flood
onto Riverside Blvd.
1-%
4
—
.
No provisions were made for overflow parking. Overflow parking will end up in the
2
i u.
neighborhood since there si no available parking on Riverside Blvd.

L.

Traffic:
1-10. El The data collection methodology while standard, is not a true indication of reality.

2. Because of the buildup in the county particularly in the Laguna/Elk Grove area, the traffic
on I-5 has increased significantly. As a result, Riverside Blvd. is now treated as a frontage
1-11.
road from South Sacramento all the way to the downtown area. During peak work hours, an
unbroken stream of cars on Riverside currently shares space with children crossing the street
L. to attend 3 area schools.
3. Developer plans to direct traffic to the Sutterville Road onramp to 1-5; this fights the natural
traffic flow which uses the Seamas/Fruitridge exit, the main entrance into the Little Pocket
1-12
neighborhood. Project traffic impacts pedestrian traffic during peak hours for cars,
pedestrians (adults and children), and bicyclists.
1-13. E. No direct freeway access to the site results in traffic lost on neighborhood side streets.
57 The project would expand current noise peaks from just day hours during the week to nights
1-14. L and weekends as well.
6. Project entrance off Captain's Table Road off Riverside is poorly designed in that it is too
[
I-1 5.
close to Karbet/Riverside, a major school crossing intersection.
7.- Bike lane access along Riverside, already impacted by semi trucks parked along the east side,
1-16.
will be further eroded due to increased traffic congestion along Riverside Blvd.
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LITTLE POCKET HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
CAPTAIN'S TABLE PROJECT ISSUE COMMITTEE REPORT
TRAFFIC COMMITTEE ISSUES

CITY POLICY DECISIONS

1- 17 .

1-18.

1. THIS PROJECT HINGES ON THE AVAILABILITY OF THE CTTY PROPERTY INVOLVED.
ACCORDING TO THE 1975 CAL TRANS DEED AS I READ IT, IT IS TO BE USED EXCLUSIVELY FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES. AND SINCE THIS PROJECT HINGES ON THE
AVAILABILITY OF THIS PROPERTY TO BE USED AS A PARKING LOT FOR THE HOTEL/MARINA/RESTAURANT/BAR WE FEEL THE ER HASN'T ADDRESSED THE LEASE ISSUES,
AND MANY OF THESE ISSUES ARE NOT PUBLICLY KNOWN. IT APPEARS THAT THE
LEASE WOULD REQUIRE DESCRETIONARY APPROVAL BY THE CITY AND THEREFORE
SHOULD BE SUBJECT TO SEQA_ THE LEASE FOR THE PROPERTY IN QUESTION, AS I
UNDERSTAND IT, IS BEING NEGOTIATED IN PRIVATE ON WHAT WE FEEL IS A PUBLIC
MATTER.
2. SEGMENTATION. THE TWO PROJECTS WERE SEGMENTED AND THEREFORE THE CUMULATIVE IMPACTS ON CITY PROPERTY ALONE WERE NOT ADDRESSED. THIS IS REQUIRED BY SEQA_

PARKING INADEQUATE FOR PROJECT
I. IF THE PROJECT WERE TO BE APPROVED THE ONE HUNDRED YEAR FLOOD WATER
LEVEL WOULD NEGATE ALL PROPOSED PARKING SLOTS UNDERBUILDING THUS
REDUCING THE NUMBER OF USABLE PARKING SPOTS TO LESS THAN REQUIRED
UNDER PLANNING GUIDELINES FOR ALL DEVELOPMENTS.

1-19.

A. THE PROJECT REQUIRES A MINIMUM OF 231 PARKING SPOTS FOR THIS SITE
OF PROJECT, THE PLANS CALL FOR 278, 76 OF WHICH WOULD BE WIPED OUT
BY HIGH WATER. (PICTURES OF WINTER 97 AND PREVIOUS TO SHOW THAT HIGH
WATER IS NOT UNUSUAL. IF THESE 76 ARE NOT INCLUDED THE PROJECT DOES
NOT MEET MINIMUM REUIREMENTS.
B. THERE IS NO PROVISIONS IN PLANS FOR OVERFLOW PARKING WITH THE
EXCEPTION OF PARKING IN THE ADJACENT NEIGHBORHOOD..

PROJECT NOT RIGHT FOR THIS AREA
1. IS THIS THE BEST USE FOR THIS PROPERTY?? - THIS COMMITTEE DOES:NOT FEEL
THAT IT IS.

1-20.

A. ACCORDING TO THE CITY Of SACRAMENTO GENERAL PLAN THAT HAS
ALREADY BEEN ADOPTED BY THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO A PUBLIC PARKING
LOT FOR RIVER ACCESS HAS BEEN PLANNED FOR THIS 1.3 ACRE PARCEL
OWNED BY THE CITY. THIS AND OTHER USES SHOULD BE CONSIDERED
SEPARATELY BY THE CITY. WE UNDERSTAND THE CITY MAY HAVE ADDITIONAL REVENUES FOR NEW PARKS IN THE NEAR FUTURE.
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LITTLE POCKET NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
CAPTAIN'S TABLE PROJECT
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE
1-21.

Problem Statement: Biological resources will be adversely impacted by the
proposed project.
Habitat Impacts
Facts:

1-22.

1. The site consists of two important habitats: riparian woodland & shaded
riverine aquatic habitat

The project will disrupt & remove about 3 acres of this habitat
\-47 Riprap, geo synthetic fiber & urban development, including a parking lot and a
124. L, swimming pool will replace it.
\—:— Mitigation calls for habitat replacement at a 3:1 ratio for both the habitat and
125.
trees.
• The project will impact sensitive species by removing the protective cover and
C.
1-26. :
most of the trees on the site.
1-23.

1-27.

2. The City has called for a mitigation plan to be developed. That plan will have
to be approved by 6 state/federal agencies.

1-28.

3. The Fish & Wildlife Service considers this habitat to be unique and
irreplaceable.

1-29.

4. Even with mitigation, the impacts to the habitats remain significant. The
cumulative impacts are considered significant and unavoidable.
L
Special Status Species
Facts:

1-30.

1. The site contains 5 large elderberry bushes that are habitat for the Valley
Elderberry Longhorn Beetle.
• Mitigation for the removal of bushes would occur off-site and would require
the planting of 100's of replacement seedlings.

(-31.

2. The project would have a significant impact on 6 river species (Chinook
salmon, steelhead, Delta Smelt, Sacramento Splittail, Green Sturgeon and
River Lamprey) & Swainson's Hawk

tO

1-31 (cont'd)
•
•
•
•
•

Impact is due to removal of habitat;
Impacts during construction;
removal of protective cover & replacement with rip-rap;
removal of swallow water, and
decreased diversity along the river.

Trees
Facts:

. 35 heritage trees would be removed.
• Willow, oaks & cottonwoods
1-33. 2. The City Arborist reported that at least 16 trees must be preserved
The removed trees need to replaced on a 3:1 basis
• There is insufficient room on the site to replace the trees except in the
1-34.
parking lot. This provides landscaping but does not replace the habitat
values.

1-32.

Recommendations from Committee
1 _35.1
1. We recommend that the site be considered for a use that makes the site
, accessible to the public and our community.
1-36.

E

We shouldn't have to "pay to view" (i.e. use the restaurant)

1 _37. 3. We are not opposed to a small restaurant or other scaled down use that
would allow public access.
1-38.

4. The community should support restoration of the site to its natural site. It is a
unique resource that could be cleaned up and made into a "Nature Study"
area.

1-39.

5. The site is identified as a Nature Study area in the Sacramento River
Greenway Plan.

1-40.

1-41.

1-42.

Small dock could be built for fishing.
7. There are so few areas along the river that have the potential to: allow public
access, that we should treat them very carefully. To allow development in one
of the last areas would be a great loss.
8. As stewards of the Sacramento River within the City, the Planning
Commission and the Planning Department has the responsibility to look
beyond an individual project and envision an alternative that recognizes the
unique opportunity to enhance the eco-system.
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9. No consideration was given to other uses on the City owned site. That site
could be developed with a small restaurant and the river side of the levee
could be restored. There is restoration funding available from Cal-Fed.
Cal-Fed Bay-Delta Program
The Cal-Fed Bay Delta Program is a three volume strategic plan for ecosystem
restoration. It represents years of work by the 12 CalFed Agencies including:
CDFG
Cal EPA
Fed EPA
USFWS
Corps
Dept. of Commerce

Dept. of Water Resources
Sate Water Resources Control Board
Bureau of Reclamation
Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service
National Marine Fisheries Service

The mission of the CalFed Program is to develop a long-term comprehensive
plan that will restore the ecological health and improve water management for
beneficial uses of the Bay-Delta system. It is one of the most comprehensive
ecosystem restoration projects ever undertaken in the U.S. The program
stresses opportunities to be considered for restoration. Species decline in the
system indicates a broad problem with deteriorating ecological health of the
system. These problems are not caused by one big polluter, but by many smaller
activities such as the proposed project. The broad goal of the program is to find
patterns of interaction that provide overall benefits to society as a whole.
Facts:
•
•
•
•
•

You can't start this process by paving over and putting in a parking lot.
The proposed project flies in the face of the intent of the CalFed Program.
There is grant funding available for restoration projects.
Fragmentation of remaining riparian habitat greatly diminishes the ultimate
success of the program.
Action item #3 of the program is to evaluate the feasibility, of re-vegetating
levees on the Sacramento River.
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LITTLE POCKET NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
CAPTAIN'S TABLE PROJECT
AESTHETICS/LAND USE COMMITTEE
Problem Statement: The proposed project introduces a land use that is
inconsistent and out of scale with the residential nature of
•
the neighborhood.
Facts:
1. The project will be over 3 stones above the levee. The resulting structure
would tower above any of the residential buildings and homes in the area.
1-44.
While the EIR states the hotel will be 50 feet in height, it does not say how
high the structure will be above the levee.
2. The EIR (page 3-4) mentions only the apartments adjacent to the proposed
site in the near vicinity. How does one define "near? An aerial photo
1-45.
(attachment 1) of the area shows the proposed site is totally enclosed within a
large established residential area to the east and south.
This land use will introduce in excess of 2000 additional auto & truck trips into
1-46.
the area.
1-47. 4. The commercial areas were zoned commercial prior to the construction of 1-5.
The freeway isolated the area into a predominately residential neighborhood.
Problem Statement This project is only possible if it is granted numerous special
permits, exemptions from compliance and other regulation bending favors by the
City. Therefore, this project cannot be considered appropriate for this site.
Fact:
1-48.

1. A special permit is required for this project to be placed in Zone F. The ability
of the project to comply with some of the permit requirements is highly
questionable in regard to;
•
•

Development will not have an adverse effect on any natural resources.
and
Development will not have an adverse effect on the use of adjacent
property,

as contained in Section 23 of the Zoning Ordinance.
It appears the project is in conflict with Sec. 4-12: Mixed Land Use
Development Standards — The project is a Planned Unit Development that
meets the requirements of Section 8 of the City's Zoning Ordinance. Section
8-B General Criteria states; It is not intended that this Section shall be used
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1-49 (cont'd)
solely to create a development potential for small or difficult parcels of
property created or remaining as result of subdividing, freeway construction,
or other contributing factors, and It is not intended to allow the provisions of
this Section to be used to create incompatible use within a general
neighborhood, notwithstanding the quality of the particular planned unit
development proposed.
2. By the sheer definition of Special Permits as defined in Section 15 of the

1-50.

Zoning Ordinance, this project does not qualify. Section 15A-1, Sound
Principles of Land Use: A Special Permit shall be granted upon sound
principles of land use. If this project were based on sound principles of land
use it would not require a preponderance of special permits and exemptions.
A project based on sound principles of land use can stand on it's own merits.
Section 15A-2, Not Injurious: A Special Permit shall not be granted if it will be
detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare, or if it results in the creation
of a nuisance. The landside parking lot parcel of the project takes away land
from the public that has the potential for other beneficial use and gives it to
the developer for the benefit of his financial welfare. It can be interrupted that
removing this land from the control of the City is detrimental to the welfare of
the community since it removes this land from the common use by the public.
It's only use with this project will be a parking lot. This is an example of
another special favor requested by the proponent to lease the land that was
not zoned for this use in the first place. Without this land there is no project.
It is the opinion of the majority of the neighborhood residence that this project
will be a nuisance to our area. We are the ones that live here and are
responsible for the quality of our neighborhood and our concerns should be
acknowledged and reflected in the decisions of the Planning Commission.
Problem Statement: The project asks for a variance for a large, high, lighted sign

1-51.

Fact:
1. The developer stated at all the public meetings that signage would be
unobtrusive.

Problem Statement: The project could be growth inducing

1-52.

1. The project could entice other ancillary projects such as gas stations, minimarts, etc. to provide support services. These in turn would bring additional
traffic to the area.
2. The small commercial areas that exist on Riverside Boulevard between
Seamas and the project site are considered small family owned operations
and acceptable in scale and service to the area.
3. The existing zoning is outdated. The site is designated Medium Density
Residential on the General Plan and zoned R-3 (multi-family) and F (flood).

1-52 (cont'd)

\____

The Zoning Ordinance states that other uses of the flood zone require special
review and approval. It is critical that the Planning Commission gives as much
attention and consideration to the concerns and issues of the residents of the
affected area as it has the wishes of the developer.

Problem Statement: The site is currently ugly and dangerous
Facts:

1-53.

1. Remedies exist
2. Are City codes being enforced?
Problem Statement The project will contribute to the existing problem of local
flooding during storm events.
1 Residents of the neighborhood report the area around the intersection of
.
Captain's Table and Riverside is prone to flooding during storm events.
2. The planned parking lot will greatly decrease the existing land area that is
currently available for absorbing rainfall. The paved area will increase the
amount of rain runoff from the site. This runoff will be shed into an area
already has a problem with flooding.
T. Page 6.5-4 and 6.5-5 states the drainage system serving the landside of the
site empties into a Cattrans system that is piped to City Sump No, 2. The
report does not mention the problem of local flooding for that intersection. If
this system has problems with the existing runoff, it is very questionable that it
will function satisfactorily with the additional runoff from the developed site.

1-54.

1-55.

V.

Other Concerns and Options for the Site:

1-56.

There is wide agreement within the Association that the existing conditions of the
site are unacceptable. If the site is to be developed then something on a smaller
scale and one that is targeted to the community is preferable. • A project that
would include more of a mixed use such as a restaurant/small retail/park area
would be of more use to the community. The hotel is not something the local
people would use on a regular basis. This project precludes other more
compatible options that would provide accessibility to the site for area residents.

"Growth for the sake of growth is the ideology of the cancer cell." Edward Abbey
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LITTLE POCKET NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
CAPTAIN'S TABLE PROJECT ISSUE COMMITTEE REPORT
TRAFFIC COMMITTEE ISSUES

DATA COLLECTION PROCESS . ISSUES:
1) The traffic count covered only one day, February 5, 1997. (Represents traffic conditions from
2 years ago, and assumes that there has been no additional traffic in that time period-when by
my own experience I know that is not the case):
a) A sample of one day is not statistically valid
1-57.
b) Probably represents a "best case" scenario
c) "Worst case" scenario needs to be presented also
d) Does not represent the traffic situation on a day when there is an accident or traffic delay
on 1-5, which produces much more street traffic in area
2) The pedestrian crossing counts covered only one day, January 21, 1999:
a) A sample of one day is not statistically valid
1-58.
b) A day in the middle of winter to count pedestrians is not representative of a typical
pedestrian traffic
3)
Proposed
project detailed trip generation data calculation:
' ..
a) How were trip generation number allocated between AM and PM peak periods and nonPeak Periods?
1-59.
b) Why were less than 10% of trip numbers allocated to peak periods?
c) Trips are not going to be evenly distributed throughout the day-since developer is
promoting this project as a destination for business travelers, who are going to be leaving
the facility for early morning business trips or meetings
4) Level of Service (LOS) statistics do not relate to the traffic counts:
a) Traffic is not evenly distributed over the peak hour
b) Do not consider time involved waiting to get to stop sign
1-60.
c) Time in queue does not appear to be considered
d) Time involved at Riverside Blvd./25 th Avenue when time waiting to get to stop sign
much more that 5.8 seconds.
5) CEQA Guidelines have not been appropriately considered:
a) Section 15021(d) — CEQA recognizes that in determining whether and how a project
should be approved, a public agency has an obligation to balance a variety of public
•I-61.
objectives, including economic, environmental and social factors and in particular, the
goal of providing a decent home and satisfying living environment for every
Californian.

.

1-62. Section 15088(b) - ...There must be good faith, reasoned analysis in response (to public

1-63.

1-66.

comments). Conclusory statements unsupported by factual information will not su.ce...
i) There has never been any real consideration given to project alternatives-Per the
developer, when alternative projects were proposed his response was "1 build hotels,
I'm not considering anything else."
FE1R pg.19 — "The DEER states, based on traffic studies, that the project will generate
2,111 new trips."
FE1R pg.18 — "Riverside Boulevard currently serves about 4,000 vehicles per day."
An increase in traffic volume in excess of 50% as a result of the project-It will have a
significant and detrimental impact on the quality of life of the residents of the Little
Pocket neighborhood.

f) When I explained the traffic problems we experience trying to turn north off of Piedmont
Drive onto Riverside Boulevard, I was told to Use Appollo!" by the developer's partner
at one of the community meetings.

1-67.

ADDITIONAL TRAFFIC VOLUME PROBLEMS:
[—
I.

Traffic bad now, project will have high impact on amount of traffic

AM peak period — Northbound commute (DEIR pg.6.1-12):
Northbound Riverside Boulevard at Captain's Table Road:
Northbound Karbet Way at Riverside Boulevard:
Total cars meeting at Riverside/25 th/Karbet intersection in AM peak

1-68.

370
263
633

(362 + 8)
(240 + 23)

The DEW Existing Intersection Service Level of 5.8 seconds per vehicle at the intersection of
Riverside Boulevard/25 th Avenue/Karbet Way is not a believable number (DER pg.6.1-15).
Personal experience indicates that there are typically 7-8 cars waiting to go through the
intersection at 7:40am on weekdays. Cars are usually backed up midway under the I-5 overpass.
With the additional 110 cars going north, according to the projected traffic flow (not believable
either), this backup is going to only get worse-with the backup all the way to Captain's Table
Road.

PM peak period — Southbound commute:
Southbound Riverside Boulevard at 25 th Avenue

480

Traffic counts would indicate that there is approximately one vehicle every 5 1/2 seconds
northbound on the morning commute and one vehicle approximately every 7 I/2 seconds on the
southbound evening commute. Based on these numbers, it seems like the Riverside Boulevard
commute is busy now and will only get worse with the addition of the Captain's Table Project.
The traffic counts were done on only one day, Wednesday, February 5, 1997 (DEW pg.6.1-11).
There is no indication as to whether accidents on 1-5 may have caused any additional traffic to
use city streets for commute purposes. It is assumed there was no traffic problem causing
additional city street traffic, although this is a regular occurrence and should have been
considered.

2.
1-69.

No direct freeway access - needed for a project this size

Travelers looking for the project will have a difficult time locating it due to the lack of direct access from
the freeway to the project. A project such as this needs to be in sight of the unfamiliar traveler as they exit
the freeway. The traveler will end up lost in the Little Pocket neighborhood, just as many truck drivers and
other travelers are now.
.1 1n•n•

W1

3. -

1-70.

Confused, clis-oriented motorists will undoubtedly end up wandering about the Little Pocket
neighborhood, just as now, only more numerous.
This creates additional exposure to the neighborhood children for automobile-related danger
when playing, walking, running and riding their bicycles-due to the fact that we have no
sidewalks in much of the neighborhood. Adults, also, must use the street for walking, exercising
Lank non-vehicular transportation due to the lack of sidewalks.

4.
1-71.

Exiting at Seamas, is easy to miss Riverside and end up in
neighborhood

•

24-hour/7 days per week nature of operation will create traffic at
times when there now is little
There will be no "down" time for additional traffic, due to work shift changes and supply
deliveries during what would otherwise be quiet time.

Weekends, which are quiet due to lack of commute traffic, will now be busy with parties and
receptions at the restaurant and busy weekend boating activity.

5.

1-72.

DE1R does not give adequate consideration to the location of the Riverside Boulevard/Captain's
Table Road intersection relative to the Riverside Boulevard/25 th Avenue intersection, the site line
to the north of the Riverside Boulevard/Captain's Table Road intersection nor the ability to turn
left (north) leaving the hotel during peak AM traffic.
•
•
•

6.

1-73.

Entrance and exit (capacity and engineering) poor

The Captain's Table Road intersection is too close to the Riverside Blvd/25 th Ave to provide
for a safe turn north on Riverside
The Captain's Table Road intersection is too close to the curvature of Riverside Boulevard to
provide for a safe turn north on Riverside
Due to the already considerable northbound AM peak time traffic on Riverside, and the
backup of cars waiting to proceed through the Riverside Blvd/25 th Ave intersection, cars
leaving the project will choose to go south on Riverside creating excessive traffic back
through the Little Pocket area. Contrary to the assumption of the traffic flow in the E.I.R.

Pedestrian safety — a lot of K-8 students cross Riverside Boulevard

STUDENT SAFETY:
'Many students of John Cabrillo Grammar School and Sam Brannan Junior High School cross
Riverside Boulevard leaving the Little Pocket neighborhood exposing them to many dangerous
traffic situations. John Cabrillo has a K-6 student count of 433 children. Approximately 10%
arrive via school bus, leaving 90% or 390 arriving, and departing by walking, bicycling or parent
drop off. They also have to cross Karbet Way on the other side of 1-5.
4n••••••n
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1-73 (cont'd)
•
•
•
•

1-74 •

During the peak AM traffic hour the children/students must negotiate crossing these2 streets
amongst northbound traffic exceeding 600 cars per hour.
With the traffic leaving the project southbound on Riverside Boulevard, these children will
have the added danger of more traffic coming from their left which they are unaccustomed to.
The children cross the streets over a 2 hour period because of staggered schedules
The children re-crossing the streets on the way home will need to negotiate the additional
traffic of travelers searching for the project, because the students will be going home during
the peak check-in time of the hotel

NO SIDEWALKS OR STREET LIGHTS:
Lack of sidewalks in most of the southern part of neighborhood requires all pedestrians to walk in
the street, along with runners and bicyclists. With increased traffic in area the danger to them
will also be increased. Children will also be playing in the street due to lack of sidewalks and
they will be placed in danger because of additional traffic as well.
Combination of lack of streetlights in southern part of neighborhood and increased traffic also
increases danger to pedestrians and other street users after sundown.

7.

1-75.

•

Bicycle lane (especially on west) already unsafe; traffic increase will
make is worse
Southbound bicycle traffic on the west side of Riverside Boulevard must negotiate east bound
traffic corning out of Little Pocket neighborhood, (many times in the morning motorists are
looking into the sun) placing bicyclists at danger.

• Northbound traffic must cross Riverside Boulevard at Captain's Table Road to continue on
1-76 the bike trail heading north along the Sacramento River. Crossing Riverside Boulevard alone
is difficult enough but with additional project traffic crossing will become more difficult and
dangerous
•
1-77.

Traveling through the project area, northbound and southbound, on bicycle will be very
dangerous, due to users of the hotel, restaurant and boat harbor facilities being unfamiliar
with the shared natured of access roads.

MITIGATION ISSUES:
•

1-78.

Prior to ground breaking-the following will be required to create safe traffic area for students
and to restrict commercial vehicle traffic in neighborhood:
• Pedestrian activated traffic signals at:
• Riverside & Casilada
• ICarbet & Casilada
• Riverside & Seamas
• Karbet & Searnas
• Permanent adult crossing guards at:
• Seamas & Lonsdale
• Seamas & Karbet
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1-78 (cont'd)

1-79.
1-80.
1-81.
1-82.

•

A detailed traffic study must be completed to indicate the appropriate placement of
speedbumps to slow and control traffic entering Little Pocket neighborhood

•

The engineering of the Riverside/Seamas/I-5 intersection must be re-examined with
neighborhood input

•

"Quieting" island or cement planter/divider on Seamas at Riverside & Signage "Local
Residents Only"
Lower speed limits on Riverside Boulevard, Karbet Way & Searnas Avenue

t Additional signage required to indicate schools in at the area and children at play in the
street
Additional signage to direct traffic to the Sutterville Road freeway access points
E
• Extend no parking zone on Riverside Boulevard to include the 5250 block on the east
side because of large truck and trailer rigs blocking the bicycle lane and obstructing
traffic and visibility (see accompanying photographs on following page):
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ATTACHMENT 4
Staff Responses to
Issues Raised in the Appeal
Issue 1.
The commentor disagrees with the proposed use. The proposed use is permitted subject
to the approval of the requested Special Permits.
Issue 2.
City staff is aware of the CalFed Grant program which was used to help acquire Chicory
Bend. Staff feels that due to the small amount of river front acreage and the development
surrounding this site that a CalFed proposal for this site would be unsuccessful.
Issue 3.
Comment noted. This is not a comment on the EIR adequacy.
Issue 4.
Staff feels that due to the small amount of river front acreage and the development
surrounding this site that a CalFed proposal for this site would be unsuccessful.
Issue 5.
Comment noted. The commentor agrees with the EIR analysis that identifies impacts to
the riparian and shaded riverine habitats as significant and unavoidable.
The commentor appears to be referring to mitigation measure 6.6-1. The parking lot
planting is not considered mitigation for the loss of SRA or riparian habitat on site and is
not included in the acreage analysis for mitigation. Off-site mitigation will be required
because there is not sufficient area on the site to mitigate at 3:1 as required by the
responsible resource agencies. The proposed mitigation is designed in accordance with
State and Federal agency protocol.
Issue 6.
If the lease of the City owned parcel is not granted to the developer, the project would
need to be downsized to include all of the required parking on the privately owned parcels.
Project conditions have been placed on the project reflecting this. In order to obtain input
from Caltrans on the intent of the deed restriction, City staff did send Caltrans a copy of
the proposed project with a request for their interpretation on the use of the site. Caltrans
did provide written documentation that the use as proposed is compatible with the
"exclusively for public purposes," provision.
Issue 7,
The commentor believes that the projects are being segmented under CEQA. All of the
entitlements required for the project were addressed and analyzed in the EIR including the
lease agreement.
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Issue 8:
As proposed the project provides 48 parking spaces more than is required by the City
Zoning Ordinance. In addition, the project has been conditioned to require the marina
operations to be stopped and the seating capacity within the restaurant to be reduced to
260 seats anytime there is more than two inches of standing water in the parking lot.
Issue 9.
As proposed, the project will provide 48 parking spaces more than is required by the
zoning requirements. In addition, street parking is prohibited adjacent to the project.
Issue 10.
Turning movement traffic count data was collected for the Captains Table EIR Traffic Study
using similar methods for other traffic studies in the City of Sacramento. Data was
collected at study intersections between 7:00-9:00 a.m., and 4:00-6:00 p.m. The hour
within the two hour time frame when traffic volumes were highest was selected for
analysis, and is called the peak hour.
Counts are normally taken on Tuesday,. Wednesday, or Thursday. As a general rule,
counts taken during a Monday morning rush hour and a Friday evening rush hour, in an
urban area, will show unusually high volumes. Additionally, traffic counts are not normally
taken on holidays, nor on one day before or after a holiday. Adverse weather conditions
that could affect flow are also avoided.
New a.m. and p.m. peak hour counts were conducted at two intersections on June 9, 1999,
to spot check conclusions and data in the EIR traffic study:
Riverside Boulevard / 25th Avenue: The most recent counts indicate eastbound
traffic volumes approaching this intersection on Riverside increased by 13 vehicles
during the am peak hour and decreased by 34 vehicles during the p.m. peak hour,
and that westbound traffic departing the same intersection on Riverside Boulevard
increased by 13 vehicles during the am peak hour and decreased by 196 vehicles
during the p.m. peak hour. Additional traffic operations analysis conducted at this
intersection based on the most recent counts indicate the level of service is as
reported in the EIR traffic study; B during the a.m. peak hour, and A during the p.m.
peak hour.
Riverside Boulevard/Seamas Avenue: The most recent counts indicate southbound
traffic volumes approaching this intersection on Riverside increased by 30 and 50
vehicles during the am and p.m. peak hours, and that northbound traffic departing
the same intersection on Riverside Boulevard increased by 36 and 13 vehicles
during the am and p.m. peak hours, respectively. Additional traffic operations
analysis conducted at this intersection based on the most recent counts indicate the
level of service as reported in the EIR traffic study during the am peak hour have
changed form A to B, and the LOS during the p.m. peak hour is 'A', as reported in
the EIR traffic study. The EIR interpets Level of Service A as "Little delay per
vehicle", and LOS B as "Short delay per vehicle."
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Issue 11.
Caltrans records indicate the annual average daily traffic volume (AADT is the total volume
for the year divided by 365 days) on 1-5 between the Seamas and Sutterville interchanges
has increased about 3.5 percent between 1994 and 1997. The "Ramp Volumes on the
California State Freeway System, District 3", Complied by the Division of Traffic Operations
of the State of California Business, Transportation and Housing Agency, Department of
Transportation, show total ADT on all eight on and off ramps at the Sutterville and Seamas
interchanges decreased 2.2 percent between 1990 and 1996.
Riverside Boulevard currently has excess capacity available for traffic volume increases
anticipatated with the project. Riverside Boulevard currently serves about 4,000 vehicles
per day. This volume equates to a level of service A. At LOS C (which is the City's goal
and "standard of significance") this type of road (two lanes, low access control) has a
capacity of 12,000 vehicles per day. For a significant impact to be created, the project
would have to add about 8,000 vehicles per day to Riverside Boulevard to cause the LOS
to fall below LOS C. The proposed project will result in less than 2,200 new vehicles per
day on Riverside Boulevard and will not result in a significant impact.
Conclusion regarding increased Traffic Effect on Pedestrian Crossing: There is not an
continuous stream of traffic on Riverside Boulevard, nor will there be one with the addition
of project traffic. According to the supplemental analysis in the FEIR, the pedestrian
demand is relatively low, and there are adequate gaps between vehicles on Riverside
Boulevard in which pedestrians can cross.
Issues 12-13
According to figure 6.1-4 in the DEIR, project traffic is anticipated to use an interchange
available about 0.5 miles to the north of the project (Sutterville) as well the interchange 0.7
miles to the south of the project at Seamas. The developer plans to improve roadway
signage to and from the Sutterville ramps, as well as indicate directions to the Sutterville
Ramps on hotel brochures. The DEIR analysis anticipates project traffic will access the
site using both the Seamas and Sutterville interchanges.
The City of Sacramento, Department of Public Works, Neighborhood Traffic Management
Program (NTMP) will work to address existing problems on Riverside Blvd, including
complaints of freeway traffic entering the Little Pocket neighborhood, in a program that will
begin in August or September. NTMP is a program that relies on community involvement
to determine the traffic problems to be addressed and proposed for solutions.. Potential
solutions include curb bulbs to be located at the intersection of Seamas and Riverside to
narrow the entrance to the Little Pocket neighborhood., and adding a local traffic only sign
on the NWC of Seamas and Riverside for WB traffic.
The EIR found traffic generated by the project during the a.m./p.m. peak hours will not
significantly impact pedestrians, vehicles or bicycles.
Issue 14.
Comments noted. The commentor agrees with the EIR analysis. These conclusions are
contained in the EIR analysis.
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Issue 15.
Based on field measurements, stopping sight distances on Riverside Boulevard at
Captains Table Road exceed minimum values in the Highway Design manual (source:
FEIR).
Issue 16.
This is an existing problem. City staff will be looking into the current parking problem along
Riverside Boulevard. The proposed project will not add to this problem.
Issue 17.
The EIR does list the lease agreement with the City of Sacramento as an entitlement on
page 3-11 of the Draft EIR The commentor states correctly that the lease agreement
requires discretionary approval which is why the lease is listed as a discretionary action
on page 3-11 of the Draft EIR. The commentor also states correctly that the lease is
subject to CEQA review. The physical affects of the use of the property for the project are
analyzed in the EIR.
Issue 18.
The commentor believes that the projects are being segmented under CEQA. All of the
entitlements required for the project are addressed and analyzed in the EIR including the
lease agreement.
Issue 19.
As proposed the project provides 48 parking spaces more than is required by the City
Zoning Ordinance. In addition, the project has been conditioned to require the marina
operations to be stopped and the seating capacity within the restaurant to be reduced to
260 seats anytime there is more than two inches of standing water in the parking lot.
Issue 20.
The Sacramento General Plan does not designate the City owned parcel as a parking lot.
Public parking for river access/bike trail usage will be provided within the development.
The only reason the City owned parcel is being evaluated is in response to the proposed
development request. The City does not have plans to develop this parcel and it is not
designated in the adopted Parks Master Plan as a future park site.
Issues 21 through 34.
Comments noted. The commentor agrees with the EIR analysis. These conclusions are
contained in the EIR analysis.
Issue 35.
Public access will be provided through the site. As proposed walking trails, public
restrooms adjacent to the bike trail, a rest stop area including a picnic table, water fountain,
lighting, and trash receptacles will be provided.
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Issue 36.
Comment noted.
Issue 37.
The commentor is communicating a desire for a different use of the site.
Issue 38.
The commentor is communicating a desire for a different use of the site, not disagreeing
with the EIR analysis.
Issue 39.
The commentor is correct. The site is designated as Nature Study in the Sacramento
River Greenway Plan and Urban Waterfront Recreation in the Sacramento River Parkway
Plan adopted by the City of Sacramento. As stated in the State Lands Commission
comment letter, comment 14-5 in the FEIR, State Lands acknowledges the discrepancy
in land use designation between the two plans and that where a discrepancy exists, the
City's adopted Parkway Plan governs.
Issue 40.
Fishing from the bank will be provided.
Issue 41.
The property located adjacent to the river is privately owned. The proposed development
will provide public access to the river by incorporating bike trail amenities, walking paths
and side ties for boats within the proposed marina facility.
Issue 42.
CEQA requires that the EIR analyze a range of reasonable alternatives that reduce project
impacts while attempting to support the project objectives. The alternatives chosen meet
this criteria and included developing the hotel and restaurant on the city parcel so that the
waterfront habitat would be less impacted. This alternative was considered the
environmentally superior alternative. The EIR also analyzed two no project alternatives
as required by CEQA - no development at all and development of the Riverside Rest Area
on the city parcel as per the Sacramento River Parkway Plan. Other alternatives analyzed
included a hotel without a marina alternative and an off-site alternative.
Issue 43.
See response to Issue 42.
The CalFed program requirements for land acquisition require that the acquisition directly
benefit aquatic habitat for anadromous fish. The highest priority for CalFed grants is for
projects within the Delta and San Francisco Bay areas. Staff feels that due to the small
amount of river front acreage and the development surrounding this site (adjacent freeway,
residential development to the south and existing roadways), that a CalFed proposal for
this site would be unsuccessful.
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Issue 44.
The Draft EIR Figure 3-6, Restaurant/Arrival Building Elevations, shows that the 4-story
building will be 50 feet above the levee. The Figure shows that the building bottom finish
floor is level with the top of the levee. The staff report, page 11, also provides a complete
description of building height.
Issue 45.
The surrounding area is substantially built out. Page 3-4 of the Draft EIR describes land
uses immediately adjacent to the project site. The ER does not contain an Attachment 1.
Issue 46.
The EIR does state that the project will generate in excess of 2,000 vehicle trips to the
area.
Issue 47.
The commentor is correct in that the commercial sites were zoned commercial prior to the
construction of 1-5. The City has not received any requests from the property owners along
Riverside Boulevard to consider redesignation of these properties. In addition, there are
existing businesses located along Riverside Boulevard, which would be affected if the City
Pursued rezoning these properties.
Issue 48.
The Zoning Ordinance requires a Special Permit to develop any use within the Flood (F)
zone. A request for a Special Permit is not a request to waive City standards. In addition
to requiring a Special Permit to develop within specific zones, Special Permits are also
required in order to develop specific land uses (i.e., churches, schools, drive-through
restaurants, bars, etc.). Requiring a Special Permit .provides the City an opportunity to
review proposed developments and consider the use, building layout and design, as well
as the environmental impacts of the proposed development.
Issue 49.
The commentor is referring to Section 4-12 of the General Plan which discusses mixed use
developments. The reference to mixed use developments refers to the establishment of
different types of land uses (i.e., residential and commercial; residential and office; office
and commercial) within a specific area. The proposed project is not a mixed use
development in that the proposed hotel, restaurant and marina development are all
commercial uses.
A Planned Unit Development (PUD) is a zoning overlay that is added to the underlying
zoning of a property. The establishment of a PUD involves creating development
guidelines specific to the properties involved. PUD's are typically established for
developments that will exceed 10 acres in size and provide a variety of land uses. The
subject site is not zoned PUD, and the applicant is not proposing to rezone the site to
establish a PUD.

Issue 50.
See response to Issue 48.
Issue 51.
The requested Sign Variance is to allow a small monument sign to be located at the corner
of Riverside Boulevard and Captain's Table Road at the entrance to the development. As
the corner parcel is owned by the City, the sign is considered an off-site sign which
requires a Variance. As proposed the sign will be a 48 square foot monument sign that
will be indirectly illuminated (detached lighting will shine onto the monument sign).
Issue 52.
Growth inducing impacts can result from development that directly or indirectly induces
additional growth pressures that are more intense than what is planned for the area in
General and Community plans. The project is not considered growth inducing in the EIR
because the area is currently urbanized and served by urban uses as explained on page
7-1 of the DEIR.
Issue 53.
Comment noted. In 1998 the City required the existing buildings located on the site that
had been damaged by Fire to be removed. The property owner has since removed these
buildings.
Issue 54.
The EIR analysis determined that the proposed project with mitigation measures will have
a less than significant impact to peak flood stage and public safety from flood risk.
Mitigation measures are required to reduce drainage and water quality impacts due to the
project.
In response to the claim that "if the area is paved, sheet runoff will flood onto Riverside
Boulevard." The Special Permit has been conditioned requiring a drainage study to be
approved by the Department of Utilities. An on-site drainage system will be required to
pick up surface drainage before its enters Riverside Boulevard. The drainage study will
assure no net increase in flows to Sump 2, with on-site drainage either connected to Sump
41, or outfalling directly to the Sacramento River.
Issue 55.
Page 6.5-4 and 6.5-5 discuss the drainage system serving the site. There is no indication
from the EIR discussion and information provided by the City Utilities Department that the
current system cannot handle the site drainage.
Issue 56.
The commentor is communicating a desire for a different use of the site.
Issue 57.
The EIR traffic study was performed using standard methodology and is considered a
worst case analysis. The traffic chapter was prepared in accordance with CEQA Section
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15151 (Standards for Adequacy of an EIR). CEQA does not require analysis of an
"unusual circumstances" scenario as referred to by the commentor.
The turning movement traffic count data for the Captains Table EIR Traffic Study was
collected using the same methods used for all traffic studies in the City of Sacramento.
a.

Counts are normally taken on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays. As
a general rule, counts taken during a Monday morning rush hour and a
Friday evening rush hour, in an urban area, will show unusually high
volumes. Additionally, traffic counts are not normally taken on holidays, nor
on one day before or after a holiday. Adverse weather conditions that could
affect flow are also avoided. According to the Institute of Transportation
Engineers "Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies", 4th edition, weekday
traffic volumes vary less than 5% on the days of the week the City of
Sacramento conducts counts. Counts taken on a Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
and Thursdays are each statistically significant samples of peak hour traffic
volumes.

b.

Data was collected at study intersections between 7:00-9:00 a.m., and
4:00-6:00 p.m. The highest four consecutive 15 minute periods within the 2
hour period is called the 'peak hour', and is the hour subjected to analysis in
the EIR. The peak hour analyzed represents the worst hour within the 2
hour peak period for which data is collected, and does not represent the best
case.

c.

As discussed above, the worst case was analyzed. From the American
Planning Association's 'Traffic Impact Analysis": "The assumption is that, if
the roadway network can handle the worst-case traffic situation, it can
handle the traffic that will occur during the rest of the day. For purposes of
a traffic impact analysis, it is important to emphasize that worst-case refers
to the typical, most frequently encountered case. A typical worst-case traffic
situation is more likely to occur during peak hour traffic on a weekday in the
peak hour of adjacent (street) traffic plus the site generated traffic during that
hour." Standard methodology was used to prepare the analysis as explained
above. Technical data disputing the City's findings was not submitted to
support disagreement with EIR analysis and conclusions.

d.

Collected data represents typical traffic volumes and flow, not unusual or
worst case conditions that may result from adverse weather or accidents on
the freeway.

Issue 58.
Pedestrian volumes were observed for six hours on January 21, 1999, during the morning,
midday, and afternoon periods (7:00 -9:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m., and 4:00 - 6:00
p.m.) at the intersection of Riverside Boulevard and Casilada Way. A pedestrian crossing
over 1-5 connects Riverside Boulevard at this intersection with Karbet Way, and the
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elementary and middle schools on Karbet Way near Seamas Avenue. Nearby schools
(City College, Brandon and Corbel) were observed to be in full session on that day.
Observed pedestrian volumes were relatively low throughout the day: a total of only 33
pedestrians were counted crossing Riverside Boulevard at Casilada Way during the 6
hours this intersection was observed (19 pedestrians between 7 and 9 a.m., 9 pedestrians
between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m., and 5 pedestrians between 4 and 6 p.m.).
According to the Caltrans Traffic Manual, a pedestrian signal may be warranted where the
pedestrian volume crossing the major street at an intersection or mid-block during an
average day is: a) 100 or more for each of any four hours, or b) 190 or more during any
one hour. In addition to the minimum pedestrian volume stated above, there shall be less
than 60 gaps per hour in the traffic stream of adequate length for pedestrians to cross
during the same period when the pedestrian volume criterion is satisfied.
Warrants for pedestrian signal are not met on Riverside Boulevard with or with or without
the project, and are unlikely to be met if additional data were to be collected since the peak
hour pedestrian volumes would need to be more than 10 times the observed pedestrian
volumes.
Issue 59.
Trip rates were based upon Institute of Transportation Engineer averages, San Diego Trip
Generators, and similar facilities in the Sacramento/Delta areas. The trip generation rates
contained in the ITE reference are based on more than 3,000 trip generation studies
reported to ITE and conducted by public agencies, developers, and consulting firms.
a.

Project trip generation for the project land uses (restaurant, marina, hotel)
were taken directly from actual surveys of similar uses. Surveys in ITE's
"Trip Generation" report separate fitted curve equations from which the
project's am, p.m., and daily trip generation can be estimated.

b.

The peak hour typically represents about 8 - 12 % of the daily traffic. ITE's
"Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies" reports that "The highest volume
hours at certain kinds of land uses such as high schools, hospitals, or
factories may not coincide with regular street traffic peak hours." A relatively
high percentage of all trips to an office building, for example, will occur
during the morning and evening peak hours, whereas for other types of
uses, such as the restaurant, marina, and hotel analyzed in the EIR, the
percentage of the daily traffic that occurs in the peak hour will be much
lower. For this project, the a.m. peak hour is about 5% of the daily trips, the
p.m. about 8%. The project's trip generation was estimated based upon the
references mentioned above.

c.

The number of vehicle trips generated by the project will vary by time of day,
however, the assumption is that, if the roadway network can handle traffic
conditions resulting from the peak hour of adjacent (street) traffic plus the
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site generated traffic during that hour, it can handle the traffic that will occur .
during the rest of the day.
Issue 60.
The level of service given in the EIR does relate to the traffic counts. Highway Capacity
Manual, Special Report 209: "The level of service criteria as used here is defined as the
total elapsed time from when a vehicle stops at the end of the queue until the vehicle
departs from the stop line; this time includes the time required for the vehicle to travel from
the last-in-queue position to the first-in-queue position.. .The level of service criteria for
two-way-stopped controlled intersections defines LOS A as 5 or fewer average total
seconds per vehicle, LOS B: 10 sec's, LOS C: 20 sec's, LOS D: 30 sec's, LOS E: 45 sec's,
and F greater than 45 seconds."
Issue 61.
The EIR does not recommend the action to be taken by the decision makers. This
reference is not a comment of the adequacy of the EIR.
Issue 62.
Responses to comments in the FEIR fully comply with the requirements of CEQA
Guidelines, Section 15088(b). Responses are fully supported by facts.
Issue 63.
Alternatives to the proposed project are fully considered in the EIR in compliance with the
CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126.6(c) which requires review of a reasonable range of
alternatives. The purpose of alternatives is to reduce the proposed project impacts while
generally supporting the project objectives. The developer's attitude towards alternatives
did not affect the selection of alternatives.
Issues 64 and 65.
Commentor is stating information from the Draft EIR.
Issue 66.
The commentor is providing a subjective comment on the affect of project traffic in the
neighborhood, not a comment on the EIR.
Issue 67.
Comment noted.
Issue 68.
See response to Issue 57, regarding trip generation calculations. See response to Issue
10, regarding new counts and confirmation of the LOS reported in the EIR traffic study for
this intersection.
The EIR reports the existing LOS at Riverside Boulevard and 25th Avenue is B during the
a.m. peak hour, and A during the p.m. peak hour, and will remain unchanged with
proposed project.

According to the project distribution figure 6.1-4 in the EIR, approximately 67 percent of
project traffic will travel north from the site, or about 74 trips during the a.m. peak hour, and
represents conditions that could occur if all components of the project were fully utilized.
The trip generation was prepared using the 1997 development application which included
a 12,700 square foot restaurant, 105 berth marina, and 126 suite hotel.
Issue 69.
See response to Issues 12 and 13.
Issue 70.
The project has been conditioned to require off-site directional signage to be installed at
the off-ramps and along Riverside Boulevard in order to assist motorists in locating the
development. In addition, the project applicant will provide directional information to guests
(through brochures and when making reservations).
Issue 71.
Comment noted.
Issue 72.
See responses to Issues 15 and 68.
Issue 73.
See response to Issue 58.
Issues 74 through 77.
Comment noted.
Issue 78.
These issues involve the entrance to the Little Pocket neighborhood and will be addressed
by either the Neighborhood Traffic Management Program (NPTP) or through the
engineering of "bulb-outs" currently under design. The Little Pocket Neighborhood Project
under the NTMP will begin in August or September. The neighborhood boundaries include
the area west of Riverside Boulevard and south from Piedmont Drive. The program relies
on community involvement to determine the traffic problems to be addressed and for
proposed solutions within he limits of the program design. The curb "bulb-outs", which will
be located on Seamas Avenue on the west side of Riverside Boulevard, will narrow the
entrance to the Little Pocket neighborhood. A "Local Traffic Only" sign is in place on the
northwest corner of Seamas Avenue and Riverside Boulevard for the westbound direction
of travel.
Issue 79.
Lower speed limits on Riverside Boulevard, Karbet Way, and Seamas Avenue: The
segment of Riverside Boulevard between Broadway and 43rd Avenue has been referred
to the Traffic Operations section for review. It has been recommended that the segment
be divided into smaller sections to better reflect roadway usage and frontage. Karbet Way
has been reclassified as a "local" street. The posted speed can be lowered to 25 mph

upon verification by a speed survey that the 85th percentile speed is within 5 mph of the
proposed, posted speed. This matter will be handled as a traffic investigation. The posted
speed on Seamas Avenue is determined by a resolution speed survey. This street is being
refereed to the Traffic Operations section for review.
Issue 80.
The placement of additional signage will be addressed as a traffic investigation. Traffic
Engineering Services does not post "Children At Play" signs and will confiscate them if
found in the public right-of-way. Public streets are designed for vehicular and bicycle
traffic. Children should have proper supervision when playing and be instructed about the
dangers of playing close to roadways and the rules of the road while riding bicycles.
Issue 81.
This matter is being addressed as part of the Captains Table project.
Issue 82.
This matter will be reviewed as a traffic investigation. If the parking issue does not fall
under the control of Traffic Engineering Services, the concern will be referred to the proper
division within the City.
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P96-013 - Captain's Table Resort and Marina
REQUEST: Entitlements to allow the construction of a 126-room all-suite hotel with a
12,000± square foot restaurant (3,200± sq. ft. outdoor patio, 4,500± sq. ft.
interior seating area, 2,100± sq. ft. banquet area and a 2,200± sq. ft. kitchen)
with 440 seats interior to the hotel facility and a 40 berth marina with a total
of 278 parking spaces (80 spaces under the proposed buildings, 48 spaces
adjacent to the buildings and 150 spaces to be located on an adjacent
parcel) on 6.82+ partially developed acres zoned Flood (F) and Multiple
Family (R-3) at 4350 Riverside Boulevard:
A.

Environmental Determination:
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) (SCH 97042085)

B.

Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations;

C.

Mitigation Monitoring Plan;

D.

Tentative Map to merge four existing parcels including the
abandonment of a portion of Captain's Table Road into two parcels
totaling 6.82+ acres;

E.

Special Permit to allow a 126-room hotel and 128 parking spaces on
4.27± acres in the Flood Zone;
Special Permit to allow a 40 berth marina on the Sacramento River in
the Flood Zone;

G.

Special Permit to allow 150 of the proposed 278 parking spaces for
a proposed hotel/marina to be located off-site on an adjacent 2.47±
acre parcel;

H.

Special Permit to allow a parking lot in the Multiple Family (R-3) zone;

I.

Special Permit to allow 0.08± vacant acres in the Multiple Family
(R-3) zone to be utilized for outdoor recreation (putting green, walking
trails and landscaping) for a proposed hotel/marina; and

J.

Variance to exceed the allowable sign area for a hotel, restaurant and
marina development in the Multiple Family (R-3) zone.

LOCATION: 4350 Riverside Boulevard
APN: 016-0010-023, 025, 036 and 039
Sacramento City Unified School District
Council District 4
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APPLICANT:

Robert Leach, (916) 351-1500 x155

OWNER:

City of Sacramento (016-0010-039)
915 I Street, Room 200, Sacramento, CA 95814
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Robert Leach (APN: 016-0010-036)
702 Gold Lake Drive, Folsom, CA 95630
Harry Schilling (APN: 016-0010-023 & 025)
P.O. Box 396, Brentwood, CA 94513
APPLICATION FILED:

January, 1996/ LAST MAJOR REVISION: October, 1998

STAFF CONTACT:

Dawn T. Holm, (916) 264-5851 / dholm@gw.sacto.org

SUMMARY: The proposed project would establish a 126-room all suite hotel (each room
will have a minimum of two rooms, not including the bathroom) and a 40 berth marina on
the existing vacant site. The hotel will include small conference rooms and a restaurant
with a maximum seating capacity of up to 440 seats (within the bar, restaurant, outdoor
deck and banquet areas). The proposed plan reflects three buildings that will be three and
four stories in height (one-4 story building located in the center of two-3 story buildings,
See Exhibit le).
The subject property involves four parcels, one of which is owned by the City of
Sacramento. The City owns the property on the landward side of the levee where 150 of
the proposed 278 parking spaces are proposed to be located. The City and the applicant
have discussed the use of this property for parking and if this project is approved, the
applicant will be required to obtain a lease from the City for its use (the lease requires City
Council approval).
RECOMMENDATION: Staff believes that the proposed project as represented in the
attached exhibits (Exhibit 1d-1n) and through project conditions, is a unique development
that takes advantage of the City's waterfront. Every effort has been made to reach project
consensus, however some residents are not in agreement with the proposed project,
despite the project redesigns that have been submitted by the developer. At this time
Planning staff does not feel that the project applicant and area residents will be able to
reach further compromise on this project. Staff recommends approval of the proposed
project subject to conditions and findings identified in the Notice of Decision and
Findings of Fact (Attachment 1). Staffs recommendation is based on the following:
The project's consistency with existing General Plan and Sacramento River
Parkway Plan policies which support the development of the site.
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.

The proposed project has been redesigned to reduce the mass of the
buildings in order to create a more residential appearance to the project.

.

The applicant has reduced the number of restaurants from two to one and
the marina from 97 berths to 40 berths in an effort to downsize the overall
size of the development.

.

The retail/commercial development of this site will provide employment
opportunities and economic vitality on a lot that has remained vacant.

.

The proposed hotel, restaurant and marina development will provide
services currently not available within the immediate area.
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PROJECT INFORMATION:
General Plan Designation:
Sacramento River Parkway
Plan Designation:
Existing Land Use & Zoning of Site:

Parks, Recreation & Open Space and
Medium Density Residential (16-29 du/na)
Urban Waterfront Recreation
Vacant / Flood (F) & Multiple Family (R-3)

Surrounding Land Use and Zoning:
North: Vacant; F & R-1
South: Apartments & Single Family; R-3R & R-2R
East: Interstate 5 Freeway; TC
West: Sacramento River; F
Site Development Information:
Property Dimensions:
Property Area:

Height of Building:
Exterior Building Materials:
Roof Material:
Hours of Operation:
Hours for Pool/Spa Operation:
Total Number of Hotel Units:
Total Seating (Restaurant/Banquet):
Total Number of Marina Berths:
Parking Provided:
Parking Required:
Topography:
Street Improvements:
Utilities:

Irregular
6.816+ total gross acres
2.466± gross City owned acres
4.35+ gross Privately owned acres
Two-3 story buildings and One-4 story building
Natural Wood Shingles
Flat Concrete Tile (similartowoodshakein appearance)

24 hours a day/seven days a week
8:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m.
126 rooms
440 seats maximum
40 berths & side ties (varies based on boat size)
278 parking spaces
231 parking spaces
Sloped & Flat
To be provided
To be provided
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OTHER APPROVALS REQUIRED: In addition to the entitlements requested, the applicant
will also need to obtain the following permits or approvals, including, but not limited to:
Permit
Bank Protection Approval
Bank Protection Approval
Building Permit
Encroachment Permit
Final Map including Abandonments
Flood Zone Encroachment Review
Lease Agreement
Lease Agreement
Section 7 Consultation
Section 10 Permit
Section 404 Permit
Section 775 & 776 Compliance
Special Status Species/Habitat Mitigation
Streambed Alteration Permit

Agency
CA State Lands Commission
CA State Reclamation Board
Sacramento City Building Division
CA State Reclamation Board
Sacramento City Public Works Department
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
City of Sacramento
CA State Lands Commission
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service/National
Marine Fisheries Service (USFWS/NMFS)
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Regional Water Quality Control Board
CA Department of Fish and Game
CA Department of Fish and Game

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The subject site was originally developed with the Captain's Table Restaurant and
Marina. The original facility was developed with a 40 berth marina (including tie up slots
there was a total capacity for approximately 66 boats) and a river front restaurant (with
approximately 150 seats). The restaurant burned down and sank in 1968. On July 26,
1979 the Planning Commission approved entitlements to allow: a 6,000 square foot
restaurant; a 144 berth expansion to the existing 40 berth marina; a 5,000 square foot
retail/commercial building; and 136 parking spaces on the subject site (P9327 and
P9512). The above uses were not established within the required two years and the
entitlements expired. On November 24, 1982, the Planning Commission approved
another request to allow the above entitlements (P92-234). The approved uses were
never established and the permits have since expired.
In addition to the original marina and restaurant use, the site was also developed with
a single family residence, two small cottage units and a four unit apartment complex.
These structures were destroyed by fire in 1998 and have since been removed. The
property is currently vacant with the exception of a barge and the remnants of the
marina that are still remaining in the Sacramento River adjacent to the project site.
Project History: The applicant first met with City staff in early 1995 about his proposal
to develop the subject site with a hotel and marina. Because river development has
typically been controversial, staff suggested that the applicant present the proposed
project at a community meeting with area residents and representatives from the
interested neighborhood/business associations. The applicant agreed and two
community meetings were held in 1995 before an application for the development was
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ever submitted. Based on comments received from the community and staff, the project
has gone through two major redesigns.
The following provides an overview of the project changes that have occurred since the
application was submitted:

August 1995 Development Proposal
Six Story Hotel with 105 rooms (Single Building)
Large Conference Facilities within the Hotel
Two Restaurants
97 Berth Marina

October 1995 Development Proposal
Hotel with 128 rooms (Four Buildings: One-2 story & Three-3 story buildings)
Large Conference Facilities within the Hotel
Two Restaurants
97 Berth Marina

April 1998 Development Proposal
Hotel with 126 rooms (Three Buildings: One- 4 story & Two-3 story buildings)
Small Meeting Room Facilities within the Hotel
One Restaurant
96 Berth Marina
.

October 1998 Modifications to the April 1998 Proposal
The marina was downsized from 96 berths to 40 berths (plus side ties, the
number is dependent on the size of the boats); and
The parking was reduced from 326 spaces to 278 spaces (in order to
accommodate additional landscaping along Riverside Boulevard).

On February 25, 1999, a review and comment report was presented to the Planning
Commission. At this meeting five persons spoke in opposition to the project and three
persons spoke in favor of the project. The purpose of the meeting was to provide the
Commission and community members with background information on the project. No
action was taken at this meeting.

STAFF EVALUATION: Staff has the following comments:
Project Features: The proposed project would establish a 126-room all suite hotel and
a 40 berth marina on the existing vacant site. The hotel will include small conference
rooms, a restaurant with a maximum seating capacity of up to 440 seats (within the bar,
restaurant, outdoor deck and banquet areas), 278 parking spaces (231 spaces are
required). The restaurant is currently proposed to be leased to an outside restaurant
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operator (see Attachment 4 for the sample menu). The proposed plan reflects three
buildings that will be three and four stories in height (one-4 story building located in the
center of two-3 story buildings, See Exhibit le). The project as proposed would be the
first river front hotel with a marina in Sacramento.
A. Policy Considerations
1.

General Plan: The proposed hotel, restaurant and marina facilities to be
located on the water side of the levee and the privately owned parcel located
on the northeast ,side of the levee which will be developed with parking are
designated as Parks, Recreation and Open Space in the General Plan. The
off-site parking area located on the landward side of the levee owned by the
City of Sacramento is designated as Residential (16-29 dwelling units per net
acre Ed u/naj) in the General Plan. The proposed hotel, restaurant and marina
development is an allowable use within these land use designations subject
to the approval of Special Permits for the use and the off-site parking. The
proposed project is consistent with existing General Plan policies in that it will
allow for the development of a property that was developed and has been
abandoned for many years. The proposed development may also help
stimulate the rehabilitation of existing commercial developments located
along Riverside Boulevard, south of the proposed development. In addition,
the proposed project supports the following Goals and Policies of the
General Plan:
Policy 3-Economic Development and EmploymentOpportunities (Sec. 1-32):
It is the policy of the City to actively promote the continued vitality and
diversification of the local economy, and to expand employment
opportunities for City residents.
Policy 5-Urban Conservation and Infill Areas (Sec. 1-34):
It is the policy of the City to promote the reuse and rehabilitation of existing
urban development as a means to meet projected growth.

2.

Sacramento River Parkway Plan (SRPP): The subject site is designated
as Urban Waterfront Recreation in the Sacramento River Parkway Plan
adopted in October of 1997. The Urban Waterfront Recreation designation
was applied to "areas of moderate to heavy river-related improvements,
development and uses that provide opportunities for public access,
commercial and recreational activities for residents, employees, and visitors
along the River (SRPP, page 42)." The proposed hotel, restaurant and
marina are consistent with this land use designation. In addition, the
proposed project supports the following Goals and Policies of the SRPP:

(Yot
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Public Access Policies (SRPP, page 34):
P1. Access points to the Parkway shall accommodate pedestrians,
bicyclists, and emergency vehicles;
Urban Development Policies (SRPP, page 36):
D3. Commercial and residential development within the Parkway, subject
to the City's planning review process, shall be designed to visually
blend with and be in scale with the surrounding riverine environment.
Color, texture, style, height, width, and bulk should be considered in
design.
D4.

Commercial, office, industrial, or residential structures within the
Parkway should be built so as to not obscure the view of or public
access to the River. All development within or immediately adjacent
to the Parkway shall have linear lot coverage no greater than 60%.

6.

All commercial development within the Parkway shall incorporate
amenities that enhance the public's enjoyment of the river resource.
The following are examples of possible amenities:
Public promenades
• Picnic areas
"Parks
•Amphitheaters for public performances
"Museums or interpretive centers
"Bicycle paths

7.

Accessory structures such as restrooms, kiosks, and interpretive
centers are compatible with the Developed Recreation Areas and
Urban Waterfront Recreation Areas.

In addition, to the site's designation of Urban Water Recreation, the site is
identified as a Riverside Rest Area. Riverside Rest Areas are encouraged
to be developed with public parking, major access to the river, directional
signage, public restroom facilities, and picnic tables. The proposed project
as conditioned will incorporate all of the encouraged facilities as well as
appropriate lighting, trash receptacles, water fountains and 24-hour a day
security.
The adopted SRPP established development policies related to the different
land use designations, recreational use, trail use, security, access, public
safety, erosion and natural and cultural resources. The above policies are
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the policies most relevant to the project. In addition, the proposed project
has been designed to preserve much of the existing riparian vegetation
along the water's edge and will restore riparian vegetation that has been
destroyed as a result of transient activities. With improvements to the
existing bike trail system (direct bike trail access to Riverside Boulevard,
restroom facilities, lighting, security, signage, parking, trash receptacles and
a picnic table) this use will promote active recreation along the Sacramento
River and improve bike trail access to Old Sacramento and downtown.
B. Land Use Compatibility/Zoning:
The subject site is located along the Sacramento River Parkway and is in the Flood
(F) and Multiple Family (R-3) zones. Hotel, restaurant, and marina developments
are permitted uses, subject to the approval of a Special Permit. The Special Permit
is required to ensure that the proposed use will be compatible with the surrounding
land uses. The site is located adjacent to the Sacramento River on the west; the
Interstate 5 freeway on the east; Interstate 5 and the bike trail on the north; and
vacant land, single family residences and two story apartments (directly south of the
site) on the south.
The existing site consists of privately owned property (4.35± acres) and a City
owned parcel (2.47± acres). The City parcel was acquired from the State of
California, Department of Transportation (Caltrans) when Interstate 5 was
constructed. Caltrans did place a restriction on the deed of the property requiring
that it be developed for public use. The City has reviewed the proposed
development with Caltrans and has received written confirmation that the use meets
the intent of the deed restriction because it provides access to the river and bike
trail system, public parking and public facilities (hotel, restaurant and marina). If the
City Council does not approve a lease for the City owned property, the applicant
would be required to modify the project in order to provide the necessary parking.
C. Site Development Information
1.

Site Layout
The hotel, restaurant and marina development is proposed to be developed
on 6.82± acres. An existing river levee separates the landward side of the
levee property from the riverfront property. There are no existing structures
on the riverfront side of the levee on either the north or south side of the
subject site. This is the only area along this section of the river where there
is adequate land area to construct buildings on the west side of the levee.
As shown on the attached site plan (see Exhibit le) three hotel buildings will
be constructed on the privately owned property (approximately 4.27± acres).
Eighty parking spaces and adequate turnarounds will also be developed
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underneath the hotel buildings. In addition to the hotel buildings, the
applicant will be developing pedestrian paths along the waters edge, two
bridge connections to the proposed marina, and a pool/recreation facility
which will be located on the southern end of the subject site. The
pool/recreation facility will also provide public restroom facilities directly
adjacent to the levee bike trail. An additional 48 parking spaces will also be
provided on a large relatively flat area at the northern most part of the site,
just east of the levee bike trail. This area of the site will also be used to
provide bike trail amenities such as informational signage for the trail system,
a picnic table, a water fountain, lighting, and a trash receptacle.
The proposed development also includes a vacant City owned 2.47± acre
parcel located on the east side of the levee. This parcel will be developed
with 128 parking spaces, landscaping, fencing, and a paved bike
trail/secondary emergency access to Riverside Boulevard. The bike trail
connection runs along the northern edge of the property towards Riverside
Boulevard and will continue along the front of the parcel and tie in at
Captain's Table Road. The connection has been reviewed by the City's
Bikeway Coordinator and has been determined to be appropriately located
in order to provide safe access for bicyclists and pedestrians.
2.

Setbacks/Building Height
The proposed buildings will be located on a parcel that is in the Flood (F)
zone. There are not adopted setbacks or height requirements within the F
zone. The intent of requiring a Special Permit for all developments in the F
zone is to review the proposed use as well as the proposed building
setbacks and height.
Setbacks: As proposed the three hotel buildings will be located on the river
side of the levee. The buildings will be supported by piers and the floor of
the buildings will be at or above the height of the existing levee. The
proposed setbacks from the adjacent apartment complex, Riverside
Boulevard, and the Interstate 5 freeway corridor are reflected in the following
table:
APPROXIMATE
DISTANCE FROM
Apartments on
the South

BUILDING
A

BUILDING
B

BUILDING
C

600± feet

420± feet

170± feet

80± feet

450± feet

250± feet

245± feet

320± feet

80± feet

80± feet

225± feet

450± feet

POOL
AREA

Riverside Boulevard
Interstate 5
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The subject site is sloped rising from Riverside Boulevard to the top of the
levee and then from the top of the levee to the Sacramento River. Staff feels
that the proposed building setbacks as shown above should help in reducing
the overall mass of the buildings from the freeway, Riverside Boulevard and
the adjacent two story apartment complex.
Building Height: The proposed hotel development includes a four story
building that will include the hotel lobby, restaurant facilities, exercise room,
gift shop and guest rooms. The two - three story buildings will be developed
only with guest rooms. As proposed the height of the buildings will be:
Buildings B & C (3 story buildings)
41 feet 6 inches± - from the bottom floor to the ridge of the roof.
29 feet 2 inches± - from the bottom floor to the top plate (where the
roof meets the building wall).
Building A (4 story building)
53 feet 8 inches± from the bottom floor to the ridge of the roof.
41 feet . 3 inches± from the bottom floor to the top plate.
The heights listed above are measured from the bottom floor, which will be
approximately the same height as the existing river levee. Typically building
height is measured from the average grade of the property. The average
grade of the property to the top of the levee where the building height is
being measured from for each of the buildings will be approximately:
14± feet for Building A
14.5± feet for Building B
9± feet for Building C
As the subject site is within the Flood zone, all structures are required to be
elevated to a level that removes them from the risk of flooding. For this
reason staff is utilizing the base of the levee in determining the overall
building height.
Staff discussed the building massing adjacent to the elevated freeway with
the applicant. There is currently a large landscape area along the freeway
corridor that is planted with evergreen trees. The applicant is willing to plant
additional trees within this area, provided that the necessary encroachment
permit from Caltrans can be obtained (City staff will work with the applicant
on obtaining the necessary permits). In addition, the applicant will be adding
large trees along Riverside Boulevard and the proposed bike trail connection
from the levee to Riverside Boulevard. Staff has no objections to the
proposed building heights or locations based on the remoteness of the
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subject site and the proposed building setbacks from the adjacent two story
apartments, Riverside Boulevard and Interstate 5.
3.

Parking/Circulation
The subject site is located off of Riverside Boulevard. The section of
Riverside Boulevard that abuts this property curves as it goes under the 1-5
freeway corridor. Parking is not permitted along Riverside Boulevard
adjacent to the subject site (or within close proximity to the proposed
project). The Zoning Ordinance requires that parking be provided for all
developments.
The developer originally proposed to develop 326 parking spaces for the
project. As the development plans changed and the project was down-sized,
staff recommended that the applicant reduce the on-site parking in order to
create a larger landscape buffer along Riverside Boulevard. In response to
staffs request, the applicant reduced the parking to 278 spaces and
increased the 25 foot setback to 50 feet along Riverside Boulevard. The 50
foot setback will be developed with a minimum of 30 feet of landscaping, an
emergency access road/bike trail and a sidewalk. Large trees (a minimum
of four - 36 inch box trees) will be planted within the setback area in order to
reduce the visual impacts of the proposed parking lot.
The following table reflects the required parking and the proposed parking
for the project:

CAPTAIN'S TABLE MARINA PARKING SUMMARY
Land Use

Required Parking

Proposed Parking

126 Room Hotel

63 spaces

440 Seat
Restaurant

147 spaces - 1 space per 3
seats

160 spaces - 1 space per 2.75
seats

40 Berth Marina

20 spaces

- 1 space per 2
berths

23 spaces

- 1 space per 1.75
berths

Public Access
to the River

0 spaces

- no requirement

11 spaces

- all parking will
be available for
public use

Total Parking

230 spaces Required

- 1 space per 2
guest rooms

84 spaces

- 1 space per 1.5
guest rooms

278 spaces Proposed

As proposed 80 parking spaces will be located under the three hotel
buildings. These parking spaces will be available for use by hotel/marina
guests as well as persons accessing the river and/or bike trail. The spaces
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located under the building will be within the 100 year flood plain. As a result
of these spaces being located within the flood plain, the parking lot may flood
on occasion. During times of high water, the marina use will more than likely
not be in operation which will reduce the parking demand for the
development. In addition, staff has included conditions requiring the
restaurant to reduce seating when the parking lot floods in order to reduce
the parking demand (see Attachment 1) and to close off the under building
parking area .
4.

Building Design
The proposed hotel/marina development will consist of three buildings. As
proposed, there will be one-4 story building located in the center of two-3
story buildings (see Exhibit 1e). Proposed exterior building materials for the
buildings will include natural wood shingle siding and a light weight concrete
tile roof (similar in appearance to wood shingles). The east building
elevations submitted propose an open corridor along the building to provide
access to the individual units. To reduce freeway noise in the units and to
provide weather protection the applicant and staff have discussed enclosing
the open corridor. The applicant has agreed to fully enclose the corridor,
provide windows, decorative trim, and will utilize the same building materials
on the east elevation. In addition, all units will have operable balconies
overlooking the Sacramento River.

5.

Project Signage
Sign Regulations: The proposed development is located in the Flood (F)
Zone and Multiple Family (R-3) zone. All signage in the F Zone is subject to
the review and approval of the City Planning Commission. The Multiple
Family (R-3) zone allows a 16 square foot attached or detached sign not to
exceed six feet in height.
Detached Signage: The applicant is proposing to locate the monument
sign at the northwest corner of Riverside Boulevard and Captain's Table
Road adjacent to the parking lot (on the City owned parcel). As proposed
the sign would be approximately 60± square feet in area including the
architectural projection that is located in the center of the sign and will be
internally lit. The sign will be a single panel supported by two rock columns.
The applicant is requesting a Variance to allow the detached monument sign
to be greater than 16 square feet in area (see Exhibit 1i). With the exception
of locating a pole sign on the Flood (F) zoned parcel, there is no other
location on the site (due to the grade of the existing parcel) where a
monument sign would be visible from Riverside Boulevard. The proposed
sign will be the only detached sign identifying the development. As the
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applicant is not proposing additional detached signage on the F zoned
property, staff supports the applicant's request for signage.
Staff felt that the sign elevation submitted was not in keeping with the
aesthetic nature of the proposed project, the river or the adjacent residential
neighborhood. The applicant has agreed to revise the plans to incorporate
the following recommendations:
•

The maximum sign area will not exceed 48 square feet;
The sign will be indirectly lit (detached lighting that will shine onto the
monument sign; and
The sign will consist of individual letters and/or logos.

Staff has included conditions for the detached monument sign in the Notice
of Decision and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1).

Attached Signage: The applicant is proposing to construct two attached
signs which will be located on the hotel/restaurant building (the four story
building). One sign will be oriented towards the Interstate 5 freeway corridor
and Riverside Boulevard and the other sign will be oriented towards the
Sacramento River. The signs as proposed would be an internally illuminated
panel sign (see Exhibit 1j).
Staff felt that the sign elevation submitted was not in keeping with the
aesthetic nature of the proposed project, the river or the adjacent residential
neighborhood. The applicant has agreed to revise the plans to incorporate
the following recommendations:
The maximum area of the two attached signs shall not exceed 48
square feet per sign (96 square feet total); and
The signs shall consist of individual letters and/or logos which may be
internally illuminated.
Staff has included conditions on the attached signs in the Notice of Decision
and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1).
6.

Off-site Directional Signage
During several community meetings residents requested that appropriate
directional sig nage be required and reviewed with the development request.
In response to this request the applicant hired a sign contractor to analyze
the surrounding area and prepare an off-site sign plan for providing
directional signs to assist persons in locating the development. The sign
consultant prepared a plan recommending that six directional signs be
located along Sutterville, Riverside, and Seamas (see Exhibit 1k). The
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signage will not identify the project by name but will provide directional
information to the hotel, restaurant and marina facility (see Exhibit 11 for
sample signage).
Staff has reviewed the applicant's directional signage proposal and has
determined that the signage as proposed should assist in providing clear
directions to the development. As proposed the directional signs will be
located within City and State rights-of-way adjacent to freeway off-ramps and
roadways. The Sign Ordinance does not regulate off-site directional
signage. The applicant will be required to obtain encroachment permits from
the appropriate agencies (City or State) prior to locating the proposed
signage. City staff will assist the applicant in obtaining the necessary
encroachment permits.
D. Parkway Improvements/Amenities
As the site is designated as a Riverside Rest Area in the Sacramento River
Parkway Plan, staff has worked with the applicant on incorporating parkway
amenities into the project plans. The project has been conditioned to include the
following amenities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

A public restroom directly accessible from the bike trail;
A drinking fountain;
A picnic table;
Trash receptacles at the rest area and along the rivers edge;
Lighting;
Security;
Bicycle racks and lockers; and
Bike trail informational signage/kiosk.

The applicant has agreed to provide the above amenities and will also be
constructing a paved bike trail/emergency access road along the northern edge of
the property to provide direct access to/from Riverside Boulevard. In addition, the
applicant has agreed to provide easements along the levee which will allow for the
future bike trail connection to the south. Continuous bike trail access along the
Sacramento River was adopted as a Goal in the Sacramento River Parkway Plan.
PROJECT REVIEW PROCESS:
A. Environmental Determination
The Planning Division prepared an EIR for this project. The Draft EIR was released
for a 45-day public review period from November 3, 1998 through December 18,
1998. The project was noticed to a mailing list of approximately fifteen agencies,
five community groups and 600 interested persons.
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The DEIR analyses concluded that the project would result in significant impacts to
transportation and circulation, air quality, noise, soils and geology, drainage/
flooding/waterquality, biological resources, hazardous materials, cultural resources,
public services and utilities, and recreation and river-related impacts. Mitigation
measures were identified to reduce significant impacts to various levels including
reduced magnitude, significant and unavoidable and significant and avoidable.
Eighteen comment letters were received on the DEIR. Many of the comment
letters are from individuals who expressed concern over the amount of project traffic
and pedestrian and vehicle safety impacts due to the increased traffic. Other
comments expressed opposition to the hotel use and concern over the potential
loss of biological resources at the site.
We also received agency comment letters from Caltrans, SMAQMD, California
Department of Fish and Game, the California State Lands Commission and the
National Marine Fisheries Service. The main focus of concern of these letters, with
the exception of Caltrans, was impacts to biological resources including Shaded
Riverine Aquatic habitat (SRA), Swainson's hawk and several listed fish species.
Traffic
The traffic analysis concluded that the project would result in less than significant
near term traffic (vehicles) impacts and no mitigation was necessary. The Draft EIR
identified a significant unavoidable safety impact to the Sacramento River Bike Path
(Impact 6.1-2) due to vehicles backing into the bike path and several driveways
crossing the bike path.
As a result of comments on the Draft EIR, revisions to the site plan retain the
proposed Class III bike path, but significantly reduce potential safety impacts to
bicyclists and pedestrians by eliminating parking spaces that back into the bike
path and by eliminating all but one driveway that will cross the bike path. The
amended text of impact 6.1-2 in the Final EIR reflects the revised plan and the
reduction of the impact to a less than significant level.
The cumulative traffic (future plus project) analysis identified a significant
unavoidable impact to the Sutterville Road/I-5 southbound ramp. The addition of
project traffic would increase the average vehicle delay by more than five seconds
at the intersection of Sutterville Road/I-5 southbound ramp. The mitigation
measure for this impact is to signalize the intersection. Implementation of the
mitigation measure, construction of the signal, is dependent upon developing a
funding mechanism to pay for the signal. The applicant would be responsible for
funding approximately 17% of the cost to construct the signal. A funding
mechanism and funding to pay for the remainder of the cost to construct the signal
has not been identified; therefore, the construction of the signal is uncertain and the
impact remains significant and unavoidable.
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The Land Park Community Association (LPCA)letter suggests that signalization of
the Sutterville/I-5 Southbound intersection would exacerbate traffic congestion on
other roadway segments in the area. The LPCA suggests that improvements to the
I-51W-X interchange rather than signalization at Sutterville SB/I-5 would be a more
appropriate mitigation for traffic impacts at the Sutterville/I-5 SB intersection. Staff
conducted additional analysis to evaluate how improvements at the I-51W-X
interchange could reduce the volume of traffic at I-5/Sutterville Rd.. The . analysis
concluded that improvements at I-51W-X would not improve operations at I5/Sutterville and that a signal is still needed in the future year scenario.
Caltrans requests that the future impact to Sutterville/I-5 South not be considered
significant and unavoidable because the City should and could establish a funding
mechanism to pay for the remainder of the signalization costs not covered by the
applicant's fair share contribution. The DEIR states that the impact would remain
significant and unavoidable because a funding mechanism has not been identified
to cover the remainder of the signalization costs. The FEIR response states that
because there is no funding mechanism in place at this time to implement the
mitigation measure, there is no guarantee that the signal would be constructed.
However, the applicant will be required to contribute the project's fair share of
funding into a Capital Improvement Program to construct the signal, but the City
would still need to identify a source for the remainder of the funding. Therefore, the
impact remains significant and unavoidable

Biological Resources
The California State Lands Commission (SLC) commented on the DEIR indicating
that they cannot approve projects that cause Significant Unavoidable Impacts to
biological resources. Staff met with SLC staff and identified additional mitigation
measures for Shaded Riverine Aquatic Habitat (SRA)/Riparian Habitat and
Fisheries in the DEIR to reduce the impacts from Significant Unavoidable to
Significant Avoidable with mitigation. The final revised Biological Resources
Chapter 6.6 with new mitigation is included in its entirety in the FEIR. The
mitigation involves preparation and implementation of a SRA/Riparian Restoration
Plan to preserve and restore SRA and riparian habitat to prevent habitat
fragmentation and mitigate impacts to fish species.

Air Quality
The Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality District (SMAQMD) commented on the
level of significance for Phase 2 Construction (asphalt paving, operation of
stationary and mobile construction equipment and architectural coatings) impacts,
on boat emissions, and asked that additional mitigation measures be added to
reduce operational (vehicle emissions, roadway dust, and energy use) impacts.
City staff met with SMAQMD staff and proposed additional air quality analysis to
address SMAQMD concerns. The final revised air quality chapter 6.2 with new
mitigation is included in its entirety in the FEIR.
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Final EIR
The Final EIR contains responses to all comments received during the DEIR
comment period and any corrections/revisions to the Draft EIR. All project-specific
impacts are Significant and Avoidable with mitigation. The project will contribute to
Significant Unavoidable cumulative impacts to traffic, air quality, noise, biological
resources, and river traffic/marina development. The Mitigation Monitoring Program
and proposed Findings of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations for the
project are attached to the Planning Commission hearing staff report (see
Attachment 1, Exhibits la-ic). Staff recommends that the Planning Commission
certify the EIR.
B. Neighborhood/Business Association Comments
The current request for entitlements was routed to the following neighborhood and
business associations for comments:
•
•
•
•

Land Park Community Association;
Little Pocket Neighborhood Association;
Rosa Del Rio Homeowner's Association;
Sacramento River Parkway Advocates;
South Land Park Neighborhood Association;
South Sacramento Chamber of Commerce;
South Sacramento Neighborhood Coalition; and
Upper Land Park Neighborhood Association.

The Little Pocket Neighborhood Association submitted a letter on March 31, 1999,
requesting that the project be continued beyond the scheduled April 22, 1999,
Planning Commission hearing date. The Little Pocket Neighborhood Association
submitted another letter on April 29, 1999, requesting a second continuance.
These requests are included as Attachment 5.
Several of the associations indicated that they would respond but have not provided
formal comments. The comments received from the above associations are
included as Attachment 6.
C. Public Review/Involvement Process: As part of the legal noticing requirements, the
surrounding property owners within a 750-foot radius (only 500 foot is required, see
Attachment 9) of the proposed project have been notified of the proposed project
and the Planning Commission hearing. In addition, notice has been provided to
everyone who attended any of the community meetings (Approximately 450 notices
were mailed) and all commenting/responsible agencies.
Throughout the planning process staff and the applicant have worked to keep area
residents and interested citizens informed about the proposed project. The
following is a summary of the issues presented at the community meetings that
have occurred since the applicant first met with City staff about the project in 1995.
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August 3, 1995- Community Meeting at Belle Coolidge Community Center.
Approximately 140 people attended this meeting.
The issues raised at this meeting related to:

•

•

2.

Traffic impacts on the surrounding neighborhoods;
Height, bulk and massing of the buildings;
Whether or not launch facilities and parking will be provided for
marina users;
The nature and type of conference or banquet activities proposed on
the site; and
Possible alternative locations for the project.

October 11, 1996 - Community Meeting at Sam Brannan Middle School.
Approximately 100 people attended this meeting.
The issues raised at this meeting related to:
Traffic and parking;
Hotel ownership and management;
Restaurant hours and operations;
Whether or not the project could be built without the marina; and
How many employees.

3.

June 10, 1998 - Community Meeting at Sam Brannan Middle School.
Approximately 50 people attended this meeting.
The issues raised at this meeting related to:
Any development on the site;
Pedestrian and bicycle safety on Riverside;
Access to the site from Riverside and what type of signage would be
provided to direct guests to and from the facility;
Use of the City owned parcel for the hotel/marina parking; and
Noise.

After each of the community meetings the developer has revised the plans to
reduce the intensity of the project. Project conditions have been discussed with the
applicant that will require on-site security, large landscape setbacks, directional
signage and access to the site.
In response to a request from the Little Pocket Homeowner's Association, City Staff
met with representatives from the Association on Tuesday, May 18, 1999. The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss the project, explain the review process and
record the Association's concerns about the project. Staff has prepared a synopsis
of the meeting, which is included as Attachment 9.
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D. Project Issues
City staff and the applicant have met regularly during the three-year planning
process to identify impacts, consider project changes that could reduce impacts and
address neighborhood concerns, and to develop project conditions. Several letters,
a petition in support of the project and a petition in opposition to the project have
been received since the application was submitted. The petition in opposition to the
project is based on the applicant's original proposal, not the project being
considered. As the petition was included in the EIR and in the February 25, 1999,
review and comment report, staff has not attached it to this report. All other
neighborhood association and resident letters received have been included as
Attachments 7 and 8. In addition to the letters and petitions, staff has received
many calls expressing support and opposition to the project.
The following provides a brief explanation of the major issues associated with the
project and what has or will be done to mitigate these issues:
1.

Development of the Subject Site
Some area residents would prefer that no development occur on the project
site. The water front property (property west of the existing levee/Captain's
Table Road) is privately owned. In addition, the property owner owns an
additional parcel just east of the existing levee. Unless the City is willing to
purchase the privately owned parcels, some type of development will occur
on this site.

2.

Commercial Development of the Site
Some area residents are concerned about the type of commercial
development proposed. As described above the subject site was previously
developed with a restaurant and marina. This is the only large vacant site
along Riverside Boulevard between Seamas/Fruitridge and Captain's Table
Road. There are existing offices, care facilities, and retail establishments
currently located along this section of Riverside. Based on the existing
development and the limited amount of vacant land along Riverside
Boulevard, staff does not feel that commercial use of this site will result in
increased commercialization of the area.
Planning staff has considered residential alternatives (condominiums,
townhouses, and apartments) for this property. If the property was
developed with residential uses, public access through the site would be
limited or possibly eliminated and the adjacent City owned parcel would
probably remain vacant (the City does not currently have any plans to
develop this site which was acquired when Interstate 5 was put in). The
proposed project will provide public access to the river via walking trails, bike
trails and public parking (all parking will be open to the public). In addition,
the hotel and restaurant are public uses.
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3.

Traffic/Site Access
Some area residents are concerned that there will be a substantial increase
in the area traffic as a result of this project. A traffic study was conducted.
Mitigation measures identified in the study will be included in the project to
address traffic operations. In addition, off-site directional signs will be
located along Sutterville, Riverside and Seamas in appropriate locations to
assist motorists in locating the hotel/marina facility.

4.

Parking
Some area residents are concerned about the adequacy of the parking to be
provided for this project. The subject site is located off of Riverside
Boulevard. The section of Riverside Boulevard that abuts this property
curves as it goes under the 1-5 freeway corridor. Parking is not permitted
along Riverside Boulevard adjacent to the subject site (or within close
proximity to the proposed project). In order to insure that adequate on-site
parking is provided the applicant originally proposed to develop 326 parking
spaces. As the development plans changed and the project was downsized, staff recommended that the applicant reduce the on-site parking in
order to create a larger landscape buffer along Riverside Boulevard. As
proposed, the project will provide a 50-foot setback along Riverside
Boulevard with a minimum 25-foot landscape area to be planted with large
trees that will line the street.

Planning staff and the applicant have reviewed the notes from these meetings and
have tried to incorporate site plan changes and conditions to address access, bike
trail improvements, building design, signage and operational standards. The
applicant has agreed to all of the conditions included in the attached Notice of
Decision and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1).
E. Summary of Agency Comments
The project has been reviewed by several City Departments and other agencies.
The following summarizes the comments received:
1.

Public Works, Transportation Division
The following analysis was provided by staff from the Public Works,
Transportation Division:
The Draft and Final Environmental Impact Report for this project identified
a significant impact to the transportation/circulation system. An impact was
identified at the intersection of Sutterville Road and the Interstate 5
southbound ramp (year 2015). The impact at this intersection is a result of
the addition of project traffic to forecasted year 2015 traffic volumes. In the
year 2015, the intersection is expected to operate under stop and go,
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breakdown conditions (LOS F) with or without the project. The poor future
level of service projected at this intersection is based on the high amount of
average vehicle delay, which is expected to exceed 100 seconds per vehicle
that passes through the intersection. The EIR identified construction of a
traffic signal at this location as a measure that would potentially reduce the
impacts to a less than significant level. The EIR required the project to
contribute a fair share to the installation of a traffic signal at the intersection
to reduce the magnitude of the impact. The fair share is approximately 17%
of the cost of the signal and is to be collected prior to issuance of occupancy
permits. The impact was determined to be significant and unavoidable at
this time because the City currently has no funds, nor has it identified a
funding mechanism, to cover the remainder of the signalization costs.
In response to neighborhood concerns and comments received on the draft
El R, additional analyses, data collection and research was conducted. Major
neighborhood concerns revolved around the potential effects of additional
traffic on Riverside Boulevard from the proposed project. Concerns raised
by the neighborhood and responded to in the final EIR include: safety of
pedestrians crossing Riverside Boulevard, accident history along Riverside
Boulevard, sight distance on Riverside Boulevard approaching the
intersection at Captains Table Road, capacity of Riverside Boulevard, the
effect of additional traffic on local schools, and the assumed distribution of
project trips assigned to the Sutterville and Seamas interchanges. The
distribution did not assume that 100 percent of project traffic would travel via
any one interchange. Project traffic was assigned to 1-5 at both the Seamas
and Sutterville interchanges based on existing travel patterns, available
access, and direction to core areas. Depending on the origin and
destinations of trips, Seamas may be more convenient, however, driver
choices regarding convenience are also reflected in the existing travel
patterns, which is one of the pieces of information used in trip assignments.
2.

Utilities Department
The Utilities Department reviewed the proposed project and met with the
applicant. Conditions related to the required utility services, levee
maintenance and flood protection measures have been included in the
attached Notice of Decision and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1).

3.

Fire Department
The Fire Department reviewed the proposed project and met with the
applicant on several occasions. The Fire Department's concerns related to
marina access, adequate fire flows, emergency access to the site and fire
protection have been included as conditions of approval in the attached
Notice of Decision and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1).
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F. Subdivision Review Committee Recommendation
On February 17, 1999, the Subdivision Review Committee, by a vote of three ayes,
voted to recommend approval of the proposed tentative map to merge four parcels
including the abandonment of a portion of Captain's Table Road into two parcels
totaling 4± acres, subject to the conditions in the attached Notice of Decision and
Findings of Fact (Attachment 1).
PROJECT APPROVAL PROCESS: The Planning Commission has the authority to
approve or deny each of the entitlements indicated below. The Planning Commission
action may be appealed to the City Council. The appeal must occur within 10 days of
the Planning Commission action.
RECOMMENDATION: Planning staff has reviewed the proposed project and has
worked with the developer to address the issues that have been raised throughout the
planning process. The scale of the proposed project has been downsized in order to
provide compatibility between the proposed use and the adjacent two story apartment
projects. By utilizing natural wood shingles on the building, tile roofing, operable
balconies along the river side of the hotel, and breaking the development into three
buildings there is a residential appearance to the hotel structures.
This project will provide public access to the river, public parking, bike trail access to
Riverside Boulevard and bike trail access to the south of the proposed development
once the City acquires easements from the properties located south of the subject site.
The development as proposed is well designed hotel and marina project that will
promote activity along the Sacramento River. Planning staff is supportive of the
applicant's proposal to develop this property.
Staff recommends approval of the proposed project for the following reasons:
•

The project's consistency with existing General Plan and Sacramento River.
Parkway Plan policies which support the development of the site.

•

The proposed project has been redesigned to reduce the mass of the
buildings in order to create a more residential appearance to the project.

•

The applicant has reduced the number of restaurants from two to one and
the marina from 97 berths to 40 berths in an effort to downsize the overall
size of the development.

•

The retail/commercial development of this site will provide employment
opportunities and economic vitality on a lot that has remained vacant.

•

The proposed hotel, restaurant and marina development will provide
services currently not available within the immediate area.
;').5
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Staff recommends the Planning Commission take the following actions:
A. Certify the Environmental Impact Report (SCH97042085);
B Adopt the attached Resolution (Attachment 1, Exhibit la) approving the Findings
of Fact and Statement of Overriding Considerations (Exhibit 1b);
C. Adopt the attached Resolution (Attachment 1, Exhibit la) approving the Mitigation
Monitoring Plan (Exhibit 1c);
D. Adopt the attached Notice of Decision and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1)
approving the Tentative Map to merge four existing parcels including the
abandonment of a portion of Captain's Table Road into two parcels totaling 6.82±
acres;
E. Adopt the attached Notice of Decision and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1)
approving the Special Permit to allow a 126-room hotel and 128 parking spaces in
the Flood (F) zone;
F. Adopt the attached Notice of Decision and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1)
approving the Special Permit to allow a 40 berth marina on the Sacramento River
in the Flood (F) zone;
G. Adopt the attached Notice of Decision and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1)
approving the Special Permit to allow 150 of the proposed 278 parking spaces for
a proposed hotel/marina to be located off-site on an adjacent parcel;
H. Adopt the attached Notice of Decision and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1)
approving the Special Permit to allow a 150 space parking lot in the Multiple Family
(R-3) zone;
I.

Adopt the attached Notice of Decision and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1)
approving the Special Permit to allow 0.08± vacant acres in the Multiple Family
(R-3) zone to be utilized for outdoor recreation for a proposed hotel/marina; and

J.

Adopt the attached Notice of Decision and Findings of Fact (Attachment 1)
approving the Variance to allow a detached monument sign to be located off-site
at the northwest corner of Riverside Boulevard and Captain's Table Road

Report Prepared By,

Oa.„,,),/aKD

Dawn T. Holm, Associate Planner

Report Reviewed By,

Li(iktszsd--

Barbara L. Wendt, Senior Planner
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ATTACHMENT

Letters in Support of the Project
Ra-Cr

May 6, 1999
Sacramento Planning Department
do Dawn Holm
12311 Street 5-300
Sacramento, Ca. 95814

sa-me\-€-sno4(3..c-Qs Cciledea
LP-1 5,

Dear Dawn,
We are writing to you regarding the project at Captain's Table. We have
seen the plans and am very pleased to the progress of this project. We fully
support this project and welcome the Hotel and restaurant to our neighborhood.
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Business or residents of the Pocket Area who also &port this project:
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RECE/VED
DEC

Ms. Grace Hovey
Office of Environmental Affairs
1231 I Street
Sacramento CA 95814

I 8 1998

Olt ...
4k4virWENTO
MY

PLANNING DIVISION

DEIR (P96-013)
Dear 11/I. Hovey:
I have reviewed the DEW in detail, I recommend the project be
approved as planned with the following exceptions:
• The parking lot at the north end of the project be shifted
toward the river and to the east side of the existing bike path.-A
.,, _portion of this parking lot should be set a side for bike path users.
• The bike path connection to the existing facility to the north
be routed to the east of the above parking lot, follow along and out
side of the security fence and terminate at Captain's Table Road at
least 50 feet west of Riverside Blvd.
• A pedestrian path should connect the above bike path to
Riverside Blvd. neat the 1-5 overcrossing.
• The bike lockers be relocated Aeit to the bike path and near
0;;iSA.:
the above parking lot.
4.• The bikeways shown at thd:fte'ot •entrance and on Captain's
Table Road need to be redesigned, to 'Be. a .two-way pathway along the
south side of Captain's Table Road....".
My remarks on specific portions of the DEW are attached.
Sincerely,
tt•-7J

Charles E. Zell

1
•
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'
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CharlesE; Zell
Captain's Table DEIR comments, remarks and recommendations.
Address of the project is listed as 4350 Riverside Blvd. It should be
noted that Riverside Blvd. was relocated when Interstate 5 was
constructed over 20 years ago . The project fronts on Captain's Table
Road. The Sacramento City Planning Department failed to notify
the County Assessor of the street name change. In project
description the site is noted as "off of Riverside Blvd."
page 2-5 - Note that Alternative 1 "No Project" is not listed in the
summary table as no changes will take place. This is not a valid
assumption. The City of Sacramento removed the existing buildings.
Many trees are in poor condition and continue to deteriorate because
of neglect and vandals. The levee continues to deteriorate between
low water and the beam. The site is a public nuisance. It is unknown
what the degradation of the environment will have on habitats and
special plants, but from the observed deterioration to date, it is
significant.
The continued erosion of the levee is an impact to riparian habitat
and water quality. The levee and berm deterioration is not
considered to be serious by the State or Corps of Engineers because
it does not affect the levee integrity at this time.
Impact 6.1-3 - The validity of this finding is questioned. The traffic
study was based upon only a count for one day. As a frequent user of
this intersection, and as a professional traffic engineer, it appears
that when the counts were made,there were traffic conditions on 1-5
that caused people to leave the freg4ity at Sutterville Road. The
significance of this impact would justify additional traffic counts, and
no traffic signals should be recommended if they do not meet the
State and Federal wan-ants.
The DEIR does not addre8s the 1.d-17'4i-s1de Blvd./Seamas Ave.
intersection. This intersection has constantly been modified
improperly by the city. Turning movements made by the traffic
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consultant shows that the. major movement is the right turn onto
Riverside Blvd. The city modifications favor the west bound through
movement. -This directs traffic into the residential area rather that to
the north on Riverside Blvd. With the project the right turn will be
more important. This intersection should be redesigned to favor the
right turn and to discourage west bound through traffic that
residents object to and will be aggrieved by the hotel traffic
Mitigation Measure 6.1-3 - Further traffic studies are needed to
justify the traffic signal. It is difficult to see the proposed
development impact on this intersection.
Impact 6.1-2 - On Riverside Blvd. in the vicinity of the project there
are both Class II and III bikeways, and signs directing cyclists to use
the sidewalk. If the project is built or not, the bikeways need
modification for bicycle safety.
Planning the project with a bikeway on the levee crown and
extending it south limit of the project is inappropriate at this time.
The cost of acquiring the parkway right-of-way from unwilling
sellers will be very expensive and time consuming. The city cannot
afford to maintain existing bikeways. A bike path on the levee crown
through the project will create the maximum conflict with vehicles
and pedestrians.
Impact 6.2-1 - This impact ignores the no build alternative. The no
build alternative has air quality impacts when the weeds are plowed
under and lose dirt is left to blow on city property. Also there is dust
from the settlement left on the berm from flood water, and this impact
also applies to Alternative 3, the so called environmentally preferred
alternative.

:

Impact 6.3-13 - This impact ignores the no project alternative. The
no project alternative continues the existing traffic noise impact on
the Sacramento Yacht Club across the river and on properties south
of the project. As a resident south of the project the noise impact is
unacceptable at times. The project buildings will function to reduce
..=
the noise on nearby properties.
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Impact 8.4-2 - This impact also ignores the no project alternative.
The levee continues to erode below the level of the berm. The project
would correct this condition.
Impact 6.4-3 - The State Reclamation Board restricts construction on
the levee during the wet season. This impact should be reevaluated
under State regulations. Portions of this levee has been stabilized
with the recent urban levee project. Most, if not all, of the levee in
the project is considered to be a "wide" levee by state standards.
Impact 6.5-3 - This impact ignores the fact that all buildings will
have their floors at an elevation above the top of the levee. At this
location the water level for the design flood is at least five feet below
the top of the levee. The foundations of the building will not be
subject to scour during high-water. If the DEIR concepts were
applied to marinas, floating restaurants, apartments, etc. in the
Natomas area, none, of few would had been built.
Mitigation Measure 6.5-9 - It has been noted the city charge for
holding tank pump-out at Miller Park is higher that at any nearby•
marina. The City of Sacramento should have competitive or lower
charges to- discourage boaters from dumping their sewage in to the
river. This mitigation is meaningless in that no pump-out service is
included in the project.
Impact 6.5-10 - Since the sale of fuel is not included in the project,
this impact is not applicable.
Impact 6.5-11 - This impact ignores the no project alternative. The
site is constantly being littered, and the city does not clean up litter
at the site on public or private propQrty.
Mitigation Measure 6.6-2 - Any elderberry plants that need to be
relocated or new plants should be placed on the riverside of the levee
(19) on the Housing and Redevelopment Agency property at 1010
Rio Lane. This land is one parcel south of the project.
4
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Impact 6.6-10 - In reading this impact statement it appears that
nobody looked for Swainson's Hawks and other birds of prey nests.
The number of trees on the site would make a visual inspection very
easy.
Impact 6-6-13 - The no project alternative is ignored. The neglect
and vandal damage will result in the loss of trees if no project is
built. The mitigation measures for the project will produce better and
more future heritage trees and habitat for birds. In Table 3-1 the
existing trees are listed. Out of the 19, 7 are heritage trees. Out of
the 7 one is a pine and one is a Locust. A pine tree at this location
has reached maturity and its remaining life is limited. The Locus
tree is an undesirable tree because its wood is brittle and the tree
has thorns. City tree crews refuse to trim Locust trees. The
remainder are Cottonwoods which are plentiful along the river.
Impact 6.6-14 It should be noted that the city's water front project
just north of the Tower Bridge dredging going on in December 1998
is an impact like the proposed project, but was approved with a
negative decoration.
Impact 6.7-7 - The buildings on the site have been removed by the
City of Sacramento. This should be reflected in the final E.
Impact 6.10-1 - This impact ignores the boat traffic generated by the
marina that was operated previously at that site. Therefor; the
marina should be considered as a replacement rather than a new
facility. The 24% increase attributed to the marina appears to be an
over estimate when considering the number of berths at near by
marinas in Yolo county.
Mitigating measure 6.10-1 - It should be noted that the developer
and project owner do not have any legal authority to restrict or
control high speed water activities. This mitigating requirement is
unrealistic.
Impact 6.10-2 - This impact ignores the no project alternative.
Without the project there is no legal access to the river. The project
5
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provides quasi public access. If this (is a valid significant impact,
there would be no development along the river in the City of
Sacramento in the Nat,omas area.
Mitigation measure 6.10-2 - This measure should also include
appropriate signing showing the limits of public access. The parcel
just south of the project is privately owned and the public should be
so notified. This should not be the responsibility of the property
owner at 1015 Rio Lane when the city requires public access by the
project owner.
Cumulative Recreation And River-Related Impacts - This statement
implies that boaters are not human (people). Also see previous
comments on boating. Boating is an acceptable form of water
recreation. As the water level behind Folson dam will increasingly
fluctuate for flood control there is need for more recreational boating
on the Sacramento River. As a river front resident for 34 years I
have personally followed the changes in river boat traffic. The only
time that I have seen a significant number of boats in the vicinity of
the Captain's Table is when the Sacramento Yacht Club has a
parade. The validity of the State Lands Commission study is
questioned.
Project description - Where the word "condominium" is used it does
not agree with the public conception of a condominium , multiple
family housing. It is recommended that a footnote or some other
means be used to clarify the meaning of condominium.
See above remarks relating to the existing buildings which have
been removed by the City of Sacramento.
Hotel Information - It is my understanding that none of the hotel
room will have a window facing the freeway. This should be clarified
in the final EIR as it affects the freeway noise impact.
Marina Information - The DEIR is not consistent ag .to the number of
berths. 40, 41 and 40+ are used. If it is not clear as to the eiiikt
number, "approximately 40 " should be consistently used. It is clearly
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stated that no fueling or pump-out facilities will be provided.
Discussions of these under impacts and mitigation's is superfluous.
Figure 3-1 - Bike path location as shown is unsatisfactory. It crosses
too many roadways and ends at an extremely poor and dangerous
location on Riverside Blvd. At this location the bikeway on Riverside
Blvd. is routed on a narrow sidewalk. Also Riverside Blvd. is on a
curve and under 1-5 which seriously restricts sight distance due to
the curve and lighting conditions make cyclists very difficult to see.
The northern parking lot should be shifted toward the river and the
bike path routed on the east side of it. The bike path should then
follow along and outside of the security fence to an intersection with
Captain's Table Road al least 50 feet from Riverside Blvd. For safety
reasons there should be a bicycle stop sign there. Then proceed as a
Class II bike lane. This arrangement would eliminate conflicts with
vehicles on the site and minimize conflicts on the streets.
If the bike path is to be used by emergency vehicles, it needs to have
a structural section that will carry a heavy fire truck. Without out
adequate strength, it would take only one truck movement to
damage the path in wet weather.
There should be a short pedestrian path (no bicycles) connecting the
bike path to Riverside Blvd. near the end of the 1-5 overcrossing.,
This would conform with existing use.
The relocated parking lot should be set aside in part for bike path
users. The bike lockers shown at the south end of the project should
be moved to near the above mentioned parking lot. The lockers
would be used by regular users of the bike path for storage of their
bikes. Where bike lockers are shown near the rest rooms and bath
house there should be bike racks as the users of the resort facilities
do not need lockers for the temporary parking of bicycles.
The bike ways shown at and near The project entrance and along
Captain's Table Road are not a good design. To minimize conflicts
with vehicles and function in a safe way, the bikeway needs to be for
7

two-way traffic and be located only on the south side of Captain's
Table Road. This can be accomplished by widening thinned
extending the existing sidewalk to at least eight feet.
Figure 3-2 - The trees shown in the parking lots will provide only
token shade. Large shade trees are needed and they will enhance
the bird habitat.
Environmentally Superior Alternative - I do not concur with the
reasons given in the DEIR.
• The report only stipulates the habitats impacts. There is no
factual information as to what wildlife actually inhabits the project
site. The present physical condition of the project site is ignored.
• Although there is an Elderberry bush on the property, there
is no factual data that there or has been any VELB on the site.
There are numerous Elderberry bushes along the Sacramento River
between the Captain's Table and Pocket Canal.
• The Sacramento River Parkway Plan shows development at
the project site compatible with the project. The policy statements in
the Parkway and Greenway plans are so broadly stated it is difficult
to apply them to a specific project without a tot of suggestive
reasoning.
• The analysis of flood risk includes erroneous reasoning and
had not been subject to a detailed engineering analysis.
Chapter 6 only gives definitions. No facts or conclusions are present.
The Chapter title is misleading.
I have not review the report beyond this chapter.
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December 16 199Et
Sacramento Planning Department
d/o Dan Holm
1231 I:Street 5-300
Sacramento, Ca. 95814

pear Dawn,
• I am writing to you regarding the pr . :ct at aptfiln's table. I have seen the
plans and am very pleased to the prog ss of this ptoJect. I fully support this
project and welcome the Hotel and rest urant o mY, very neighborhood. I am a
resident of the Pocket area and a mem er of dihineie Greek, Bible Church..
. •
•

Sincerely,
tiK 0
Walter Pang
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Dawn Holm
City Planner
12311 Street. Rm. 300
Sacramento, CA 95814

RECEIVED
OCT 20 1998
PLANNING SERVICES

Dear Ms. Holm,
I had a chance to review Bob Leaches Captain's Table Resort Marina Project. It really
sounds exciting. The location would be perfect for an upscale resort. I live ia the immediate area and find that area now to be a real eyesore.
My husband and I grew up in the Land Park_ area, went to the local schools, and now are
raising our family here. I remember when my parents on Sundays would take the family to
dinner on the river. The name of the restaurant was called "The Captains Table."We
always saw neighbors and friends dining and enjoying the river.
We belong to a swimming and tennis club in the area. I have discussed this project with
them many times. They are very excited about having the resort built. Cik‘xil-Le- ri•-ert•- •
The overall consensus is they liked the idea having an upscale resort in the vicinity.'
We are hopeful that the City Planning Department will give this project a two thumbs way
up.
Thank you,
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6170 Wycliffe Way
Sacramento, CA 95831
11.August98

RECE WED

City of Sacramento Planning Commission,
c/o Dawn Holm
1231 I Street, Suite 100
Sacramento, CA 95814

AUG 1

7 1998

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
CITY PLANNNG DIVISION

RE: Project P96-013
Dear Commissioners,
We are writing to support the development of a hotel, restaurant and marina at Captain's
Table Road as it was presented to the community on 10.June.98. There have been significant
improvements to the proposal since its first design was revealed about two years ago,
including a decrease in scale [both room numbers and marina size) and increased bicycle
amenities.
This property has been blighted and underused for the ten years we have lived in the area.
Perennial litter and broken glass (even since the road has been blocked off) point to unsavory
activities that have been occurring at the site under cover of dark. Yet the river view is a
wonderful resource that should be enjoyed by the community. We have always hoped that a
development with river amenities and public access would be placed on the site. This idea is
much preferrable to condominiums or other 'gated' facilities.
We pass through the area multiple times per week on our bicycle commute home from work.
We envision stopping at the restaurant on our way home from work, for weekend breakfast
or as a place where out of town visitors can stay...without having to go downtown.
In terms of design, the most important features for us are bicycle routes through the property
that provide easy access down to Riverside Blvd. from the levee and the availability of bike
parking near the restaurant entrance. Landscaping in the parking lot to prevent a large urban
heat island and that enhances the 'river feeling' will add significantly to the sense that this is a
getaway and not a tourist area. Emulating Old Sacramento with large wooden structures and
minimal vegetation would not be desirable...nor would park-like lawns...rather, the use of river
rock, ornamental grasses and trees would create a peaceful atmosphere. The effect of
glaring lights that would highlight the parking lot are a concern for both neighbors and drivers
on 1-5 that should be thought out carefully.
We are aware that there are concerns by the neighbors about traffic and noise. We feel that
as long as the restaurant is not bringing in rowdy bands that the impact won't be much
different than condos or other dense development that might be placed on the site. .
Thank you for consideration of this worthy project.
Sincerely,

Pifilk+L
Molly Penberth & Stuart Baker

am a

Folsom Chamber of Commerce
200 tool Street
Folsom California 95630
(316) i85-2698

• May 8, 1997

Dawn Holm
Associate Planner
Planning & Development Department
City of Sacramento
1231 I Street, Room 300
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Mr. Robert Leach
Dear Dawn:
It has recently come to my attention that Robert Leach is proposing a riverfront project in the
City of Sacramento.
On behalf of the Folsom Chamber of Commerce I wanted to take this opportunity to impress
upon you our appreciation of both Mr. Leach and his hotel, Lake Natoma Inn. Mr. Leach and his
partners have been extremely supportive of the local businesses and the Folsom Chamber of
Commerce. His generosity through donations and complimentary rooms has been exemplary.
Mr. Leach has on numerous occasions demonstrated that he is an excellent corporate citizen and
a fine gentlemen.
Should you have any further questions, please feel free to call me.

SEPH P. GAGLIARDI
Executive Director
JPG/sam
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Attachment 7
Letters in Opposition
of the Project

k-IEQA-e-d

We the undersigned residents of the "Little Pocket" area (bordered by I-5 on the east and the
Sacramento River on the west, on the north by the junction oft-5 and Riverside Blvd., and on the south
by the junction of 35 th Ave. and Riverside Blvd.) object strongly to the plans to build and develop a
hotel and marina resort at the river front property formerly known as the "Captain's Table."
This project is contrary to logical city planning—placing a high impact 126 room suite hotel,
a restaurant and bar seating 400 people, a 40 berth marina, and paved areas to accommodate
278 parking places—in an area planned as a parkway and ecological preserve.
If the Planning Commission recommends approval of the hotel/ marina in spite of the many "significant
and unavoidable" impacts to the river, the levee, the natural biology, and the residential neighborhood,
we will continue to work to halt this inappropriate, large commercial development in our area.
(This petition was approved for circulation by the Little Pocket Neighborhood Association at its meeting
on May 19, 1999.)
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3/1/99
- hello Dawn,

Re: Captain's Table Marina (96-0133)
I hoped, by now, the above project would have been settled
Of the hundreds of people that want the whole project sorer:one&
Reasons being-1. An increase of noisy traffic on and around Riverside Blvd.
This Blvd. is a one lane going north and one lane going south.
A bike lane on both sides, R.T. and bus stops and area traffic
is now becoming a problem. We don't need any more.
2. I heard that two more hotel/motes are going to be built just a few
miles north of the above, also on the river. What makes Mr. Bob Leach
say that the south area needs this hotel/motel. No one living in
this area is going to support it. This is a residental sectionlnorth
south, east and west just falls in the river:
3.. Let us leave this little plot of ground to NATURE. Developers are
gobbling up every foot of land with their gready hands. Yes, remove
the unsightly buildings that are there now, but leave it clean
and untouched by further building so that all of us can enjoy the
beauty of the beach, plants, birds and animals. •
The old saying "You can't fight City Hall" —unless you have millions of
dollars backing you must be true. As we do not have fininciar-backing to support
our cause, all we can do is hope and nray that all of you that are in favor of
this nroject will reconsider your thinking and will do all in your nower to reject
and ston the

construction of

the Marina. Also, I doubt that any of you live in,

this area. Your residence is probably miles away from the problems that will
occur during, if and when it is approved.
A nrompt reply will be appreciated and thank you for your time and consideration.
Res eclfully

Shirley Rogers
5438 Dorset Way
Sacramento, CA 95822

. Dawn Holm
Office of Environmental Affairs
Dear Ms. Holm,. •
Re: Captain' s Table marina- and
Resort Hotel Project (P96-;013)
The people living in the immediate and surrounding area of
the above have protested this development from May one".
Traffic, noise, air qualitr will be a huge 'Problem.
Blvd. is a very narrow at. RT busses, bike lanes on both sides,
resident drivers, and when there is a traffic problem on 14-5 it
is diverted to !Riverside 8lY014. Combine all these current problems:
with the additional increased traffic and noise from the above.
Resort and there will be a large majority from the residents-in
this area that will continue their protest. Legally, of course.
rand developers continue to gobble up every inch of land left in
. . .

_.........._
Sacramento. Can't this little section of natures ' Own,The: left alcine .
. . . .
... .
. .
. .
'
to -Provide a • home • for . all- the wildlifeAhat -noW---Livesi-there.n7-71-?:--_,
IL mOrister•hotel
This is a very scenic area by the river . and to )11ild.
. .

on this area borders sacrilege:
Please, unanimously reject the above development.
Thank
0921p^.42_,)

Cpy. to Grace Hovey

Shirley Rogers
. 5438 poriet-ilay:
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RECEIVED
JUN 1 6 1998
CM OF SACRAMENTO
CRY PLANNING DIVISION

AatAi4J-

WILLIAM H. & DEBORAH M. BLUCHER
1030 PIEDMONT DRIVE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95822-1704
(916) 444-5723

RECD DEC 18 1998
Planning arid Development
(Planning Division)
1231 I Street, Room 300
Sacramento, C/1 95814

December 14, 1998

GRACE HOVEY
CITY OF SACRAMENTO
NEIGHBORHOODS, PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
1231 I STREET, ROOM 300
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
Re: Environmental Impact Report-Captains Table Marina and Resort Hotel Project (P96-013)
Dear Ms. Hovey,
After reviewing the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) on the Captains Table
Project, we were struck by the insignificant emphasis placed on what have been classified as
"Unavoidable Impacts of the Proposed Project."
In the Summary section, it is stated that "Unavoidable impacts are significant
environmental impacts which cannot be feasibly mitigated, reduced or avoided." The
"Unavoidable Impacts" resulting from this project include damage not only to the 'Shaded
Riverine habitats and special aquatic species," but also "cumulative air quality, traffic and
habitat conditions" to the Little Pocket residential area in which we live. What we conclude
from reading this is that both the Sacramento River and the immediate area surrounding this
development and the residents of both will just have to learn to live with the degradation of
our environment resulting from this development. The cumulative effect of all of these
"Unavoidable Impacts* resulting from the Captain's Table project does not seem to be fully
developed in the EIR. This project is going to turn the area we live in from a "neighborhood"
to a "business district" This is unacceptable to the current occupants of the "neighborhood"
and the Sacramento River (or would be if they could speak for themselves).
In the document you have included the petition signed by 208 residents of the
immediate area expressing their displeasure with the impact this project will have on their
quality of life. You have also included a few letters from people who live both inside and
outside the immediate neighborhood indicating support for the project. I do not think those
letters from people outside the area should have any bearing on your decision to let the project
go forward and should not be included in the EIR. Those letters of support from within the
area seem are being driven mainly by the need to do "something" with the eyesore that exists
there now. Anything, regardless of the negative impact upon our neighborhood, seems to be
better that what we have now. That is a disastrous reason to go forward with a project such as
this and should not be taken seriously.

at-19

One alternative which has never been seriously considered and is not properly
addressed in this EIR, is to have the current owner of the property clean up his property at his
own expense and eliminate this public nuisance and eyesore which he has allowed to his
property to become. It seems to me that Alternative 1: No Project comes close to suggesting
the area could be left open for public use but it does not develop the idea thoroughly enough
for real consideration. Acquisition of this property by the City of Sacramento through
condemnation proceedings and development of this area along with the area already owned by
the City into a public park should be given some additional recognition as an additional
alternative to the proposed project in the EIR.
We appreciate being given the opportunity to comment on this EIR and hope that our
ideas will be given some consideration in any decision for the Captains Table Marina Project.

Very truly yours,

aS\ \S'\ tC \),
WILLIAM H. BLUCHER

DEBORAH M. BLUCHER

5

RECEIVED
DEC 1 6

1998

CITY OF SAvAMENTO
CITY PLANIMG
DIVISION

To: Grace Hovey
City of Sacramento
1231 I Street, Rm 300
Sacramento, CA 95814

December 14, 1998

SUBJECT: Captains Table Hotel / Marina / Restaurant Project

The residential neighborhood west of the 15 / Seamas Avenue interchange
is the scene of many lost and often confused motorists as evidenced by the
frequent "U" Turns and volume of vehicles circling throughout the
neighborhood.
Adding to this confusion is the obscure Riverside Blvd., the road that
would provide access to the "Project." Riverside Blvd. is located
immediately adjacent to the interchange making it difficult for motorists to
locate. Various attempts to improve its visibility and identify its location
by street signage and pavement markings has been attempted throughout
the years.
I do not support this project. In my opinion it will complicate the existing
traffic condition and increase vehicle congestion, noise and compromise
safety. Additional traffic (many lost) entering this "NO SERVICES',
residential neighborhood by Hotel/Marina/Restaurant service trucks and
vehicles of patrons, guests and visitors would be detrimental to nearby
residents.

Little Pocket Neighborhood Resident .

A51

RECD DEC]. 5 1998
December 13, 1998
Grace Hovey
City of Sacramento
Neighborhoods, Planning and Development Services Department
Planning Services Division
Office of Environmental Affairs
1231 I Street, Room 300
Sacramento, CA 95814
Ms. Hovey:
I joined with my neighbors to circulate the petition (included in the
draft EIR) objecting to the Captain's Table Marina and Hotel being
built in our neighborhood. A careful reading of the EIR has supported
our contention that the property at 4350 Riverside Boulevard is an
inappropriate location for this large commercial developement.
As only one example to support this premise, in Chapter 6.6,
Biological Resources, page 6.6-16 states the harm this project would
have on the ". . . reparian corridor along the Sacramento River." The
report continues on page 6.6-17 that even if only the hotel was built,
. . .the impact is still considered significant. . . •"
As the EIR'continues, even more "significant harm" to the habitat and
the river is documented. While I am glad that the report supports the
environmental damage to the site, the effect of the proposed project
would also cause "significant harm" to our neighborhood. I have
attached a map of this area to illustrate a point; that use of the
land for overnight transient traffic is far out of context to the
established use of surrounding residential land.
I hope the planning Department and the City Council will--after
studying the facts in the EIR and considering the strong neighborhood
feelings against this project--deny the builder a permit to build on
the land at 4350 Riverside Boulevard. Thank you for your time in
listening to our concerns.
Sincerely,

Carol R. Klein
917 Seamas Ave.
Sacramento, CA 95822
(916) 446-1184
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Anthony G. Munso
Virginia D. Munso
5421 Dorset Way
Sacramento, CA 95822

RECEIVED
DEC 1 1998
CITY OF

.a4CFIAMENTO
CITY PLANN;NG DIVISION

December 17, 1998

Grace Hovey
City of Sacramento
Neighborhoods, Planning and Development Services Department
Planning Services Division
Office of Environmental Affairs
1231 I Street, Room 300
Sacramento, CA 95814

Re: Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel Project
Dear Ms. Hovey:
We have reviewed the E1R for the Captain's Table Marina and Resort Hotel. We
are appalled at the lack of Concern the city has for safety or quality of life in the
neighborhoods. It is very obvious this report was prepared with the preconceived
idea to approve the project, not evaluate it. We had been told Mr. Leach has been
bragging since January 1998 that he has all the approvals for the project and he'll
start work in January 1999. Even though Mr. Leach and the city deny the project
has been approved, officially or unofficially, all signs are pointing to the fact the
city and the developer lied; the project has been approved under-the-table. I am
not surprised a developer would lie about a project, but the city? That's
outrageous. You're supposed to be representing us, not deceiving us.
When we first read of this project, our thought was of a possible traffic problem.
As we attended each of the community meetings we became more concerned
because the city and the developer were not really addressing the traffic issues,
among others. As we left each meeting, we had the impression the city was
withholding information and allowing the developer to say anything he desired, true or not. The meetings weren't public forums, they were rehearsed sales
pitches. Now I see why. The petition circulated to oppose the project contains- signatures of at least half the residents of the area and that was before the city
disclosed its estimate of over 2,100 additional vehicles on Riverside. I wonder
how many more would now sign that petition if they were informed of that
figure? How many more vehicles will be added when support businesses are
established in the area?

We find it remarkable that your figures show over a 50% increase in traffic on
Riverside Boulevard, yet you only mention the intersection of Sutterville and 1-5
as a problem area. You hardly mention that the project is in a residential area
where Riverside and Seamas are the only accesses to the neighborhoods. You
make no mention of the dangers to those wishing to cross Riverside to ride an RT
bus or the vehicles driving thorough the neighborhoods attempting to find
shortcuts around the traffic backed up at Riverside and Seamas. You make no
mention of the danger whenever vehicles are at the intersection of Captains Table
Road and Riverside and that the intersection will not be visible to vehicles coming
south on Riverside around the curve under the freeway. We have come to the
conclusion these issues are not addressed because you admit in the report that you
cannot do anything to relieve the traffic problem so we will just have to live with
it. Your solution is to downplay problems with statistics that are easily
manipulated and mean nothing to us. We always question statistics that conflict
with common sense.
You make no mention of the possibility of increased crime in the area. Since our
secluded area will now be noticed by outside elements, this becomes very likely.
You also make no mention of the impact the traffic will have on South Land Park
Drive, the two schools located to the north of the project on Riverside Boulevard,
a day care center to the south on Riverside, or the two schools to the south on off
of Karbet Way.
We are most shocked the city is actually endorsing a project that will fall victim
to flooding and possibly cause flooding in the area. Over the years the city and
county have continually approved development in flood plain areas and now the
main protection against flooding has become the levees. Numerous officials,
government and private, have been voicing their concerns that the city and county
are placing too much reliance on the levees for flood control. Flood control
should involve a combination of several protections, not just one. Now the city
has gone so far as to endorse a project that will jeopardize the integrity of the
levee by building on the area between the levee and the river. Since the Bureau of
Reclamation regulations do not allow inhabited dwellings to be built in that area,
your solution is to look for a loophole in that the underground parking area is the
area falling into danger therefore a permit may be issued. Since when is a parking
area uninhabited? Do cars park themselves? We find it very distressing that the
restriction was created as a safety issue and you are offering a solution to get
around the restriction and at the same time admitting it would not be a safe area.
Your solution for the city to avoid possible liability is to require every owner of
the project property to sign a waiver that they will not hold the city liable if
flooding should occur. Let's get this straight, the city is willing to permit the - —
building of a structure that they know will not be safe and they intend to get
around that by requiring a waiver of liability? A waiver will not matter when the
city knowingly allows an unsafe situation to occur. Is this how the city does

business? We can guarantee you if our area is flooded and that area is involved,
the city will absolutely be included in our lawsuit.
The reality is this project does nothing for the neighborhood or Sacramento. It
increases traffic in a residential area, which always lowers property values; it
makes traffic a serious safety issue to the residents; it increases the chance of the
levee being weakened and more susceptible to flooding.
The hotel is located too far from downtown to be of any benefit to that area and it
is not located near anything else to be a viable venture. The city is also throwing
money around in other projects, such as $13 million for a hotel at the Public
Market (which the city admits will create a traffic safety issue-sound familiar?),
so what guarantees are being made by the city in this project? That question was
asked at the last neighborhood meeting and the city tried to skate around the
answer. It's time to answer the question.
It's very obvious this report is an attempt to make this project look as attractive as
possible, but the overall impression this report leaves us with is that the project
will bring very little, if any, in the way of benefits and will create safety problems
that cannot be remedied. Is this the type of project we want in our neighborhood?
Should we lower our standards to accept a poor project that could ruin the area
forever or wait and require the city to come up with an acceptable project? We
say wait for a good project and not accept something that, once built, could ruin
the area permanently. There's too much at stake.
Does anyone in the city have a conscience and the integrity to oppose this project
and demonstrate that the city does care about its residents and neighborhoods?

Sincerely,

Anthony G. Munso

c)56

MARC AND ROSALIE DVORAK-REMIS
970 CASILADA WAY
SACRAMENTO, CA 95822
448-3247

RECEIVED
DEC 1 8 1998
CITY OF SACRAMENTO
CITY KANNINO on/14N

December 15, 1998

Grace Hovey
City of Sacramento
Neighborhoods, Planning and Development Services Dept.
Planning Services Division
Office of Environmental Affairs
.
1231 I St.- Room 300
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Ms. Hovey,
We are responding to the city's request for comments on the Draft EIR for the Captain's Table Marina and Resort
Hotel Project (P96-013). We opposed this project from its inception and we have not changed our minds after
reading the EIR. There is little that is positive about a commercial development which carves a giant scar into
the neighborhood and daily disrupts a peaceful pocket of the city of Sacramento. This is a quiet well-established
community in a scenic and beautiful bend of the river, an area with a rich and diverse biological community as
well as a human community. This project is simply not a good fit with its environment
We note in the EIR that threats to many of the qualities which we love about this area cannot be mitigated,
specifically the biological resources. Also of major concern is the transportation impact Although the study
concludes the transportation impact is less than significant, that is very difficult to believe when you live in the
area and drive, walk, and bike its streets every day. We do support Alternative 1, No Project, mainly because we
feel that the land is best left as close to its natural state as possible. Its open space is an attractive area to a highly
urbanized community and should be left that way.
We are very concerned that the developer and the city continue to pursue a project of this size and density when the
neighborhood has clearly given it a resounding NO. Rest assured that if development is approved we will join our
neighbors in taking action to halt this inappropriate, large commercial development in our neighborhood.
Thank you for your attention to our response. Please keep us informed about any future developments regarding
this matter.
• Sin ely,

Rosalie Dvorak-Remis

Marc D. Remis
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IIECE-,1119ED
DEC 2 1 1998
ANTONIA BARRY & DAVID GONZ4LEZ
1031 APOLLO WAY
SACRAMENTO, CA. 95822

crry.ptA-NviiimENT0
iNcolvistoN

December 18, 1998
Grace Hovey
City of Sacramento
Office of Environmental Affairs
1231 I Street, Room 300
Sacramento, Ca. 95814
Subject: Captain's Table Marina Resort EIR
Dear Ms. Hovey:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above named EIR. We have the
following comments.
Traffic
Page 3-2 of the EIR specifically lists concerns of area residents raised at public meetings.
Yet these concerns are not addressed in the analysis. Pedestrian and bicycle safety on
Riverside Boulevard is listed as a "major concern". Page 3-3 states that on-going traffic
monitoring programs will be in effect. However, these programs will occur with or
without the project. The EIR does not address the added traffic from the project on
pedestrian and bicycle safety.
Page 6.1-17 of the ElR notes that the project will generate 2,111 new trips per day. It is
logical to assume that half these trips will use Riverside Boulevard to access 1-5 at
Seamas. Although the traffic study indicates that the Sutterville interchange will
accommodate 35% of the trips north, traffic models assign trips by distance and time.
What is not taken into account is convenience. The Seamas interchange is much more
convenient since it has fewer turns and no loop ramps. Virtually all the residents of the
little pocket use the Seamas interchange even though the Sutterville interchange may be
closer in miles. This amount of traffic, while not sufficient to exceed thresholds of.
significance at that location, will nonetheless impact the pedestrian crossing on Riverside
.Boulevard at Casilada Way. That pedestrian crosswalk serves the freeway overcrossing
for students at both John Cabrillo Elementary School and Sam Brannan Middle School.
Many of the Brannan students use the bus stop on Riverside Boulevard.
The EIR limits the traffic study to signalized intersections. Yet the crosswalk serves
students at many different times of day depending on school schedules and bus schedules.
My children attend both schools and walk or ride bikes there every day. They report that
it is very difficult to cross Riverside Boulevard in the morning. While I realize that

speeding drivers that do not recognize crosswalks is an enforcement problem, I also
believe that 1,000 additional trips on this street will significantly compound this problem.
If this project is approved, the City should require that the developer install a
pedestrian signal at this location. Installation of a signal should not be delayed if a "fair
share" payment is required. This would delay a safety measure that is needed now and
will be significantly exacerbated by this project. In addition, all hotel brochures should
direct guests to use the Sufterville interchange when accessing the site. This may
reduce short-term guests from traveling on Riverside Boulevard.
Page 6.1-10 of the EIR states that the 1976-77 Bikeway Master Plan was updated in
1993. This is incorrect. The EIR for that project specifically stated that it was not an
update. I believe the correct title of that document is the 1993 City/County Sacramento
Bikeway Master Plan.
Growth Inducing Impacts

Having attended all of the public meetings on the proposed project, the ElR appears to
have omitted a significant concern voiced by many of the area residents: that of growth
inducement in the immediate neighborhood. The small commercial areas that exist on
Riverside Boulevard between Seamas and the project site are considered small family
owned operations and acceptable in scale and service to the area. It is important to note
that these areas were zoned commercial prior to the construction of I-5. Therefore, just
because they are zoned commercial does not mean that any use allowed in that zone
would necessarily be appropriate for the neighborhood now. Jim's Market, for example,
now houses a Jazzercise classroom, a small family business and a barber shop. A market
that size or even a convenience store would not be appropriate in the neighborhood, yet it
might be considered given the added demand from the new project. Thus, the analysis
given on page 7-1 is too general and does not address the issues in the area. As noted in
the CEQA quote on that page, an ElR should "...discuss the characteristic of some
projects which may encourage and facilitate other activities that could significantly affect
the environment, either individually or cumulatively....". .
Out-dated zoning that does not recognize neighborhood changes in the past 20 years
should be acknowledged. The little pocket should be protected from increased zoning
regardless of the historical land use zones in place.
We are opposed to this project in this location. The alternative docks location analyzed in
the RR is far superior. However, should this project be approved, we request that a
pedestrian signal be installed on Riverside Boulevard at the freeway overcrossing.
Sincerely,
"t-i- tx4Acr-6"A2Antonia Barry
David Gonzalez
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DATE: MARCH 8, 1999
Bob & Susan Yeager
936 Roeder Way
Sacramento, Ca 95822
Grace Hovey
City of Sacramento
Neighborhoods, Planning and Development Services Dept
1231 I Street
Sacramento, Ca 95814

RE: IMPACT OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT (P96-013) CAPTAINS TABLE MARINA AND
RESORT HOTEL PROJECT.
Dear Ms Hovey;
Although I have not had any previous correspondence with your department I have been active in attending
numerous meetings regarding the CAPTAINS TABLE PROJECT. At the last meeting February 25, 1999
my wife, Susan, attended and felt that the project was going to be approved even with all of the problems
enumerated by all citizens and many by regulatory agencies. I then contacted Ms Dawn Holm of the City
Planning Commission staff and she said the same thing.
IT IS HARD FOR US TO BELIEVE THAT WITH ALL OF THE PROBLEMS THAT SURROUND
THIS PROJECT THAT ITS APPROVAL WOULD BE SO SURE!!!
At every meeting in our neighborhood the majority of the people attending were against the project. It
would appear that this kind of neighborhood input means nothing. Regardless of what studies you look
at traffic has increased dramatically year after year in this area without this project and with this project
it will do irreparable damage to our neighborhood and the surrounding area including the river and levees.
As 1-5 becomes more congested commuters take to the service streets in their daily commutes to and from
work. In this case Riverside Blvd becomes the next alternative. Anyone that thinks the majority of drivers
are going to use the Sutterville Road offramp to get to this project is not living in the real world. The
Sutterville onramp is the major gateway from 1-5 to the Land Park residential area, the park itself (Zoo,
Fairy Tale Town, Golf and other attractions at the Park). Adding another reason to get off 1-5 here would be
traffic suicide. The next offramp (Seamas Ave) is a much quicker route to the proposed project but it is
already overused. Besides being the primary route in and out of our area (the Little Pocket area) it is the
truck route for Freeport Blvd merchants, and USPS for the South Land Park station. Our two area schools,
Sam Brannen and John Cabrillo are one block from 1-5 and Sam Brannen has twelve busses using this offramp in the morning and evening, John Cabrillo already has major traffic headaches regarding
CHILDRENS safety at those same hours.
A neighborhood group is going to be meeting in our area to fight this development. It is hard to believe
that the city would help to put a development where it definitely should not be. I am not against growth or
Development but putting a project where it should not be is not the kind of development this or any other
City needs.
S.
°VeX
Bob Yeag
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ATTACHMENT 11
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
AND ANALYSIS TO THE EIR

CAPTAIN'S TABLE MARINA AND RESORT EIR ADDITIONAL PROJECT
INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS CEQA GUIDELINES SECTION 15088.5
AUGUST 1999
Introduction
The Captain's Table project was approved and the EIR certified by the City Planning
Commission on May 27, 1999. The project approval and EIR certification was appealed
to City Council. On July 26, 1999, at a meeting between the developer and the appellants,
the developer agreed to modify the project.
The additional information and analysis set forth in this document is intended to describe
the revisions proposed by the developer, and pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15088.5, to augment the analysis contained in the Captain's Table EIR to address the
potential impacts associated with the proposed revisions.
Pursuant to Section 15088.5 of the CEQA Guidelines, new information, including changes
to the project as well as additional data or other information, may be added to an EIR; and
unless the new information is significant, recirculation of the EIR is not required. New
information is not considered significant unless the EIR is changed in a way that deprives
the public of meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental
impact of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect. An EIR must be
recirculated if the new information identified a new significant impact resulting from the
project or its mitigation measures or a substantial increase in the severity of an impact.
The following analysis addresses each of the impact chapters studied in the Captain's
Table EIR. No new significant adverse impacts are identified, and no previously identified
significant impacts are determined to experience a substantial increase in the severity of
the effect.
Based upon the following analysis of revisions to the final project description, recirculation
of the EIR is not required. This document becomes part of the complete Environmental
Impact Report for the Captain's Table project.
Purpose
The purpose of this analysis is to assess the potential environmental impacts of several
project modifications and then determine whether the existing Captain's Table EIR
adequately addresses the affects of the modifications.
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The modifications addressed in this analysis include the following three items:
1.
2.
3.

The height of the four story building has been reduced to three stories.
The restaurant seating is reduced from 440 seats to 351 seats.
The 40 berth marina is reduced to a floating dock/marina facility to allow transient
boat traffic only.

Analysis
This analysis addresses how each of the modifications listed above affect the
environmental determinations discussed in each of the EIR's categories.
Land Use, Zoning, and Consistencies with Adopted Plans. Reducing the height of the
four story building to three stories results in an increase in the length of each of the three
main hotel structures by approximately 15 feet each. The City of Sacramento's
Sacramento River Parkway Plan requires that all development within or adjacent to the
Parkway shall have a maximum linear lot coverage no greater than 60%. Staff reviewed
the revised site plan for consistency with this Parkway requirement. The project has a
linear lot coverage of 58.5%. Therefore, the revised project is consistent with adopted
plans.
Transportation and Circulation. Reducing the restaurant seating from 440 seats to 351
seats and replacing the 40-berth marina with a floating dock/marina facility (allowing for
approximately 20 boats) reduces the parking demand by 50 parking spaces. However, the
total number of parking spaces provided on site will not change. The revised project will
result in no change or a possible reduction in vehicle trips to the site. Therefore, the
revised project would result in no additional significant impacts beyond those identified in
the E1R.
Air Quality. The proposed project modifications will result in no change to the air quality
analysis in the EIR. The project revisions would result in no additional significant impacts
beyond those identified in the EIR.
Noise. The proposed project modifications will result in no change to the noise analysis
in the EIR. The project revisions would result in no additional significant impacts beyond
those identified in the EIR.
Geology and Soils. The proposed project modifications will result in no change to the
geology and soils analysis in the EIR. The project revisions would result in no additional
significant impacts beyond those identified in the EIR.
Drainage, Water Quality and Flooding. The proposed project modifications will result
in no change to the drainage, water quality and flooding analysis in the EIR. The project
revisions would result in no additional significant impacts beyond those identified in the
EIR.
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Biology. The proposed project modifications will result in no change to the biology
analysis in the EIR. The project revisions would result in no additional significant impacts
beyond those identified in the EIR.
Hazardous Materials. The proposed project modifications will result in no change to the
hazardous materials analysis in the EIR. The project revisions would result in no additional
significant impacts beyond those identified in the EIR.
Cultural Resources. The proposed project modifications will result in no change to the
cultural resources analysis in the EIR. -The project revisions would result in no additional
significant impacts beyond those identified in the EIR.
Recreation and River Related. Reducing the 40-berth marina to a floating dock/marina
for transient use with capacity for approximately 20 boats may reduce impacts to river
traffic and will result in no change to the analysis in the EIR. The project revisions would
result in no additional significant impacts beyond those identified in the EIR.

Conclusion
The proposed revisions to the project are determined to result in a less intensive
development which will not increase the severity or extent of project specific, cumulative
or other impacts already identified in the Captain's Table EIR.
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